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Photograph 1
Wetland A
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Photograph 2
Wetland A & Adjacent Area
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Photograph 3
Wetland B
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Photograph 4
Wetland B & Adjacent Areas
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Picture 5
Wetland A Soil
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Picture 6
Wetland B Soil
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,DepartmentbOf'Energy
Washington, DC,20585

June 1996
i:Dear Interested Paty:
:Th-is -Summary-of.'the Dispositiionof.SurplusHighly Enriched:Uranium.FinalEnvironmental
:Imact Statement is-enclosdl' foryou 'information. :The entire:documentt isavailable:upon
request and may be obtainedby calling (202) 586-4513. This document has been' prepared in
accordance with,.the'National'Environmental Policy ,Act;,and-rflects comments.received on
an earlier draft released in October,1995 for.review: byý the-public. '.The. document,presents' the
:ana!yses of the :environmentaldimpacts of altematives ýfor the disposition of weapons-usable
."highly enriched uranium (HEU)Lthat'hasbeen, declared .surplus to national defense. needs.
The'Department proposes to eliminate ýthe proliferation, threat ofsurplus HEU:by blending it
:down, toIlow-enriched uranium (LEU), which is not weapons-usable.'The'EIS assesses'.the
disposition .ofa nominal 200,metric tons of surplusHEU. 'ThePreferred Alternativeis,
where, practical,. to' blend theýmaterial'for sale.asLEU,,and use ,overtime, ,in commercial
,.nuclear reactor .fuel-to-recover.its, economic value. Material: that cannot-,be: economically
,recovered would beMblended -to :L•EU for ,disposal~as .low-leveL radioactive waste.
;Inadditiontto the 'No ,Action" Alternative,' the HEU EISanalyzes four'altematives~that
.-represent'differenproportions .of the :resulting'LEU being.,used,iný.commereial reactor-fuel. or
disposed. of as -waste. It~analyzes the blending of'HEU using three,different'processes-atdfour
.potential sites. ,The ,,transportationof materials.isi also,.analy~ed.
A-public-comment periodfor the HEU'Draft EIS was, held from,October.27, 1995 to
'January,12,..1996. Commentswere received byletter, fax,,.electronic mail,,andttelephone
-;recording. "In;addition,.public worksho ps.on the EIS were. held inKnoxville,_Tennessee and
Augusta,.Georgia in November, 1995. All commentswere considered by theDepartmentin
preparing.the .Final EIS.and-are presented along with ýresponseslin Volume I :of the
,document. ARecord of Decision on surplus 'HEUdisposition will' be issued no soonerthan
°30 days following,,publication.ofo the Notice of Availability, of the&HEU Final.EISin, the
Federal-Register.
The, Departmeht-appreciates the partiipation of -outside organizations, andthe general"public
-in ,the review of tliis document.
'Sincerely,

..David Nulton,`-Director
'Office'of, NEPAl Compliance: and!Outreach
'•iOffice, of--Fissile Materials' Disposition
Prited with soy inkan recycle pape

'COVER SHEET
i•Lead-Federal Agency: U.S.4 Department -of,Energy (DOE)
,Cooperating Federal Agency: U.S. 'EnvironmentalProtection-Agency
-TITLE:
.•:Disposition,,!ofSurplus,'Highly,EnrichedI Uranium Final'Environmental'Impact Statement
(DOE/EIS-0240)

;CONTACTS:
'For further- information on" this
environmental, impact,'statement (EIS),
_call (202) -586-:4513 or :fax (202). 586-4078
or contact:
,Mr. J. David 'Nulton
Director
.Office :-f NEPA .Compliance -and-Outreach
Office of Tissile Materials Disposition
U.S. Department0of' Energy
1000, Independence-Ave., SW
'Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) :586-4513

For further, information.., on the U.S. Department
of Energy/National EnVironmental Policy Act
(NEPA) ,process,, call (800) 472-2756
.or contact:
'Ms. Carol -Borgstrom
'Director
Office -of.NEPA;Policy .and Assistance, (EH-42)
Office of Environment,. Safety, and Health
U.S. Department •of Energy
1000 'Independence .Ave., :SW
Washington, D.C. '20585
(202) '586-4600

-ABSTRACT:
-This document.:assesses,'the environmental' impacts that may result from alternatives for the disposition .of
U:S.morigin; weapons-usable highly -enriched,uranium (HEU) that has been .ormay 'be declared zsurplus to
*national defense .or defense-;related program needs. In :addition, to the No ,Action -Alternative,dit iassesses
,four alternatives .that -would eliminate the weapons-usability of HEU by blending it .with :depleted
.uranium, natural 'uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU)'to create LEU, ,.eitherlas commercial-reactor
-fuel feedstock or-as ýlow-level radioactive 'waste. "The potential'blending'sites are DOE's"Y-12 Plant atuthe
Aiken,, South Carolina;
Oak -Ridge -Reservation'in Oak: Ridge, 'Tennessee;, DOE's Savannah River'Site:in
the :Babcock :& Wilcox Naval 'Nuclear ,Fuel Division Facility 'in Lynchburg, 'Virginia; and-the :Nuclear
Fuel Services '.Fuel Fabrication 'Plant in Erwin, Tennessee. :Evaluations 'of .impacts ,at the potential
.blending ýsites on .*site infrastructure, water .resources,, air quality and noise, ýsocioeconomic resources,
•waste management, "public 'and 'occupational -health, -and environmental justice -are 'included in the
,assessment. 'The intersite transportation of :nuclear and hazardous :materials is also assessed. .The
Preferred 'Alternative is blending down as much'.of the~surplus .HEUto .LEU.as possible While.gradually
selling the commercially usable LEU for use as reactor fuel. DOE plans to continue this over an
-approximate '15-tto'20-year period, with continued, storage of the:HEU until 'blend down! is completed.
:PUBLIC'INVOLVEMENT:
The *Department 'of Energy issued -a 'HEU Draft ,EIS on iOctober 27, 1996, and held..a formal public
.comment [period on, the HEU Draft :EIS through January 12, '1996. In preparing -the HEU.Final'EIS,
DOE'considered comments received via. mail, :fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet),: and.: transcribed
,'from messages -recorded •by telephone. 'nIaddition, ýcomments and concerns •were• recorded :by notetakers
during: interactive publichearings held in Knoxville, Tennessee, :on November 44, 1995, and ,Augusta,
Georgia, onwNovember ,16, -1995. :These comments 'were, also :,considered during-preparation of .the HEU
'FinalEIS. Comments received .and,-DOE's 'responses -to those comments .are found-in Volume:II;of, the
•EIS.
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March 24, 2009
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SUBJECT: File No. 201.000144;'Proposed Excavation/Filling of Two Wetland Areas Adjacent
to Banner Spring"Branch (No.chupky River Tributary at Mile 94,9R),,in Erwin, Unicoi County,
Tennessee.

Ms. B. Marie Moore
Safety and Regulatory
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
1205 Banner Hill Road
Erwin, Tennessee 37650
Dear Ms. Moore:
This is in response to your January 28, 2010, application for a Department of the Army (DA)
permit to excavate and fill two wetlands, A (0.17 acres) and B (0.18 acres), at the subject location. You have indicated that you will mitigate for the 0.35 acres of permanent wetland impacts
by purchasing 0.70 acres (2:1 ratio) of available credits at the Shady Valley Wetland Mitigation
Bank. Your application has been assigned File No. 2010-00144, which should be referred to in
all future correspondence with this office.
In accordance with your request, this is to inform you that the proposed activity is authorized
by existing Nationwide Permit (NWP) 38 [March 12, 2007, Federal Register, Reissuance of
Nationwide Permits; Notice (72 FR 11092)].
For the above authorization to be valid, the proposed work must be accomplished in accordance with the enclosed plans (Exhibits A - D), NWP Conditions (Exhibit E), and ActivitySpecific Conditions (Exhibit F). If you fail to comply with any of the permit's terms and conditions, this authorization may be modified, suspended, or revoked and an individual permit may
be required pursuant to 33,1CFR 330.5.
In addition to the enclosedi.general and activity-specific conditions, the following special
condition must also be met:
- Prior to impacting the-wetlands, or no later than 90 days from the date of this permit verification (whichever comes first), you must furnish this office written evidence of your purchase of
credits at the Shady Valley Wetland Mitigation"Bank.

BMM

WD, CSM, RGR
1MG, DMG, JEG
a.D,. WRH, RAE
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This verification will be valid until March 18, 2012, unless the NWP authorization i's modified, suspended, or revoked. If the work has not been completed by that .time.iyou should con
tact this office to, obtain Verification that the permit is still valid.
As soon as the authorized work has been completed and all the permiticonditions. have been
met (including any required mitigation), you mus sign the enclosed "Coripnliancf
Certification"
and send.it back to the Corps office checked on the form (Exhibit G).
You are responsible for obtaining any other federal, state, and/or local appr Ias a may be
required for the activity. We understand that the Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation, Division of Water Pollution Control, issued you a water quality,.,ertificition for
this action on February 24, 2010. Consequently, the proposed work must be constructed in accordance with all the conditions of the state certification. In addition, you must comply with any
applicable state or local FEMA-approved floodplain management requirements.
(
If changes in the location or plans of the proposed work are necessary, revised plans should be
submitted promptly to this office. No deviation should be made in the approved plans without
first obtaining approval from this office.
Sincerely,

J. Ruben Hernandez
Project Manager
Operations DivisionEnclosures
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Nationwide Permit Conditions

Nashville District
The following General Conditions must be followed in order for any authorization by NWP to be
valid:
1. Navigation. (a) No activity may cause more than a minimal adverse effect on navigation. (b)
Any safety lights and signals prescribed by the US Coast Guard, through regulations or
otherwise, must be installed and maintained at the permittee's expense on authorized facilities In
navigable waters of the US. (c) The permittee understands and agrees that, Iffuture operations
by the US require the removal, relocation, or other alteration, of the structure or work herein
authorized, or if. in the opinion of the Secretary of the Army or his authorized representative,
said structure or work shall cause unreasonable obstruction to the free navigation of the
navigable waters, the permittee will be required, upon due notice from the Corps of Engineers, to
remove, relocate, or alter the structural work or obstructions caused thereby, without expense to
the US. No claim shall be made against the US on account of any such removal or alteration.
2. Aquatic Ufe Movements. No activity may substantially disrupt the necessary life cycle
movements of those species of aquatic life indigenous to the waterbody, Including those species
that normally migrate through the area, unless the activity's primary purpose is to impound
water. Culverts placed in streams must be installed to maintain low flow conditions.
3. Spawning Areas. Activities in spawning areas during spawning seasons must be avoided to
the maximum extent practicable. Activities that result In the physical destruction (e.g., through
excavation, fill, or downstream smothering by substantial turbidity) of an Important spawning
a'rea are not authorized.
4. Migratory Bird Breeding Areas. Activities In waters of the US that serve as breeding areas for
migratory birds must be avoided to the maximum extent practicable.
5. Shellfish Beds. No activity may occur in areas of concentrated shellfish populations, unless
the activity is related to a shellfishharvesting activity authorized by NWP 4 and 48.
6. Suitable Material. No activity may use unsuitable material (e.g., trash, debris, car bodies,
asphalt, etc.). Material Used for construction or discharged must be free from toxic pollutants in
toxic amounts (see Section 307 of the Clean Water Act).
7. Water Supply Intakes. No activity may occur In the proximity of a public water supply intake,
except where the activity is for the repair or improvement of public water supply intake structures
or adjacent bank stabilization.
8. Adverse Effects from Impoundments. If the activity creates an impoundment of water,
adverse effects to the aquatic system due to accelerating the passage of water, and/or
restricting its flow must be minimized to the maximum extent practicable.
9. Management of Water Flows. To the maximum extent practicable, the preconstruction
course, condition, capacity, and location of open waters must be maintained for each activity,
including stream channelization and storm water management activities, except as provided
below. The activity must be constructed to withstand expected high flows. The activity must not
restrict or Impede the passage of normal or high flows, unless the primary purpose of the activity
is to Impound water or manage high flows. The activity may alter the preconstruction course;
condition, capacity, and location of open waters if it benefits the aquatic environment (e.g.
stream restoration or relocation activities).

-:
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10. Fills Within 100-Year Floodplains. The activity must comply with applicable FEMA-approved
state or local floodplain management requirements.
11, Equipment. Heavy equipment working in wetlands or mudflats must be placed'on mats, or
other measures must be taken to minimize soil disturbance.
12. Soil Erosion and Sediment Controls. Appropriate soil erosion and sediment controls must be
used and maintained In effective operating condition during construction, and all exposed soil and
other fills, as well as any work below the ordinary high water mark or high tide line, must be
permanently stabilized at the earliest practicable date. Permittees are encouraged to perform
work within waters of the US during periods of low-flow or no-flow.
13. Removal of Temporary Fills. Temporary fills must be removed inmtheir entirety and the affecteds:
areas returned to pre-construction elevations and revegetated, as appropriate.
14. Proper Maintenance. Any authorized structure or fill shall be-ii6perly maintained, including
maintenance to ensure public safety.
15. Wild and Scenic Rivers. No activity may occur in a component of the National Wild and Scenic
River System, or in a river officially designated by Congress as a"studyriver' for possible
inclusion in the system while the river Is In an official study status, unless the appropriate Federal,
agency with direct management responsibility for such river, has determined in.wriUng that the
proposed activity will not adversely affect the Wild and Scenic River designation or study, status.'.
Information on Wild and Scenic Rivers may be obtained from the appropriate'Federal land'
management agency in the area (e.g.. National Park Service, US Forest Service, ,US Fish and
Wildlife Service).
16. Tribal Rights. No activity or its operation may impair reserved tribal rights, including, but not
limited to, reserved water rights and treaty fishing and hunting rights.
17. Endangered Species. (a) No activity is authorized under any NWP which is likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of a threatened or endangered species or a species proposed for such
designation, as identified under the Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA), or which will destroy
or adversely modify the critical habitat of such species. Non-federal permittees shall notify the
District Engineer if any listed species or designated critical habitat might be affected or is.in the
vicinity of the project, or Is located in the designated critical habitat and shall not begin work on the
activity until notified by the District Engineer that the requirements of the ESA have been satisfied
and that the activity is authorized. For activities that may affect Federally-listed species or
designated critical habitat, the notification "mustinclude the name(s) of the endangered or
threatened species that may be affected by the proposed work or that utilize the designated critical
habitat that may be affected by the proposed work. As a result of formal or informal consultation
with the FWS, the District Engineer may add species-specific regional endangered species
a
conditions to the NWP.
(b) Authorization of an activity by a NWP does not authorize the "take" of a threatened or
endangered species as defined under the ESA. In the absence of separate authorization (e.g., an
ESA Section 10 Permit, a Biological Opinion with "incidental take" provisions, etc.) from the
USFWS or the NMFS, both lethal and non-lethal "'takes"of protected species are in violation of
the ESA. Information on the location of threatened and endangered species and their critical

habitat can be obtained directly from the offices of the USFWS and NMFS or their World Wide
Webpages at http:l/www.fws.gov/ and http:l/www.noaa..oov/fishee.es.htmlrespectiveiy.
18. Historic Properties. No activity which may affect historic properties listed or eligible for
listing, in the National Register of Historic Places is authorized, until the Dislrict Engineer has
complied with the provisions of 33 CFR Part 325, Appendix C. The prospective permiltee must
notify the Distrt Engineer Ifthe auftrized activity may affect any historic properles listed,
determined to be eligible, or which the prospective permittee has reason to believe may be
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, and shall not begin the activity until
notified by the District Engineer that the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act
have been satisfied and that the activity Is authorized. Information on the location and existence
of historic resources can be obtained from the State Historic Preservation Office Officer or Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer, as appropriate, and the National Register of Historic Places (see
33 CFR 330.4(g)). For activities that may affect historic properties listed in, or eligible for listing
in, the National Register of Historic Places, the hotification must state which historic property
may be affected by the proposed work or Include a vicinity map indicating the location of the
historic property. Prospective permittees should be aware that section 110k of the NHPA (16
USC 470h-2(k)) prevents the Corps from granting a permit or other assistance to an applicant
who, with Intent to avoid the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA, has intentionally
significantly adversely affected a historic property to which the permit would relate, or having
legal power to prevent it, allowed such significant adverse effect to occur.
19. Designated Critical Resource Waters. Critical resource waters including state natural
heritage sites, and outstanding national resource waters or other waters officially designated by
a state as having particular environmental or ecological significance and Identified by the district
engineer after notice and opportunity for public comment. The district engineer may also
designate additional critical resource waters after notice'and opportunity for comment (a)
Discharges of dredged or fill material Into waters of the US are not authorized by NWP 7, 12, 14,
16, 17, 21, 29, 31, 35, 39, 40i 42, 43, 44, 49, and 50 for any activity within, or directly affecting,
critical resource waters, including wetliands adjacent to such waters. (b) For NWP 3. 8, 10, 13,
15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 36, 37, and 38, notification Is required in accordance
with general condition 27, for any activity proposed in the designated critical resource waters
including wetlands adjacent to those waters. The district engineer may authorize activities under
these NWPs only after it is determined that the Impacts to the critical resource waters will be no
more than minimal.
20. Mitigation. The activity must be constructed to avoid and minimize adverse effects, both
temporary and permanent, to waters of the US to the maximum extent practicable at the project
site (I.e. on site). Mitigation in all Its forms (avoiding, minimizing, rectifyng, reducing, or
compensating) will be required to the extent necessary to ensure that the adverse effects to the
aquatic environment are minimal.
21. Water Quality. The activity must comply with case specific conditions added by the Corps or
by the state, Indian Tribe, or USEPA In its section 401 Water Quality Certification. Where States
and authorized Tribes, or EPA where applicable, have not previously certified compliance of an
NWP with CWA Section 401, Individual 401 Water Quality Certification must be obtained or
waived (see 33 CFR 330.4(c)). The district engineer or State or Tribe may require additional
water quality management measures to ensure that the authorized activity does not result in
more than minimal degradation of water quality.
22. Coastal Zone Management. (Not applicable in Nashville District.)
23. Regional and Case-By-Case Conditions. The activity must comply with any regional
conditions that may have been added by the Division Engineer (see 33 CFR 330.4(e)) and with
any case specific conditions added by the Corps or by the state, Indian Tribe, or U.S. EPA in its
section 401 Water Quality Certification.

24. Use of Multiple Nationwide Permits. The use of more than one NWP for a single and complete
project is prohibited, except when the acreage loss of waters of the US authorized by the NWPs
does not exceed the acreage limit of the NWP with the highest specified acreage limit. For
example, if a road crossing over tidal water is constructed under NWP14, 'vwith associated bank
stabi,,tzaon autholized by tIf•P ,13,the maximun acreage l:ws of waters ol the US for the koWi
project cannot exceed 1 3-acre.
25. Transfer of Nationwide Permit Verifications. If the permittee sells the property associated with
NWP verification, the permittee may transfer the NWP verification to the new owner by submitting
a letter to the appropriate Corps district office to validate the transfer. A copy of the NWP
verification must be attached to the letter, and the letter must contain the following statement:
When the structures or work authorized by this NWP are still in existence, at the time the property
is transferred, the terms and conditions of this NWP, including any special conditions, will continue
to be binding on the new owner(s) of the property. To validate the transfer and the associated
liabilities associated with compliance with its terms and conditions, have the transferee sign and
date below:

Transferee

Date

26. Compliance Certification. Every permittee who has received a Nationwide permit verification
from the Corps will submit a signed certification regarding the completed work and any required
mitigation. Thecertification form is included with this verification.
27. Pre-Construction Notification. N/A as a permit condition for this verification letter. (For full text
of this condition; refer to page 11194 of the FederalRegister, Vol. 72. No. 47. Monday,. March 12,:
2007 at http:llwww.usace.army.mitrinet/functions/aw/cecwolrer..
28. Single and Complete Project. The activity must be a single and coniplete project.
The same NWP cannot be used more than once for the same single and complete project.
Further Information:
1. District Engineers have authority to determine if an activity complies~with the terms and
conditions of an NWP.
2. NWPs do not obviate the need to obtain other Federal, state, or local permits, approvals. or
authorizations required by law.
3. NWPs do not grant any property rights or exclusive privileges.
4. NWPs do not authorize any injury to the property or rights of others.
5. NWPs do not authorize interference with any existing or proposed
Federal
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Nationwide Permit

Nashville District

38.: Cleanup of Hazardous and Toxic Waste.
Specific activities required to effect the on-tainment;',stailization,.or removal of
hazardous or toxic waste materials that are performed, ordered, or sponsored by a
government agency with established legal or regulatory authority. Court ordered
remedial action plans or related settlements are also authorized by this NWP. This
NWP does not authorize the establishment of new disposal sites or the expansion of
existing sites used for the disposal of hazardous or toxic waste. (Sections 10 and- 404)
Note: Activities undertaken entirely on a Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) site by authority of CERCLA as approved
or requiredby EPA, are not required.to obtain permits under section 404 of the Clean
Water Act or section 10 of the Rivers and HarborsAct.
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ATTENTION.'
YOU'ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMI:--TTHIS SIGNED.
CERTIFICATIION REGARDING- THE COMPLETED
ACTIVITY AND ANY REQUIRED MITIGATION.
,
I hereby certify that the work authorized by Permit No. *20--( OO(
including any required mitigation, general and/or special conditions, was
completed in accordance with the Corps authorization.

Permittee Signature
Date%
Submit this signed certification to the office checked below:

[•

LI]
LE]

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
3710 Bell Road
Nashville, TN 37214-2660
Eastern Regulatory Field Office
P.O., Box 465
Lenoir City, TN 37771
Western Regulatory Field Office
2042 Beltline Road, Southwest
Building C, Suite 415
Decatur, AL 35601

Project Mgr.
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1,- Wetland A Data Form_
2- Wetland B Data Form-?

7,p,

Figure -4
Wetfl-andAt-Datat Form,-,-.
RouineWetandDeterminatIon;
(198CO

Welands Delineliatlion-Manua)

SiteName/Project No.:Nuclear FulSrvices
Inc./icfn
Appicat/Oner
1'~cler Fel ervcesIncCounty
Jloycen
Griitl

wcngi

Dt
Sta te:

'Do.Nornial Circ~um-stances exist -on the
site?

Yes

Is the site significantly disturbed (Atypica).Situat~ion)?

ri
L.~a~No'
-

.-

is the area a potential Problem Area?

Yes

/90
-Unico
T

Community ID: PFOIB

~~Transect ID:
Plot ID:'

___

Wetland A.

No

Vegetation
Dominant Plant Species
1.A cer negundo

Stratum -Indicator
T
FACW
T.
FACW
H
OBL'
GOBL
S
OBL
G
FACWH
FACW
H
FACW

..

2-Acer rubrum.
33. A~sciepias incarnia
* 4. Carex stricla
5. C'ephalanthus occidentalis
* 6. Dryoteris cart/ms/on
* 7. Er/geron phi/adeiphicus
8. Euthamiaremnoto

Percent of Dominant Species that
are OBL, FACWI, or FAC
(excluding FAC.):

.Dominant
Plant Species
9. Juglansnigra
10. Myrica gale
11. Rubus syp.
12. Sa/ix discolor
13.ýSoldxspp
14. Lobeho/ cardinal/sL.
15. Vernonia gigant~an .
-H
16..Eu6atorjumi purpureum L..

.

.

.....

.

'Stratum
Indicator
T
FACW
H
.OBL
S
FAC
T
FACW
T
OBL
H.
FAW
FAC-i
H
PAC

FAC Neutral Test:.

.100%

68%

Remarks:
This site satisJfies the hydrophytic
vegetation -criteria,

Hydrology
___Recorded

Data (Describe in Remarks):
____________Streamn,
__________Aerial

.Photograph~

_________Other

..
.

-X

.No

Wetland Hydrology Ifidicators:

.

Lake, or Tide Gauge

Recorded Data Available

Field Observations:.
Depth of Surface Water:

0

.(ill)

Depth of Free Water in Pit:

-6

(in)

Depth to Saturated Soil:

-0

(in)

.

-

Primary Indies tors: .
.___
nundated (see'Remarks)
..
7
X__ Saturated in Upper 12 Inches
(see Remarks)
___Water
Marks
Drift LinesSed iment Deposits
Drain~agePatterns in Wetlands'
Secondary Indicators (2 or more
required):
Oxidized Root Channels in -Upper
12 inches
Water Stained Leaves
X__ FAG-Neutral Test
Other (Explain in Remarks)

~T~

-~

.~a

zipv,

1Rema
*
ks:
This site satisfies the wetland0_hydrology. critria

--Soils
.Map UJnit Name
.(Series and Phase):

Buncombe Loamy Sand (Bu)

_Tak'onom y(Suggroup). .

,___:_-,__

___

Description:__________________
Depth

-Profile

.(inches

MatrixColor

Horizon

_. • 0-6

.

A

7-16..-

"

B

Hydric Soil Indicators:

Drainage.Class:Excessiel, Draned
Field Observations5
ContfirmhM•aped T;p

,.s

Mottle Color

Mottle

Texture Concretions,

(Munsell Moist)

(Munsell Moist),

2.5Y 2.5/1]

Black

Abundance/Contrasi
Light Gray
.

Structure, etc.
Loam

2.5Y 5/2-

Gray to Brown

.-

- Brown

Loam

..

-

Ccen

"

HistosolConcretions

Histic Epipedon

________

'I,

"

"X

High Organic Content in Surface Layer

Sulfidic Odor
•_Organic
Aquic Moisture Regine
"_"_Reducing Conditions
_ X.Gleyed
..
or Low-Chroma Color "
..

Streaking in Sandy Soil
Listed on.Local Hydric Soils List
Listed on National Hydric Soils List
_Other

(Explain in Remarks)

,

Remarks:
.
This site satisfies hydric-soil criteria

Wetland Determination
Hydrophytic
Vegetation
PresYes
-Wetland
Hydrology
Present?
rcSis rsnN
--

•

No
No.

'

sh

mn(Circlei

Wle)

Is the Sampling Point Within a Wetland?

(Cirni
0_-

Remarks: -

All three criteria necessary to-quality as ajurisdictional wetland based on the 1987 Corps. of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual have
been met.
"
"'
.
.
-

0
.

Figure S
Wetln d B'-Data Form,
Routi eWtad Dieter~minatioin
(198
COEWetlndsDelineatioin M Anul

:Site Namne/Project No, Nuclear.Fu~el. Ser'vi ces: Inc./Vetl ad B
ApI'ant/Owiner:
Nuclear Fuel Services' Inc.

'Dte

iState:

netgtrE-,Schmidt
DO Normal Circumstances exist on the site?

Z

Is the site significantly disturbed (Atypical Situation)?
Istile area a potential Problem Area?

Vegetation.
Dominant Plant Species

3. Fraximuspennsylvshica
4. Diospyros virginiana

.

No"

TN

CmuiyI

Noo

:

Transect ID:
Plot ID:
.

FI
__

Wetland B

-

Yes

-Stratum
I

1. Acer rubruni
2. Alnus serrulata

.. Yes

"

-

0/00
County: Unicoi

1I1

Indicator

-__

-

Dominant PlantSpecies

Stratum

Indicator

FAC
FACW+

FACW
FAC

I

Percent of Dominint Species that are OBL, FACW, or FAC
(excluding FAC-):
..
.
...

FAC Neutral Test:
100%0/

100%

Remarks:
This site satisfies the hydrophytic vegetation Criteria. Several mosses were also !0resent and although not dominant, Sagittarriasp.(typically
OBL) was observed.

Hydrology
Recorded Data (Describe in-Remharks):
"
.____
_ StreamLake; or Tide Gauge
Aerial Photograph
.
. ....._ O ther
" "X
X__ No Recorded Data Available

Wetland Hydrology Indicators:
Primary Indicators:
Inundated (see R em arks)
Saturated in Upper 12 Inches (see Remarks)
X
Water Marks
X_

Drift Lines

Sediment Deposits
X
Drainage Patterns in Wetlands
Secondary Indicators (2 or more required):
Oxidized Root Channels in Upper 12.inches
Water Stained Leaves
FAC-Neutral Test
Other (Explain in Remarks)
Field Observations:
Depth of Surface Water:.
. Depth of Free Water in Pit:
Depth to Saturated Soil:

__0

(in)
12 "
8

(in)
(in)
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Horizon
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. A
-B
...
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• .Hydric Soil Indicators:.,
"
.
Histosol
Histic Epipedon
Sulfidic Odor
Aquic Moisture Regine
- Reducing Conditions
• X
Gleyed or Low-Chroma Color

"
Remarks:
This site satisfies the hydric soil criteria

Wetland Determination
Hydrophytic Vegetration Present?
Wetland Hydrology Present?
Hyoric Soils Present?.
_ ..

_..._-________._"

_

Matrix Color
.(Munsell Moist)
2/1 OYR
0
. . 10YR 3/1 . -

Mottle Color
(Munsell Moist)*
Black
.
Dark Gray -

"
: ....
-

'-

-

--

}.

- ' .":

No (Circle)
No
No ..

-

•-

: . "'

_.•'

'-

_,

-

N'

_-..._._._.._-______

MMottle
Abundance/Contrast
Dark Gray
.•
Brown

"_
__"__
Texture Concretions,
Structure, etc.- -. Loam
..
,.Loam

" "
Concretions
.
-•High Organic Content in Surface Layer
Organic Streaking in Sandy Soil
Listed on Local Hydric Soils List ,
. Listed on National Hydric Soils List
.
. Other (Explain in Remarks)

"

-

-

-

.

•

. •.•,-.••

-7..

QDranage Class: Excessivelv Drained
baffi, Sand:(Bu)
- Buncom
(Series and Phase):
Observations
Taxiioy(SggiField
Mapd"yeYes
ou) _______________________Cofrm
Profile Description:
Depth
(inches 0-6
6-16

,.,.:..

'•••L

. "_

:

..

.
.
Is the Sampling Point,W~ithin a Wetland? .

(Circle)
0

. . : '
..
R em a r ks :
This data satifies all three criteria necessary to quality as ajurisdictional wetland based on the-1987 Corp§. of Engineers Wetlands
Delineation Manual have been met.,
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Enclosure H.
i - NFS Air Permits
2

NFS Permitted and Actual Emissions

Table 3
NFS Air Permits

Operation
Building 234/
Decommissioning.
Building 300 Complex
& Building 333
Waste Water
Treatment Facility
Research &
Development Laboratory &
Soil Treatment Pilot Plant
250 HP & 150 HP
Steam Boilers
Ground Water Treatment
Process
Blended Low Enriched
Uranium (BLEU) Complex
Note: Current as of 5/10/2010.

Permit
Number

State of TN
Emission Source
Reference No.

017604P

86-0002-06

955420P

86-0002-08

954441P

86-0002-12

051893P

86-0002-21

050434F

86-0002-24

051889P

86-0002-27

955540P

86-0002-28

Actual4Emissions

NFS;Vaintted!:

"mission Limitations".

Pollutant

(Onsyr)

"nActual,

*

Alloivable

By Pernhi

Particulate*

0.5

- Sulfurdioxide*
-Carbon monoxide*
Volatile organic compounds
-Nitrogen oxides *
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen chloride **

*

Vinyl chloride **

Tetrachloroethylene **
Trichloroethylene **
Bis-2-ethylhexylphthalate

**

Mercury **

Ammonia
Hydrogen
Nitric Acid
Hydrogen Sulfide
Silicon tetrafluoride

0.05
4.5
1.3
19
0.08
0.63

38..
6.3
4.7

57
0.3
0.9
0.01
0.21
0.06
0.01
0.01

0.0001
0.009
0.0006
0.0007
0.0006
24
56

'92"

0.05

0.42

0.01
0.01

0.02
0.07

114

"Information summarizedfrom NFS airpermits in effect as of5/5/2010.
* CriteriaPollutant
** HazardousAir Pollutant (HAP)

4

-,

4:

r

-

-

Enclosure I
Air Inspection-Report, April 2010

-.

t.~

.

.

.....

DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENT AND
TENNES'SEE DIVISION
CONSERVATION
... .......
.
OF AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL
ANNUALINSP.ECT-O
._N_
.- -----Reference No•.:.86,002
---,--G3 -State Class:.CM
Environmental SpeciAist:
Pollutant(s):- NO
Route To.

FiKTe

Date Inspected:April 13, 2010

Company: Nuclear
Location address: Fuel Services (NFS)
1205 Banner Hill Road,
City/State/Zip: Erwin,
TN 37650
Company Contact/Title:
Phone: (423) 735-5415 Becky Webb, Environmental
Scientist
Does Company impact
an additional control
area? YES/NO : No
Does Company have:
NSPS (Part 60)? Yes
(D)
PSD? No
NESHAPS
(Part 61)? No
'Sources: Point 28;
'
MACT (Part 63)? No
BLEU Complex
Date'of the last annual
Time period covered inspection: July 16, 2009
by this inspection,
from: July 1,2009
Is inspection partial
to March 31, 2010
or comprihensive?
Comprehensive
Total time required
for this inspection(hours):
Was company in compliance
7
during entire inspection
time period? Yes
If CM source: Date
........
annual
report
.Date annual report received in EFO:
Not Required
review complete/acknowledged
Did annual report have
by EFO:
deviations from permit
conditions (Y/N)?
EXECUTIVE:

File

-

SUMM
YARY:'.

.

OnApril 13, 2010,ý Air
Pollution Control inspector
scientist, for the purpose
Greg Tester met with
of conducting a comprehensive
Becky Webb,. environmental
annual compliance
inspection.
NFS currently has four.
(4)
operating
permits and three (3)
inspection was conducted
construction permits..
on
July
18,
2008 and found NFS
The 2007-2008 annual
' inspection was conducted
to be in-compliance.
on July 16, 2009 and
The 2008-2009
include a site visit.
found NFS tobe in
compliance. This inspection annual
did:
The following is a summary
of my findings'listed
compliance specification
by permits and conditions.
have been omitted.
Conditions with no

CN-0844 (Rev. 9-06)
RDA 1298

Coperating Permit
017604P:'Poi'nt•06,1-234i
-- - .-- - •
. . .
.
. ,. . . .
. . .. . - ,

.

UI

i.

: , ,

,,

,if Ie••-'
s;. sing
_.- .

. . •.

. . -

. .. -

-

.- . . k

....

. ..

,

Condition 15: In compliance. This condition states the company is to operate within applicable visible
emission limits as stated in the air pollution regulations. There were nodisible emissions as the soarce.
was nt
aino
ain andeisnin the prcess
c ofwdecommissioning.
iniiae. See Conditi
Construction Permit 955420P:Points

08. EnrichedsUranium Processing
be

.. Mn.

The inspector did notohave
ihe pr0per securityd learance to enter thisaarea. "

-"

Condition 1: In compliance. B. Marie Moore ismistsiithe responsible p ary.-

.

logs for

e

Condition 15: In compliance. This condition requires the compay to maintain air pollution control
equipment. Ms. Webb stated the air pollution control equipment is in good working condition and
regularly maintained. Maintenancerecords were checked, dated, and initialed. See Condition 16.
Condition 16: In compliance. This condition requires maintenance, logs be kept. Maintenance logs for
July 2009 through April 2010 were reviewed, dated and initialed.
Condition 18: In compliance. This condition limits visible emissions to 20% opacity per EPA Method
9. No visible emissions were observed.
.
Condition 21: In compliance. This condition states the permitteemust apply for an operating permit
within 30 days of start-up. The start-up date was September 8,2004 and the operating permit was
applied for September 30, 2004.
March 2010
.
.
Condition 22: In compliance. This condition specifies start-up date certification dates. Thestart-up
notification shows
A September 8, 2004. Start-up certification was sent September 15, 2004.
ConstructionPermit 954441P: Point 12. Wastewater Plant
Condition 1: In compliance. B. Marie Moore is still the responsible party.
-•

..

-

Condition 2: In compliance. This condition• limits maximum wastewater/chemical input rate to 4,967
lbs/hr per forty-eight (48) hour period (batch time). Operational flexibility was granted on Julne 10,, 2005
raising the limit to 14,914'.94 lbslhr by letter from David Carsoni. According to the'wastewater input
~logs, the highest input rate was 3,907 lbs/hr for .the 48 hour time period• of 3/17/!10-3/19/10.
Condition 4: In compliance. This condition limits visible emissions to 20% opacity per EPA Method
~~9. No visible emissions were observed..-.
Condition 6: In compliance. This condition requires logs that readily show compliance with Condition
2 of this permit. Logs for July 2009 through March 2010 were reviewed, initialed and dated."

~Condition 9: In compliance. This condition specifies start-up certification deadlines. Start-up date was
July 1, 2004. A timely start-up certification was applied for on July 12, 2004. An operating permit was
applied for July 27, 2004.
:"
..
:..
.

CN-0844 (Rev. 9-06)
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...•

- . ...-. ...
..

.peratina

Permit 051893P: Point 21, Research and
a- Development Laboratoryynand soil Treatm ent

-:oi

Pilot Plant with Wet Scrubber Control.

Condition 1: In compliance. This condition lists Andrew Maxin as the responsibleparty.- A letter

.-dated-January 31, 2000 changed the responsible partyto B.:Marie Moore.. Ms Moore is still the
.

responsible -party.:-.

..

.

. .

..

.

.-..

Condition 2: In-compliance. This condition limitsthe maxiuffum prqcess material input rate to 540,
.pounds per hour.in the soil treatment pilot plant. The, soil treatment pilot plant has idt-'operated in more
than 10 years. The research and development laboratory is still in operation and Ms. Webb applied for an
exemption on 5/28/2008.-

Condition 6: In compliance. This condition limits visible emissions to 20% opacity per EPA Method
9. No visible emissions were observed.
Condition 8: In compliance. This condition states that permit renewal must be applied for no less than
sixty (60) days prior to expiration. The permit expires November 1, 2008. According to an online
delivery- tracking invoice, a timely permit renewal was sent on May 28, 2008 and signed for by T.
Phipps on May 29, 2008.
Operating Permit 050434F, Point 24, 250 HP and 150 BIP Steam Boilers:
Condition 1: in compliance. This condition lists Andrew Maxin as the responsible party. A letter
dated January 31, 2000 changed the responsible party to B. Marie Moore. Ms. Moore is still the
responsible party.
Condition 4: In compliance. This -condition limits fuel to natural gas or #2 fuel oil. Only natural gas is
used atthis source.
Condition 7: In compliance. This condition states that both boilers may not operate simultaneously. At
the time ofthis inspection, only the 250TIP boiler was operating. ,.

..

Condition 8: In compliance. This condition requires a fuel sampling and'analysis for #2 fuel oil. No*
fuel oil has been used since 1993.
Condition-9: In compliance. This condition limits visible emissions to 20% opacity per EPA Method
9. No visible emissions were observed.
Condition 10: In compliance. This condition states that permit renewal must be applied for sixty (60)
days prior to expiration. Permit expires November 1, 2008. According to an online delivery- tracking
invoice, a timely permit renewal was.sent on July 11, 2008 and signed for by S. Bethea on June 14,
2008.
Opveratingz Permit 051889P: Point 27, Groundwater Treatment Process
Condition 1: In compliance. This condition lists .Andrew Maxin as the responsible party. A letter
dated January31, 2000 changed the responsible party to B. Marie Moore. Ms. Moore is still the
responsible party.
CN-0844 (Rev. 9-06)
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.......
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2: n7 xmpliance.'This condition limits v'olatile'organic compoundh
Cditionl-!
this~~
sireo(6punds

per

hour..

The

highest

reported,

VOC

emission

was

in

V~)eitdfo
Ags

09a0000

pounds per hour.
Cniin3: .Iin compli'anc*e.iI'This ;ýonditipnsa.ýtesý-th-a-t an adctivated carbon filter miust be utilized any_
time vinyi'chioride is detected-by sampling-of the incoming goundVar.M.Wb stad tatth
Activated c a-b~on. filter is used at. all times, even when no vinyl chloride is detec'ted.- Condition 4: In compliance. This condition requires contaminated groundwater to.be tested every
month for toxics. -This source began operation again after several years of being idle in January.2008.
Monthly tests are conducted on-site for ammonia and. nitrate. Other tests are sent to an independent
laboratory. All results are placed in a log book. The results for July.2009 through Febriuary 2010 were
initialed and dated.
Condition 5: In compliance. This condition states that based on certain test results, it is allowable to
test every quarter, instead of monthly. Ms. Webb stated that this source wili-be tested. monthly
regardless of the test results.
Condition 6: In compliance. This condition limits visible emissions to 20% opacity per EPA Method
9. No visible emissions were observed.
Condition 7: In compliance. This condition states that permit renewal must be applied for sixty (60)
days prior to expiration. According to an online delivery- tracking invoice, a timely permit renewal was
sent On July 11, 2008 and signed for by S. Bethea on June 14, 2008.ý
Construction Permit 955540]?: Point 28. Blended Low lEnriched Uranium OBLE0J Compl1ex
Condition 1: In compliance. B., Marie Moore is'still the responsible party.
Condition 5: In compliance. This condition states only natural gas may~be used for this facility. Ms.
Webb stated that only 'natural gas is used.
Condition 6: -In compliance. This condition'limits. the maximum throughput of Uranium Oxide
Dissolution process to 60 tons/year on a twelve month moving average basis.- Compliance with this
condition is shown by logs required in Condition 7. This source. only operates on an as-needed basis and
has not operated sinrce May 2009. Based on the 12-month rolling average, 5.8 tons is the highest 12month average and as of May 1, 2010, will drop to 0.
Condition 7: Inccompliance. This condition requires'an annual log of uranium oxide used at this
source. Monthly logs were reviewed, dated, and initialed.
Condition 15: In. compliance. This condition requires maintenance logs be kept for the wet scrubber.
Maintenance logs for July 2009 through March 2010 were reviewed, dated, and initialed..
Condition 17: In compliance. This. condition states that no parts of this source shall operate. without the
associated pollution control equipment. Ms. Webb stated that this source w~ill not operate without the
control devices. If the scrubber shuts down, sensors shut down-the entire systemn.
CN-0844 (Rev. 9-06)9
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Coniton

1:In

compliance.-

Tis

condition

liisvsil

ms

9. No visible emissions were observed.

ion

to

20

piyprEPA

Method-

-

Condition 23: In compliance. This condition states that theoperating permit must be applied for within
ninety (90) days of start-up. Start-up date was September-12, 2004. Operating pernit applied for..
D~ecember-9,

20

.

.

.

....

.

..

.....

Condition 24: In compliance. This condition states the start-up nhoification -mustbe submitted-within
thirty (30) days of start-up. Source started on Sepfember 12, 2004, and the notificationwas sent.on
September 30, 2004.
Conclusion
Based on the information reviewed and/or obtained during this inspection, I report NFS to be IN
COMPLIANCE in that no compliance problems were found with any issue under the purview of this
inspector.

tVp6tor4ýame

. -

VEE Certification Number- 2287
Certification Expiration Date: 9/22/10

I verify that the format and content of this report conforms to established TN Division of Air Pollution Control annual
inspection standard operational procedures guidance and that the compliance determinationmade in this report is correct.

Supervisor/Manager

CN-0844 (Rev..9-06)
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Enclosure J
1 - Attainment Status TN Counties
2 - Attainment Status VA Counties

Table 1
40 CFR 81.343 Subpart C - Section 107 Attainment Status Designations
Eastern Tennessee-Southwestern Virginia Interstate Air Quality Control
A=Attainment
NA = Non Attainment
Particulate
Ozone
Particulate

Sulfur

Carbon

Matters0

Dioxide

Monoxide

TN County

(PM 10)

(SO 2 )

(CO)

Anderson
Blount

A

A

A

A

Bradley

A

Campbell

A

Carter

A

Claiborne

A

Cocke
Grainger

Ozone (03)

Matter 2 .5

(03)
(8-Hour

Nitrogen
Dioxide

(PM 2 5s)
(Annual

Standard)

Standard)

(NO 2 )

NAAQS)

A

A

NA

A

NA

A

A

NA

A

NA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

NA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Greene

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A
A

A

Hamblen
Hancock

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Hawkins

A

A

A

A

(2)A

A

A

Jefferson

A

A

A

A

NA

A

A

Johnson

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Knox

A

A

A

A

NA

A

NA

Loudon

A

A

A

A

NA

A

NA

McMinn

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Meigs

A

A

A

A

(2)A

A

A

Monroe

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Polk

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Rhea

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Roane

A

A

A

A

A

A

NA

Sevier

A

A

A

A

NA

A

A

2

(1-Hour -

A

Sullivan

A

A

A

A

W)A

A

A

Unicoi

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Union
Washington

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
'A

A
A

Notes:

(1) Carbon Monoxide designation date November 15, 1990.
(2) Ozone (1-Hour Standard) designation date October 18, 2000. The standard is revoked effective June 15, 2005.

(3) Ozone (8-Hour Standard) designation date June 15, 2004. (2)Attainment effective April 15, 2008.
(4) PM2.5 designation date is 90 days after January 5, 2005.
(5) Lead - not designated.

Table 2
Particulate
Ozone
Particulate
Matter1 o

Sulfur
.. Dioxide

Carbon

Matter 2 s

Ozone (03)
(1-Hour

(03)

Nitrogen

(PM 2 .5 )

Monoxide

(8-Hour

Dioxide

(Annual

(PM 10)

(SO 2)

(CO)

Standard)

Standard)

(NO 2 )

NAAQS)

Bland

A

A

A

A

A

-A

A

Buchanan

A

A

A

A

"A

A

A

Carroll

A

A

A

A

A

Dickenson

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

Grayson

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Lee

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Russell

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Scott

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Smyth
Tazewell

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A

A

A

Washington

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Wise

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Wythe
City of Bristol

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

City of Galax
City of Norton

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A

VA County

.

.

Notes:
(1) Carbon Monoxide designation date November 15, 1990.
(2) Ozone (1-Hour Standard) designation date October 18, 2000. The standard is revoked effective June 15, 2005.
(3) Ozone (8-Hour Standard) designation date June 15, 2004.
(4) PM 2.5 designation date is 90 days after January 5, 2005.
(5) Lead - not designated.
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City Charter/Code of Ordinances
...
.......

.

City Charter- Erwin City Charter
EL -ki..n k-s "

Code of Ordinances:

Title 1. General Administration
Title 2. BoPa~rds & Commissions
Title 3. Munic.ipal.. Co.urt
Title 4..Municipal Personnel
Title 5. Municipal Finance & Taxation
Title 6. Law Enforcement
Title 7. Fire Protection & Fireworks
Title 8. Alcoholic Beverages
Title 9. Business, Peddlers, Solicitors, Etc.

Title 10. Animal Control
Title 11. Municipal Offenses
Title 12. Building, Utility, etc. Codes

Title 13. Property Maintenance Regulations
Title 14. Zoning & Land Use Control
Title 15. MHoitorl Ve.hicles, Traffic..&Parking

Title 16. Streets a ndSidewalks

http://www.erwintn.org/citychartercodes.html

3/25/2010

Page 2 of 2

City Charter/Codes, ,'-.

Title 17.,eue&TahDsoa
Title 18. Wate.r & S..eweelrs
Title 19. Electricity & Gas
Title 20. Miscellaneous

Erwin Town Hall

I-

P.O. Box 59
211 North Main Avenue
(423) 743-6231 Fax (423) 743-3983
-,@2006

http://vww.erwintn.org/cltycharter-codes.html

Town of Erwin I Site_Webmaster

3/25/2010

.'OFFENSIES.AGAINST THE PEACEIAND QUIET
SECTION 1-1-301. Dis'tirbiig~the peace.
I11 302. Anti-nois~e regulations.
11-301. Disturbing the peace. No person shall disturb terid to distuurb,
or aid in disturbing the peace of.others by.violbnt, tumultuous, offensive, or

obstreperous conduct, and no person shall knowingly permit such conduct upon
any premises owned or, possessed by him or. under his control. .(1976 Code,
§ 10-202)

11-302. Anti-noise regulations. Subject to the provisions of this section,
the creating of any unreasonably loud, disturbing, and'unnecessary noise is
prohibited. Noise of such character, intensity,.or duration as to be detrimental
to the life or health of any individual, or in -disturbance of the public peace and
welfare is prohibited.
(1)
Miscellaneous prohibited noises enumerated. The'following acts,
among others, are declared to be loud, disturbing, and unnecessary noises. in
violation:'of this section, but this enumeration shall not be deemed to be-:
exclusive, namely:
...
.
.-.
.() "Blowing horns. The sounding of any horn. or signal device

on any automobile, motorcycle, bus, truck, or-other vehicle while not in
• motion except as a danger signal if anotherr vehicle is approaching,

apparently out of control, or if in motion, only as a danger signal after or.
.as.brakes are being applied and deceleration df the vehicle is intended;
the creation by, means of any suchsignal device of any unreasonably'loud
or harsh sound; and the sounding of such device for an'unnecessary and
unreasonable period of time.
(b) ... Radios, phonographs, etc.
The playing of i.any .radio,
phonograph, or any musical instrument or sound device, including but
not limited to loudspeakers or other devices for reproduction o r
amplification of sound, either independently of or in connection with

-

motion pictures, radio, or television, in such a manner or with such
volume, particularly during the hours'between 11:00 P.M. and7:00.A.M.,.
as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort, or repose of persons in any office
or hospital, or in any dwelling, hotel., orother-type of residence, or of ahv.
person in the vicinity.
_
.
(c)
Yelling, shouting, etc. Yelling, shouting, whistling, or
singing on the public streets, particularly between the hours of 11:00
P.M. and 7:00 A.M. or at.any.time or place so as to annoy or disturb the

q:uiet cmfort oi repose of ariny persons in any hospital, dwellih-hotel

orohei typ e ofresidence, or of any person'in the vicinit
(d ets. Thekepingi ofayaiabrdofwl
causing frequent or ong -continued noiseýshlall distur

rpsof an

hchy
t•he: comfort.or.'.

6eroin. the- vicinity

- (e) Useof-vehicle The use of any automobile motoicyce, tiIuc'k
or vehicle so out'of repair' so loaded, or in: such. manner as to'cause loud
and unnecessary grating; grinding,,rattling, or other noise.
(f)
Blowing whistles. The;blowing of any steam whistle
attached to any stationary boiler, .except.to give notice of the time to
begin or stop work or asa warning of fire or danger, 0r upon request of
proper municipal authorities.. .
(g)
Exhaust discharge. To discharge into the open air the
exhaust of any steam engine, stationary internal combustion engine,
motor vehicle, or boat engine, except through a muffler .br other device
which will effectively prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom.
(h)
Building operations' The erection (including, excavation),
"denmolition, alteration, or repair of any building in any residential area or
sectioh Or the construction or repair of streets and highways in any
residential area or section, other than between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and
6:00 P.M- on Week days; except in case of urgent necessity in the interest
of public health and safety, and then only with a.permit from the building
inspector granted for a -period while .th6 emergency continues not, to
,exceed thirty (30) days. If the building inspector should-determine that
the public health and safety will not be impaired by the. erection,
demolition, alteration, or repair of any building or the excavation of
streets and highways between the hours of 6:00 P.M. and 7:00 A-.M. and
if he'shall further determine that loss or inconvenience would result to
any party in interest through, delayhe maygrant permission for such
work to be done between the hours of 6:00 P.M.-and 7:00 A.M. upon
application being made atthe:time the permit for the work is awarded or
during -the process of the work.
a
(i)
Noises near schoois, hospitals, churches, etc. Th6 creation
of any.excessive noise on any street adjacent to any hospital or adjacent
to.anvy school, institution of learning, church, or court while the same is
in session.
"")
Loading andunloading operations. The creation of any loud
and'excessive noise in connection with the loading or.unloading of any
vehicle or the opening and destructionof bales, boxes, crates; and other
containers.
'
(k)
Noises :to attract attention.
The use of' any. drum,
-loudspeaker, or other instrument ordevice emitting noise for the purpose
* of attracting attention to any• performance, show, or sale, or display, of-merchandise.

-16'
( )"
Loudspeakers or amplfiers' on vehicles.
The use, of,
mechanical loudspeakers,, or..amplifierson. trucks or- other.,-movifig or
-standing vehicles foravriigootepupss
_(2),:t
Exceptions None ofthe6te6rms .orprohibitions-here6f shEal .,apply
"to or be enforced against
(a)
Municipbal..vehiclies`: Any -Vehicle of the town while engge
u.:poni' necessary public business:' -:."b)
Repair of stireefs, etc. Excavations or repairsoftbridgej,

.streets, or highways at night, by or ori-behalf of the.town, the county, or
.

.

the.. state,' when -the public welfare* and convenience
impracticable to perform such work during the day'.
.

renders

it

.. (c)
Noncommercial. and nonprofit use of. loudspeakers or
amplifiers. The reasonable use of amplifiers, or.loudspeakers in the
course of public addresses which are noncommercial in character and in
the course of advertising functions sponsored by nonprofit organizations.
However, no such use shall be made until a permit therefor. is secured
from the recorder. Hours for the use of an amplifier or public address

. systemwill be designated in the permit so issuied and the use of such.
-

systems shall be restricted to.the hours-so designated in the'e permit.
(1976 Code, § 10-234)
.
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I .-ROI. Population Growth'.
2

School District Data

3 - ROI Education Attainment
4- ROI Healthcare
55 ROI Social Services

6 - Population Distribution and Percent
Employment by NFS in .Region of Interest
....

•

,

...

.

- . .. . . . .

...

-

II

ROI
Carter
Sullivan
Unicol
Washington
Source:

Table I
ROI Population Growth
2000 Population
Estimated 2025
Population
56,742
58,263
162,797
153,048
17,667
19,195
[107,198
138,901

Percent Change
2000-2025
2.7%
6.4%
8.6%
29.6%

Tennessee Department of Transportation,2003, Twenty Five Year Transit Plan, Task 6, Factors
Influencing TransitDemand in 2025, Brinckerhoff,Parsons,July

Table 2
School District Data
Item of Concern

Carter
County
12
PK
17
960
6005
13

Sullivan
County
12
PK
28
1816.7
12159
17

Unicoi
County
12
PK
6
248
2571
ND

Washington
County
12
PK
14
1194.6
9206
26

Highest Grade Offered
Lowest Grade Offered
Number of Schools
Total Classroom Teachers
Total Students
English Language Learners
Sources:
U.S. Departmentof Education, National Centerfor Education Statistics, The Common Core
of Data, "LocalEducation Agency Universe Survey", 2007-2008, Version Ia.
Note:
ND: No Data

Table 3
ROI Educational Attainment
ROI

Carter
Sullivan
Unicoi
Washington

High School
or Higher
N__ _(
76
81.9
6.7.7
83.4

Bachelor's Degree
or Higher
M%,
15.4
19.8
10.6
27.2

Source:
U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2008 (Carter,Sullivan, Washington)
U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 unicoi county (2006-2008 data not available)

Table 4
ROI Healthcare
Unicoi County
Sullivan County
Access to
Carter County
Healthcare
3.1
0.8
0.6
Medical Doctors
per 1,000 (2007)
7.6
2.7
2.0
Hospital Beds
per 1,000 Pop.
(2006)
12.3
132
61.9
Nursing Home
Beds per 1,000
Pop. 65 & Older
1
4
1
Hospitals
Source:
tennessee.gov/tacir/CountyProfilelcarter._profile.htm
tennessee.gov/tacir/CountyProfile/sullivanproflle.htm
tennessee.gov/tacirlCountyProfile/unicoiprofile.htm
tennessee.gov/tacir/CountyProfile/washingtonprofile.htm
tnhospitalsinform.comltn-hospitals.asp

Washington

__County

3.8
6.2

9.9

5

Table 5
ROI Social Services

Ambulance
Services

Law
Enforcement

Fire
Dept.County/

County /City

Volunteer

Carter

1

6

1

Sullivan

1

10

1

Unicoi
Washington

1
1

4
5

1
1+ Wings

ROI

Sources:
usacops;com/tn1s37650
health.state.tn.us/ems/ambulanceservicelicensure.htm
0/o2Oaddress%20
maps.google.comn/maps?h1=en&q=voiunteer%2Ofire%20department

County

Carter
Sullivan
Unicoi
Washington
Total in ROI Source:

Source:
fedstats.gov/qf/states/47.html
Employee
data
fedstats.gov/qf/states147.html
NFS
NFS Employee data

2007
Pop.
59,492
153,900
17,718
118,639
349,749

2007
Percent Pop.
Employed by NFS
0.15
0.02
1.07
0.23
1.47

Enclosure N
Summary of Environmental Dosimeter Data

YEAR

Offslte Dosimeters
D00I - Background along Asheville Hwy
D003 - Little Mountain

Summary of Environmental Dosimeter Data
Offsite Deep-Dose Equivalentsa
_Annual
Net In mrem
2005
2006
2007
Occupancy
Total
Occupancy
Total
Occupancy
Total
Adjustedb
DDEC
Adjustedb
DDEc
Adjustedb
DDEc

2008
Occupancy
Adjustedb

Total
DDEc

2009
Occupancy
Adjustedb

Total
DDEc

50
0

50
0

53
0

53
0

53
0

53
0

53
0

53
0

40
0

40
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1.4

0
22

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

D013 - West property boundary

0.2

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D015 - West property boundary

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D016 - West property boundary

2.2

35

1.6

25

0.9

15

0

0

0

0

D018 - East property boundary

2.0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.1
0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

D022 - South property boundary

1.2

19

0.3

4

0.8

12

0.4

7

0.8

13

D029 --West property boundary

0.8

13

0.1

1

0

0

0.1

2

0.6

9

D030 - South property boundary

0.7

0.1

2

0.3

5

0.8

13

1.0

16

D031 - West property boundary

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D032 - West property boundary

0.4

11
1
7

0.1

2

0.4

6

0

0

0

0

D033 - Northeast property boundary

0.3

4

0

0

0.3

5

0

0

0.1

1

N/A

0.5

8

0.1

1

0.3

4

Site Boundary Dosimeters

D002 - East property boundary
D005 -North property boundary

D019 - North property boundary
D020 - North property boundary
D021 - North property boundary

D034 - West property boundary
N/A
N/A
a Deep-Dose Equivalents as measured at the property boundary
bOccupancy factors as defined in NCRP Report No. 49
cDeep-Dose Equivalent (DDE) using an occupancy factor of one (1)
Source: NFS 2005-2009

N/A

Enclosure 0
Bulk Chemical Management Control Measures

Table 1
Bulk Chemical Management Control Measures
Quantity
(gal)

Chemical
Ammonia Hydroxide

1-1,611
1-700

Uranyl Nitrate Tanker

3,700

Nitric Acid

2-4,656

Sodium Hydroxide

4,971

Management Control Measures
Concrete dike capacity 1,500 gals,
Daily Inspections (M-F),
Administrative Quantity Control,
Deadman valve (Locked)
Concrete loading pad with 500 gal. sump.
Tanker has the following safeguards: hose fitting
and coupling catch basin on top of tanker, level
switch, mass flow meter, inspection prior to filling,
and personal attendant during filling. Tanker
storage on the UNH loading pad or temporarily on
plant site.
Concrete dike capacity 4,656 gal,
Engineered high level interlock,
Daily inspection (M-F)
Concrete dike capacity 4,971 gal,
Engineered high level interlock,
Daily inspection (M-F),
Gate valve

Enclosure P
1 -"Environmental Indicator Evaluation
Memorandurn
2 -1-996 DOE DJisposition -ofSurplus Highly
,iEnri ched Uranium Final Environmental
Impact Statement

15N0402 4 8
GOVO.5
7EL :MEMO
1:STATEOFITENNESSEE
.DEPARTMENT< OOF ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION

..DistributiOn
NiN
J ,KDS,
AHWBKM;RPD,
DBF
JEG

'Division of Solid Waste&Management

iIIII-`2004

Filf~lor.L&CTower
S40 l:'Church- Street
'NashvilleTennessee 37243 -1 535

I.

S:RETURNRECEIPT:REQUESTED

,.,'..

REGUL6T1OR,(

-7003;1680,0005,5753:4235

'Novembef 19, 2004
*Nuclear'Fuel'Services, Inc.
1205 BrannerHfill'Road
'Erwin, TN 37650
Attention:

"Re:

B.'Marie-Moore
Vice'President Safety.& Regulatory

Environmental Indicator Evaluation Memorandum, (EIMemo)
,Dated-September :17, 2004
TND.00 309 5635

,Dear Ms.,Moore:
The purpose of this letter is to formally transmit to'yourifacility, acopy.of the EI Memo, Which the
.,Division of-SolidýWaste Management (Division)'preparedfor your:facility. The El Memo is designed to
determine if human exposures to toxins are controlled. at your facility; and if groundwater releases. are
.,,controlled-at your facility, based on thelatest information availablerto~the Division. TheEI-Memo lists
the documents upon which the:Division relied in reaching our conclusions. 'The most recent ElMemo.for
your facility is enclosed.. It -shows that your facility is currently meeting both-Environmental Indicators.
Please review, the Summary of-Follow-Up Actionsdocated:in Section 6,-page4 of theEPMemo. The
.Follow-Up Actions will be discussion topics in future-Facility. Action'Plan (FAP): meetings.
If you have:any questions concerning the EI-Memo,.please:contactme at 615.532.0864.

iRogerDonovan,!P.G.
:Corrective Action Section
Enclosure
cc:

•.William Krispin,,-Manager, Permitting Section,,DSWM
,.Charlie&Burroughs, Manager,: Corrective ActionSection
Fred Whllinghani,:J6hnson:City"iEAC
'55

STATE OF TENNESSEE
`DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT ,AND, CONSERVATION
"Division of.Solid Waste&Management
. Fifth Floor;,L.&'C Tower
401-.Church' Street
:'Nashville,'Tennessee'37243 -`1535

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATOR MEMORANDUM

DATE:

'September 17,2004

SUBJ:

.Evaluationof-Nuclear.Fuel.Services,•Inc.s. (NFSstatus~undertheiRCRA. Info
Corrective, ActionEnvironmentalIndicator Event Code (CA750)
,EPAI.D. Number: TND.00.309.5635

FROM:

Roger Donovan

'

:Environmental Specialist 4
Corrective Action Section
Division of SolidWaste Management
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
THRU:

TO:

Taff

Charles Burroughs
Environmental Program Manager 1
Corrective. Action Section
Division.of S6lid'Waste Management
,Tennessee Department of Environment and :Conservation

William`E.,:Krispin

C

Environmental Program,Manager 2
Manager of Hazardous Waste Permitting Sections
.Divisionof.SSolid Waste Management
Tennessee Department of:Environment and Conservation

.,RCRA Info Status Code for •this Memo:

-CA725: 31S

•CA750: YES

I.

.PURP.OSEYOF MEMO
This, memois .written to-formalize an evaluation of NFS's status in.relation to thefollowing
.RCRA(t 'Info ýcorrective.-action :code ýdefined in-. the. Resource,: Conservation, and. Recovery
Informatio, System (RCRAjInfo):
,Migration: of Contaminated GroundwaterUnder. Control Determination (CA750)
Concurrence-by the Manager. of the Hazardous:.Waste Permitting Sectionis- required. prior to
entering this, event code into RCRAInfo.

.1.

HISTORY OF
"ENVIRONMENTAL
INDICATOR :EVALUATIONS
FACILITY AND REFERENCE-DOCUMENTS

AT *THE

This particular evaluation- is the third. evaluation ,performed for the NFS facility. The
-evaluation, and associated interpretations 'and conclusions, on, contamination, ,exposures :.and
contaminant' migration.• at the facility are based on: information obtained from the' following
documents:

1.

RCRA FacilityInvestigation Workplan for NuclearFuel Services, Inc.,
Erwin,, Tennessee, dated' May'26, 1993, by Nuclear Fuel Services, Incl,. and

'EcoTeLkInc.
2.

3.

.Revised GroundwaterFlow and Solute-TransportModeling report,Nuclear
FuelServices, Inc./Erwin,?Tennessee dated February.8, "1999, by ARCADIS
Geraghty and Miller, Inc.
Groundwater.RiskAssessment at NuclearFuel Services, Inc. and Adjacent
IndustrialPark-Site,dated June '1997, by Nuclear Fuel'Services, :Inc.

4.

RCRA FadilityInvestigationReportfor'SWMU 1 andAOC 5 at NuclearFuel
Services, Inc., dated October 17, .1994, by Advanced Recovery Systems, Inc.

5.

RCRA FacilityInvestigation'Reportfor AOC 3 dated November 23,1994, by
Nuclear"Fuel"Services, Inc.

6.

-RCRAFacilityInvestigationReportfor -SWMU7 atNuclear-FuelServices,
•lnc.,..dated March 1995, by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

7.

:RCRA FacilityInvestgation ReportforS9W s 9 and 10 atNuclearFuel
•'Services,J.nc., dated October'1995,-by NuclearFuel" ervices, 'Inc.

8.

fRCRA Facility.Investigation,Reportfor SWMU 3 at:NuclearFuel Services,
:Inc., :dated December 1995, by Nuclear.Fuel'Services, Inc.

':2

9.

:RCRAIFacilityInvestigation'ReportforSWMAiJs 13 and 14 at Nuclear Fuel
"Services,'Jnc., dated"December 1995, by"Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

10.

`RCRA Facilityltnvestigation'Reportfor}SWMUfLý6at NuclearFuelServices,
Inc., dateddFebruaryJ1997, byNucleairFUelSer'iices,, Inc.

.11.

-RCRAt"FacilityInvesigationReportforAOCs 2 and 4 at Nuclear
Fuel
;.Servicesi,Inc., ,dated'June-1997bby NuclearFuel;:Services,"Inc.

:12.

RCRAFacility'InvestigationRePortforSWMU20 and:Well 103A and,Off'Site,GroundwateratNuclear Fuel Services, JInc.,/dated June 1997, by
'Nucleaf'Fuel Services, Inc.

13.

.Report on the Investigation to Define the VerticalExtent of Groundwater
Contaminationat'Nuclear-Fuel"Services,Inc., dated'December 1,998,"by
.Nuclear'Fuel Services, Inc.

14.

Several Quarterly RCRA.Facility Investigation1and Interim Measures
'Reports,,Dated 1994 through 2004,.subniitted'by'Nuclear Fuel Services, •Inc.

15.

FacilityAction-Plan(FAP)Presentations,dafed march 25,2004, presented
'by Nuclear Fuel 'Services, Inc.

16.

Site-Wide GroundwaterMonitoringData and Plume Maps FirstQuarter
2004; :dated'June l,'2004, 'submittedtby-Nuclearýuil Services, Inc.

17.

'PreliminaryAnalytical DataMW-122A, email dated"September 8,'2004,
submitted by Nuclear Fuel Serviceslinc.

iEarlier environmental indicator evaluations. and status codes are listed'below:
First Evaluation (9/11/96):
:Second Evaluation (9/29/99)

CA725: ,YE CA750: NO.
CA725: YE 'CA750: :NQO

The •Previous -Environmental Indicator CA725: Human Exposures "Controlled.Determination Yes--Coded"CA725 YE;AdatedSeptember'29, 1999, is~enclosed:as Attachment 1.
:Ml.

`FACILITY`DESCRIPTION:
The NFS ,faility ,is located, in northeast Tennessee within -the ýcity 'limits .of theltown 'of
'Erwin ini Unicoi County., NFS lies ,in an alluvial valley. surrounded ýby rugged mountains.
The site .encompasses 57.8 acres of:relativelylevel area some `50" to •100 feet •-above, the
normal,:elevation of the •NOlichucky.River Ato ýthe ,northwest. The nearestprominent .cities
'include Johnson City,• TN to-the north, *Knoxville,TN, to' the southwest, arid Asheville, NC-to
the',south. It is -ocated'-on- ,the:Erwin .7,1/2'Mýinute Quadrangle, Map at latitude,:82° 25' 5 8"
•and longituded360 07"51".

.3

:NFS has provided, an .array of nuclear: products -.and services since 1957. ,Its principal

products and ýservices include the .manufacturing of 'fuel for the U'.S. -Navy. :Uranium
*supplied by the U.S. Government is the principal. raw,material used for this purpose.
;lSolid waste --generated,,-at the NFS `facility falls into four: categories: ira'diological waste;
;;hazardous waste; 7:.mixed ýI
(radioactive & :hazardous) iwaste; -;.and non-radiological, 'non.hazardous :ýsolid .waste. :,Radiological ýand .'hazafdous ,wastes -are -propetly. packaged and
shipped to ,,an -o.6ff-site licensed .commercial -disposal --facility. Non-radioogical,
o
nonhazardous-solid, waste is:disposed 0f in a municipal landfill. :Mixed waste is:stored,in an onsitepermitted' facility.
The NFS facility operates ýunder -the regulatory supervision, of various ,-agencies, Iincluding
--the Tennessee Department ofEnvironment and Conservation (RCRAHazardous Waste, Air
!Emissionsand,'Raidioactive Material,.Licenses), the City of Erwin (Sanitary Sew'er.Discharge
,Permit), the US'Nudlear :Regulatory:Commission (Nuclear /i:Radioactive.Material'Licenses,
Shipping, Certificates),j-and the USDepartment of Trainsportation (Shipping Certificates).
CONCLUSION 'FOR CA 725:
CA 725
V.

YE, Human Exposures remain under control as-specified-inprevious
.'evaluation.

CONCLUSIONTFOR CA 750:
CA 750

VI.

YE, Migration.of.contaminated-groundwater is under:control.

SUMMARY OFFOLLOW-UP ACTIONS:

NFS is required toperform the following actions:
1.
12
3.
4.
5.
6.

Continue currenthbioremediation program;
`Remnediate contaminated groundwater offsite where.feasible;
Install warning signs inthe backwater, area of the Nolichucky.' River;
"Perform additional surface water sampling of the backwater. area;
Perform sediment sampling:in thebackwater area;
Perform surface water sampling of the Nolichucky River down gradient of the backwater
-area.

Attachments:
1. Previous Environmental Indicator Tor Human Exposures Controlled"Determination -Yes-CodedCA725 YE; dated September'29, 4999
2. "•Environmental' Indicator.(EI) RCRA 'Info Code CA750 'Migration' of Contaminated
'GroundwaterfUnder" ontrol

rA

ýATTACEMENTJ1
DOCUMENTATION OF EN•IRONMENTALINDICATOR DETERMINATION

.RCRACCorrective, Action
EnvironmentalIndicator'(EI)RC RIS code (CA725)
Current-Humani Exposures,.Under Control
Facility Name:
•Facility Address:

.Nuclear-Fuel Services, Inc.
Erwin, TN

Facility. EIPA IDV :

ýTN]) 00. 309 5635

6 q j

j

1. "Has all available relevant/significant information on.known and reasonably, suspected releases to soil,
groundwater,- surface water/sediments; and,air,: subject to-RCRA Corrective.Action- (e.g., from Solid
"Waste-Management Units (SWMU), Regulated Units(RU), and Areas of Concemr(AOC)), been
,considered in thiis ELdetermination?
X

Myes - check here:and continue with,#2-,below,
If no--.re-:evaluate existing data,:or
If data are not availablerskip to #6 and enter "IN" (more informationneeded) status code.

BACKGROUND
.Definition-of Environmental-Indicators (forlthe RCRA. Corrective Action)
-EnvironmentalIndicators (EI), are-measures beingusedby the RCRA *CorrectiveAction program to go •
beyond.programmatic activity measures (e.g., reports received-and.approved,ý etc.) to track changes; in the
quality of.the~environment. The two EI developed to-date ifidicatethe quality.6f the:environment in
relation to current human- exposures to contamination-and the migration of-contaminated groundwater.
An EI for.non-human (ecological) receptors is intended to be developed in.the:future.
Definitionof "Current.Human Exposures Under.Control" El
A-positive "Current Human Exposur.esUnder Control",EI determination (CTE"status code) indicates
-"that there are no "unacceptable" human exposures to "contamination".(i.e.,.contaminants in
concentrations- in,excess Of appropriate, risk-based levels) that can be reasonably,.expected under current
land- and: groundwater-use conditions (forall "contamination" subject toPRCRA corrective, action ator
'from the identified-facility (i.e., site-wide)).
.Relationship, of El toý Final'Remedies
While Final remedies remain the longrterm objective of the-RCRA Corrective Action-program the El are
near-term objectiveswhich are currently-being-used&as Program measuresfor-the.-Government
'Performanceand :ResultsAct of 1993,.GPR-A). The "Current:Human.Exposures Under. Control".EI are
.for reasonably.expected-humanrexposures under current land-. and, groundwater-use. conditions ONLY,
:and. do. not consider-potential future land- or groundwater-use conditions or-ecological, receptors. The
RCORA Corrective Actionl program's overall mission. to protect human-health-and-.the-,environment
requires that-ýFinal-remedies~laddress these issues (i.e., potentialfuture human-exposure .scenarios, future
iland and groundwater. uses,-and ecologicat receptors).

PAgeý-7.(CA,725)

'i

Duration /:Applicabiliity of EIDeterminaitions
*EIDeterminations status codes should remain-in :RCRIS national: database ONLY. as long as they remain
true (i.e.,RCRIS status codes must be.changed When the regulatory, authorities:become aware of contrary
information).
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.;2. Are groundwater,, soil,- surface.water,: sediments, :or air-media"known-or, reasonably suspected to be
'contaminated"'-above-appropriately, protective risk-based "levels" (applicable promulgated
standards,. as well as:otheriappropriate.standafds, guidelines, guidance,.or criteria) from:releases
.subject to RCRA Corrective6Ationi (from: SWMUs,RUs or;AOCs)?

'-.Groundwater

See rationale below.

ý-Air (indoors)'
"'SurfaceSoil (e.g.-,--2 ft) "
.
Surface•Water
'Sediment
,'.Subsurface Soil
,(e.g;, >2

It

Air.(ouýdoors)

X

.

',."See: rationale below.
See raionale below.
--See rationale.below.
-See rationald below.

X
.

__.,X

_

_

'X
X
_____

__________

7-7X

-

_________________

"

If-no (for.alLmedia) -4skip to:#6;,and-enter "Y•E," status code after providing or citing
-,appropriate levels,",, and:referencing, Iu.fcient:supporting.-documentation. demonstrating
-that these "levels" are-not exceeded.
.X

..If,yes, (for.any.media) --continue, after identifyingkey, contaminants,-in each
"contaminated" medium, citing appropriate 'leve.ls" (or.provide an~explanation for~the
determination that-the. medium-could pose .an~unacceptablerisk),. and:referencing
'supporting documentation.
If unknown (for any media) - skip to*#6,and:enter 'WN" status -code.

Rationale:
A~groundwatercontamination-plume primarily-associated with the SWMUs. 1, 2, 4,-6, 9-and 20 is
-present-at-the facility,-andahas alsomigrated'off-site;.towards-the NblichuckyRiver. 'This plume has
approximate dimensions of 600-feet-by 900 feet. ' Theý-site-related chemicals listed.on the following .
page have-been detected at concentrations exceeding RCRA groundwater standards; i.e.,MCLs or
-RCRAthealth-based action levels.
Soil and/or sediment contamination'.has been detected-at the facility during.the courseof-several
investigations. The siteýrelated chemicals listed on the-following page have been detected. at
.concentrations exceeding RCRA standards, i.e., Region 3 -Risk-Based Concentrations for Soil.

"Contamination": and "contaminated" describes media containing.contaminants (in any form, NAPL and/or, dissolved, vapors, or solids; that
.-are subject to RCP.A) in: concentrations in excess of-appropriatelyprotective risk-based "levels" (for the media;, that identify risks within the
"

acceptable risk range).

', .Recent evidence.(fromith6 Colorado'DeptL of Public:Health and-Environment, and others) Suggests that unacceptable indoor air
concentrations,are-more:common In structures above groundwater with volatile contaminants'than-previously, believed.' This:is a rapidly
"developing fieldand reviewers are encouraged to look to-the--latest guidanceyor the appropriate methods and. scale of demonstration necessary:to
- be-reasonably certain that indoor air (in structures located above' (and adjacent to)-groundwater.with volatile contaminants) does not present

,:unacccptable'risks,
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)
;Groundwater Constituents above Appropriate Action Levels

:,Nitrates

'"•10.

Vinyl chloride

.0.002
A007

'1,2-Dichloroethylene
Tfichloroethylene.(TCE)
SBi(2-ehylhexyl)phthalate
:12-Dichloroethane
Aroclor-1254
Tributyl phosphate
Autimony
Lead
Mercury
Sulfates

0.005

.

J

-'0.006
.0.005
0'0005
.0.2
0006
. `0015
0:002
?500.

'maximum Contminamit Level (MCL), unless otherwise.noted.

)

Soil Constituents above Appropriate Actiofi Levdls

I '-'. .L-,'.s,' t-•.
,,U.

V..4M
IJ•J

,

-

.

•

~.

.

,Mercury
Cadmium

Arsenic
Lead

'.,)2,n

I.JU.

;22.2
3S

04A3
2

.I400.

..Fluoride

-3300.'2

'Zinc
Toluene
.•Ethylbenzene
Xylene

:,23.000.
.16000.
'7800.
'160000.

'*EPA-Region 3 4/12199 RiskBased Concentafion for Sdilý(Residcntial); unless otherwise noted.

2EPA..Region 9 PreliniinarylRemedialGoal for Soil (Residential).
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3.' Ale therexcomplete pathways -between "'contamination" and human receptors suchthat, exposures
'-can 'be reasonably expected under the current (land- and groundwaterýuse). conditions?

SSOil
-

-No

No

No

ý•No

?No

,No

No

'No

"No

No

No

No

No

'No

:,No

No

No

ýNo

,No

'No

?No

'No

No

No

(surfce, e.g.;2.< ft)

*Surface-Water
Sediment
'Soil

.NNo

No•NoNo

(subsuface,; e.g., >21t)

.Instructions for Summary Exposure Pathway EvaluationTable:
41.

For.Media which are not,(5contaminated" as identified'in' #2,above, please strike-out spedific
Media, 'including-Human Receptors=-spaces, or enter "'N/C"for not contaminated.

.2. ,Enter "yes" or "no"forpotential "completeness":under:each "Contaminated"
-Media -, Human Receptor.combination (Pathway).
:Note: In order to focusthe evaluation to the most probable combinations: somelpotential
"Contaminated" Media - Human:Receptor combinations (Pathways) do not have assigned: spacesin
the-above table. 'While'these combinations may-notbobeprobable in most situations they.may-be
possible in some settings and shou-ld be added-as necessary.X

If no (pathways are, not complete for,any contaminated media-receptor combination) :skip to #6,-and enter"'YE"ý
status code,-afler explaining andlor referending condition(s)
'in-place, whether natural or man-made, 'preventing a complete'exposure pathway from
:each-contaminated-medium (e.g.,-use optional Pathway•Evaluation Work Sheet~to
,analyze' major-pathways).
If yes (pathways are, complete forany"Contaminated" Media -.Human Receptor'
combination) -,continue after providing,-supporting-explanation.
If unknown (for any "Contaminated"'Media

-

Human Receptor combination) skipto #6

and enter '.IN"; status'code

-Rationale:
Soil-at .the facility, is contaminated -with constituent concentrations- at-or just above residential, action
:levels, -Although,beryllium, and arsenic-.concentrations are. above, action levels, they are: notindicative
Of-soil-contaninationSince-they, are ypical•Of, background levels. -Radionuclides, of uranium'and
•technetium-99 have, also been detectedat concentrations abovethe NRC Option 1 levels. Although
"industrial landý use" actionlevels maybe' appropriate and are:being consideredinthe risk assessment

,Indirect Pathway/Receptor (e.g., yegetables, fruits;,crops, meate and dairy products, fish, shellfish;, etc.)

lPage'
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?forthisfacility, the NRC Option1 residential levels are frequently the, primary regulatory driver for
many soil cleanups.
source cleanups
.Numerous
have~been and.are currently being.conducted atSWMUs pursuant'to-the
,.stabilization/interim measures provisions of the-HSWA.permitfand.the NRC decommissioning
regulations. As- a result,.the potential, for direct exposure to contaminants in the subsurface soils is
expected to occur only,through planned excavations or maintenance-related activities under.a
controlled setting.
Water service tothe town- and the adjacent industrial propertiesis~supplied by Erwin (public)
There, are no residences. or water supplywells on;the.potentially affected 6ff-site properties.
.-Utilities.
The nearest
water supply-well (the:Railroad Well) is located approximately-3,500
feet northeast, and
upgradient f NFS. ' ErwinUtilities owns and operates this-well at an-average.pumping rate of-330
,gpm. ,Recent-capture zone:analysis (groundwater modeling) indicated thatithe'NFS contaminant
,plume. is-unaffected: by the. operation-of the-Railroad Well. Surface:water is not used, fordrinking
water in: the Erwin-area. 'The nearest public water ,supplyonthe Nolichucky "River is the city df
Jonesborough,'TN,-located: eight miles-.:downstream of.Erwin,TN.
NFS owns and controls all property except that affected by.-the off-si.te groundwater-plume (estimated
rtobe 5-8. acres). 1-High walled. security fences surround all :SWMUszand contaminant: source:-areas
within the plant. Appropriate for a high-security,.nuclear, fuel processing facility,•these areashave
alsobeeniinstrumented-with motion detectors and are patrolled by-armed-guards. NFS has&notified
,the affected landowners ofthe.possibility~of groundwater contamination beneath-their properties- and
'has -receivedpermission to install Phase, M RFI-monitoring wells:and~sample additional surface
-waters. Earlier, surface water sampling indicated-slight traces~of contamination.but very much below ,any action-evels. ' Thus,.human exposure:has been eliminated-except for.the-on-site- workeriswho
,only conduct-sampling and-remediation under-approved NRC/PA safety-plans.
-

The*EPA approved' Phase III RF Workplan also included conducting a risk, assessment for-both on:site.and off-site. human-exposures. ;Region 4 guidance as well.as the Supeffund Risk-Assessment
Guidance (RAGS) will-be used to-develop appropriate groundwater cleanup levels which-will be
protective of human health and theenvironment at the immediate-point.ofoff-,site exposure.
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L

'4

Can the exposures
,from any of the complete, pathwaysi identified&in, #3 be reasonablyeXpected-tobe
"significanit" 4 (i.e.ý,potentially ''unacceptable":because.exposures canbe reasonably expected to-be:
1) greater in magnitude (intensity, frequency and/or duration) than assumed in. the 'der-ivation:.of the
acceptable "levels" (used to identify the "contandination"); or*2),the combination f exposure
magnitude (perhgps-eventlhough. low) and contaminant concentrations (which may be, substantially
-,above the acceptable "levels"
6scould result in greater~thin acceptable risks)?
'If no (exposures..can not be reasonably expected to'be s!gnificant (iLe., potentially
"unacceptable") for ay complete exposure pathway) - skip:to #6- and enter"'YE". status
code-•fter explaining :and/or referencing documentation.justifying why the exposures
(from:.each of the complete pathways) to "contamination", (identified in #3). are not
expected to be "significant"
Ifyes'(exposures~could be reasonably expected to be "significant' (Le,,potentially
"unacceptable') for any complete:exposure pathway) - continue afteriproviding a
description (ofeach potentially '.unaceeptable"; exposure pathway): and explaining and/or
referencing documentation justifying why the exposures (from each of the remaining
completetpathways) to "contamination" (identified in.#3).are notexpected to be
"signiificant."
If unknown (for any complete. pathway) - skip to #6,and,enter 'TN" status code
Rationale and

Reference(s):_

-'Ifthere is any, question on whcther the identified exposures are "significant" (i.e.; potentially 1tnacceptable!) consult-a hunan health Risk
:,Assessment specialist with appropriate education;. training.andexperience.
',.-•Page 13 (CA725)

I I

5 Canithe "significant" exposures (identified in #4) be shown to be within, acceptable limits?

)

If yes (all "significant" exposures have&.been shown to be-within acceptablelimits) continue and enter "YE'" after-summarizing and referencing.documentation justifying
:whyiall "significant", exposures to "contamination" are Withiný acceptable limits (e.g., a
site-specific Human Health Risk-Assessment).
If no (there.are current exposures.that can be reasonably expected- to'be "unacceptable")continueand enter "NO" status. codeafter providing: a'description of each potentially
:"unacceptable' exposure.
If unknown (for any potentially "unacceptable". exposure) - continue and enter 'IW"
;statuscode

Rationale and Reference(s):
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,6. ,Check the appropriate RCRISistatus.codes for the Current Human Exposures Under Control.EI, event
icode (CA725), and obtain. Supervisor'(or: appropriate Manager)! signature- and date on the EI
determination below (and~attach appropriate supporting documentation as well as a map of the
facility):
X-

YE - Yes, "Current Human-Exposures Under Control"-has been~verified. :Basedon-a
ireview of theinformation contained in thi. EIDetermination, "CurrentHuman
Exposures" are expected~td-be "Under. Control".7at. the Nuclear-Fuel. Services, Inc.
•"facility,EPA ID,.TND 00 309 5635, located at-Erwin, TN under current and reasonably
expected conditions. This determinationwil1be re-evaluated when the Agency/State
becomes aware of significant, changes, at the-, facility.
NO

-

"CurrentHuman'Exposures" are NOT "Under Control."

IN More

oaton isneededtd make-a determination.

-

Completed by
•

,

Date

Ž7L4A.0..

"lemnanPR.'Flores

•Environmental ;Protection:Specialist 3

I

S

,Supervisor

1-4)t
William ,E. risPin

1 L,

Date

.

-

-Program Manager I
.Tennessee' Department of;Environment andcConservation

)

Date

.Concur
.NarindarKumar
Chief, RCRA.Programs Branch
Waste Management Division
.'EPA,.Rezion 4
Locations where References may be'found:
Tennessee 'Department of Environment, and. Conservation
Division of Solid Waste-Management
L & C Tower, 5 th:Floor
401 Church'Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1535
;Contact information:
'Hernan.R.Flores
(615):532-0856
hflores@fmailstate.tn.us

,QUALrITATIVE.SCREENINNG'OF:EXPOSURES AND THE
MFINAL NOTE: THEIHUMAN{EXPOSURES EIiS:A.
. DETERMINATIONSWITHIN THIS DOCUMENT-SHOULD NOTBE USED AS&THE, SOLE BASIS FOR"RESTRICTING :THE
SCOPE'OF MORE DETAILED (E.G., SITE.SPECIFIC) ASSESSSMENTS OF, RISK.
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Documentation of Environmental Indicator.Determination

ATTACHMENT.2
RCRA•Corrective Action
Environmental Indicator (EI)-RCRA Info Code CA750
'Migration. of Contaminated Groundwater Under*Control
:Facility Name:
.Facility Address:
.FacilityEPA ID No.:

1.

Nuclear.Fuel Services,Inc.
.Erwi,:Tennessee
TND'O0'309 5635

Has all available relevant/significant information on.known and .reasonably suspected releases to the
.groundwater media, ,subject to RCRA ..Corrective .Action (e.g., from -Solid Waste Management Units
(SWMU),,Regulated'Units. (RU),an~d Areas of Concern (AOC)), been. considered in this EI deterniinati6n?
X 'If-yes

-.checkhere and continue with #2 below,

'If no - re-evaluate existing data, or
If data are not available, skip.to.#8: and enter ',IN".(moreinformation needed)ýstatus.code.

,BACKGOUND
,Definitionýof-Environmental Indicators: (for~the RCRA Corrective Action)
,Environmental Indicators .(El) are, measures being used by the-:RCRA .Corrective Action .program to :go beyond
programmatic. activity.,measures (e.g., reports received and approved, etc.) to track changes in the quality of the
,--environment.. The two Els, developed to-date. indicate the. quality 6f the environment in relationt to- current humin
exposures -to :contamination-.,and 'the ýmigration of contaminated -groundwater. An EI for' non-human (ecological)
,receptors -isintended to be developed in the. fiture.
•Definition. of "•Miration of Contaminated Groundwater Under Control":El
,A-positive 'Migration-of Contaminated'*Groundwater Under Control"rEI'determination ("YE",,status code) indicates
that.the: -migration of "contaminated" groundwater has stabilized, and that monitoring will be conducted to, confirm
that contaminated groundwater remains within the original '"area of.contaminated'gioundwater". (for. all groundwater
"contamination" subject to:RCRA corrective action at or from the identified-facility, i.e., site-wide).
Relationshin of El to' FinalFRemedies
'While. final remedies remain.the long-term objective of the RCRA Corrective. Action program~the.'EI are-near-term
-objectives-,which, are' currently being; used as Program!measures' for the'Government Performance -andResults Act of
:1993, (GPRA). 'The '2Migration of Contaminated Groundwater Under.Control". El pertains ONLY to-the physical
.migration (i.e., further ,spread) 'of contaminated ground -water, and contaminants within groundwater '(e.g.,.. nonaqueous phase -liquids or NAPLs). -Achieving this EI does not'substitute for, achieving other stabilization. or final
'remedy, requirements, and-. expectations. associated with: sources of contamination,-and, the;need to-restore, 4wherever
',practicable, contaminatedfgroundwater to be suitable' for.its designated current and future uses.
-

,.Duration /IApplicabilty;EofEl Determinations
,EI:Determinations. status,'cdes should. remain':in-•RCRA".Info •national, database ONLY, as' long as: they remain true
(i.e.,, RCRA -Info -status. codes :mustfbe -,changed when. the , regulatory-, authorities' become -aware, of contramy

information).

Y1
(CA-750)

2.

'Is; groundwaterknown or. reasonably .suspected to"be "contaminated"', above,.appropriately protective
"levels" (i.e.,. applicable promulgated , standards, as, well ,as, other appropriate . standards, -Iguidelines,
guidance, or- criteria)• from releases subject to RCRA Corrective Action, anywhere at, or'from; thefacility?
after identifying key: contaminants, citing, appropriate "l'evels,":.aidreferencing
)If:yes
supporting documentation.
-continue

Ifno -, skipýt #8&and, enter '.¶YE"- status code,. after citing, appropriate "levels,".and&.referencing
supporting documentation to:demonstrate"that-groundwater. is not "contaminated."
.If unknown - skip to.#8 and enter 'IN" status code.
iRationale:
A ýplume of contaminated-groundwater. primarily-associated with SWMUs ,'2,. 4, 6, 9. and 20 is, present at. the NFS
-ýfkcility. ',The contaminants06f concemrin the-groundwater. atNFS includetetrachloroethylene (PCE),,trichloroethene
'(TCE), cis-1,2 dichloroethylene (cis-l,2 DCE),.-vinyl.chloride '(VC), -gross- alpha- and-,total~uranium-(U). '.-NFS has
:installed 42 •wells.to .monitor :and.treat groundwater -at the .facility. Twenty-one wells ,were •installed on-site and
.twenty-two wells were -.installed- off-site. .Impact'Plastics has collected groundwater. samples from .beneath their
.property.located at 1070 industrial Drive, which iseapproximately'0..Lmiles northwest of NFS. Due.to litigation
,between:NFS-and'Impact:-Plastics there,-are no recent groundwater analytical resultsthat would be relevant.for this
evaluation Impact-Plastics refuses to, allow NFS to sample .the wells. Impact Plastics -also -refuses to -submit
construction ,information.pertaining-to the-wells on~theirproperty. However,-NFSinstalled:an-additional-monitoring
well MW-122A directly.across -from:Impact Plastics adjacent -to -the backwaters of the -Nolichucky-River. The
-monitoring well-was-installed August'25,2004-and. sampled Auqgust-31, 2004.
-For the purpose of-summafizing -the. condition of groundwater, -the contaminant-plume is divided-into the -source
-area,:and the off-site~plume.
-Refer to',Table I for-he following discussion. :Figure 1 depicts the monitoring-well system at NFS. Figure 2Idepicts
the PCE-plume. PFigure 3 is the`NFS site. map. .'Monitoring weli'MW4122A is. not depicted .on the most .recent
facility maps. Due to -.the ýwell just being installed the figures were- not updated in: time to -include in this report.
Please note-that due to. security,considerations figures contained .in this report-do not show. specific details, about'the
-plant site. or contiguous.properties. A topographic map showing the facility location is not included aspart of this
evaluation for the samereason.
-.There

are twenty-one wells'locatedin the source. area. Sixteen-wells contain PCE. above.the 0.'005 milligrams-per
-liter (mg/l) Maximum Contaminant Level((MCL). Six wells contain PCE at least one order of magnitude (>0;050
mg/I) above. the MCL. MW-111A:has.the highest detection:ofPCE at 0.9mg/l. Nine.wellscontain.TCEabove, the
0.005, mg/LMCL. -Two wells contain TCE, at least one order of magnitude (>0.050.mg/l) -above the-MCL. 1.W-21
.has.the highestdetection 6fTCE at.0.310ing/l. Sixteen wells- contain VC. above the 0.002-mg/l-MCL. "Eight wells

contain VC- at least one order of magnitude (>0.02.0 mg/1), above the ML. OW-i-'has the highest-detection of VO at
1.0:mg/l. :Six~wells.contain-DCE above the 0.070:mg/IMCL. Two wells, ontain:cis-1,2 DCE-at least one :order-of
-magnitude (>0.700 mag/i.):abcve: the"MCL. IMW-93, has the highest detection of cis-l,2 DCE at 1.lrmg/l. -Four-wells
,containgross. alpha-above-the 15 pCi/L MCL. Three wells contain -gross alpha at-east one order of:magnitude
(>150 pCi/i)-above the l5,pCi/l:MCL. .MW-234-2 hasthe highest detection ofgross-alpha-at. 1338 pCi/1. -Five wells
contain.U- above the 0.030mg/IMCL. 1Wr2l contains U-at least-one order of magnitude (>0.030Omg/1) above the
,MCL:at 3.369 mg/I.

-'

"Contamination" and "contaminated" describes: media-containing contaminants (in any-form, NAPL, and/or
,dissolved;--vapors;.or:solids, ,that are subject toKRC-RA).,in concentrations- in-. excess: of--appropriate '-'levels"
(appropriate for the-protection of the groundwater resource.-and its.beneficial use.s).
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.There are twenty-two wells located off-site-that define the contamination. plume. Twelve wells: contain POE above
the 0.005 mg/1 MCL.. Eight wells contain PCE at least one order of magnitude (>0.050 mg/l)"above the MCL. MW103A has the highest detection of PCE, at:4.4-mg1l. ,Seven wells contain TCE above the. 0.005 mg/I. Two wells
•contain TCE at leastone order of-magnitude .(>0.050 .mg/i) above the MCL. M**.1W4103A'has the.highest detection of
TCE-at 0.40, mg/l. -Seventeen wells.containVC; above, the- 0.002,mg/l'MCL.-Fivewells contain'VC at least. one
order .of magnitude (>0.020 mg/i) above the MCL. 'MW-i103A has the highest -detection of VC at 0.20 mg/l above
.the MCL. Two wells contain.cis-1,2 DCE:above the 0.070, mg/- above, theMCL. 'MW103A.has the highest
detection at 0.640 mg/I.
:,The plume is-approximately l;400. feet by l,000-feet or l.4.million square feet'(Figure 2).
'•Refere aces: 13,14, 15, 16 and 17
--3.

'Has the ,migration of contaminated groundwater,- stabilized -such that contaminated groundwater is
expected to :remain within "existing .area -,of;contaminated, groundwater" 2 as, defined, by ;the. -monitoring
locations designated at, the.time of this determination?

.X

-

If yes - continue,
-afier",presenting
,.or -referencing the .physical ,evidence :(e.g., groundwater
sampling/measurement/migration -barrier, data): and: rationale why contaminated .groundwater is
expected -to remain within the (horizontal or vertical) dimensions of the "existing area of
groundwater contamination"7).
If no (contaminated groundwater -is observed or expected to migrate -beyond the designated
locationsdeflning the "existing area of groundwater contamination'.) -Iskip;to #8! andienter "NO"
status code, after providing an explanation.
If unknown -:skip to #8 -and enter ',"" status code.

;Rationale:
Groundwater velocity of the plume is. 13.08feet/day. The.plume travels, approximately 700.feet-from the.plant
ýboundaryt and: emerges-inbackwater of the NolichuckyRiver. "The Nolichucky isa- receiving stream. ,Disposal of
PCE at the NFS: facili.ty occurred between 1957-and 1965. 'Based. on-the velocity of the~groundwater. and, the amount
of time the disposal-occurred at the, plant site, it is apparent that contaminated groundwater hasmigrated beneath the
Impact Plastics'facility. Monitoring well MW-122A (installed August 24, 2004)ýinstalled adjacent to the backwater
of the Nolichucky River coniained PCE at 0:0037 mg/L...This is an indication that the plume' is flowing to the'
No1ichucky.. Low contaminant levels found in-.the backwaters adjacent to the Nolichucky River towardthe
northwest also indicates-that the contamination moving in that :direction-has:already reached the Nolichucky-River.
Remediation of the,groundwater on the NFS property is addressing the-source of contamination. -Because NFS has
begun source remediation and because contaminated groundwater is adjacentto or entering the Nolichucky River,
groundwater contamination beyond the present boundaries of contamination, is expected to occur.

-noadditional

,Fractured, tilted beds of shale underlie the site. Any contamination moving vertically-will move downward until
competent bedrock is reached and will,thenabe trapped. -Attempts to, drill deep wells at the.NFS site.proved
problematic due: to -collapsing boreholes. Constituents of concern at depth-are not expected to.contaminate any
-.additionalgroundwater at the site-and is not a concern:at this time.
.

2

"existing ,area' of contaminated-groundwater": is: an.:area (with horizontal, and' vertical -'dimensions) that has
been, verifiably. demonstrated to- contain, all relevant groundwater contamination~for :this determination, and
is defined by.-designated (monitoring),locations proximate to-the outer perimeter, of "contamination". that
,can and willU be sampled/tested in ýthe'future,to ,physically verify-. that all "contaminatedl groundwater"
remains within; this area,;.and. that the further, migration of Acontaminated groundwater" is not occurring.
S-Reasonable, allowances-in~the! proximity of-the, monitoring, locations are permissible to incorporate'formal
:remedy decisions (iLe.,- including public participation) allowinga limited area fornatural: attenuation.
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:,Reference(s): 13,14, 15,and:17
4.

Does "contaminated'" groundwater discharge into surface water bodies?
,X

If yes ,-continue after identifying potentially. affected surface water bodies..
If no: skip: to#7, (and. enter a "YE" status code-in #8,# f #7,= yes) after providing an explanation
Sand/orireferencing" documentation supportingl that, groundwater "contamination". does -not,enter
suifice water bodies.
If unknown - skip to#8-and enter "IWN status code.

.Rationale:

The, Nolichucky'-River; lies -700 feet: from, the- source.-area, at. NFS. Groundwater flow: fromNFS is
toward the No1ichucky-River. Adjacent to theN61ichucky: River is some impoundments caused by
-thererouting of.theNolichucky during the'building of Interstate'I-26, called.the backwaters in this
.report. -Low levels of contamination:have, been detected -in the backwaters. The contaminated
groundwater is notexpected.to-impact the Nolichucky River, only.the:backwaters.

..Referencefs): 15
5.

Is the discharge.of "contaminated" groundwater-intosurface water likely to be 'insignificant" (i.e.,.the
-maximum -concentration3 of each contaminant discharging into -surface water ,is -less than 10 times.their
appropriate groundwater "level," and -there are no ,other conditions (e.g., the- nature ýand number of
discharging contaminants, .or environmental :setting) -which -significantly :increase - the -potential .for
..unacceptable impacts to surface water,: sediments, or eco-systems atthese concentrations)?
X

If yes - skip ,to #7 "(and-.enter"'YE"-:status code in #8 if #7--yes), .after:documenting: -1)-the
tmaximum.known or reasonably suspected-concentration 7 of-key contaminants discharged above
.their groundwater "level," the -value of the appropriate 'level(s),""-and if there is evidence that the
concentrations are increasing; and. 2) providing a statement of professional judgment/explanation
(or reference documentation)! supporting that the -discharge of groundwater contaminants into the
surface - water. is not anticipated- to have unacceptable impacts to the receiving -surface water,
-sediments, or eco-system.
If no - (the discharge of "contaminated" groundwater into. surface water is potentially.significant) continue after 'documenting: 1) the maximum known or reasonably suspected concentration 7 of
-each "contaminant'.discharged above its groundwater '"'level,"
-value of -the appropriate
"level(s)," -and if there is ,evidence Aihat the concentrations are --increasing; and 2) for ýany
contaminants discharging into. surface ,water ,in concentrations3 greater than 100 times ;their
appropriate groundwater "levels,". providing.the estimated total amount (mass in-kg/yr.).of each of
these contaminants. that are being-discharged (loaded) into the surface-water body (at the time of
the determination), .and -identifying :if 'there is evidence that the amount of :discharging
contaminants-is increasing.
-

-the

SIfunknown

-:enter ,'IN" status code in #8.

Rationale:
-TheNolichucky backwater.-area:-and-the-Nolichucky.River-are,-the receiving surface waters. CGroundwater from the
NFS facility enters the waters-through up-flow. CEwas detectedless..than ten times the 0.005; mg/I.MCL at 0.013
mg/i. in, the,,backwaters. -Monitoring well: MW-122A installed adjacent;to .the backwater. of the-N61lichucky.River
-.containedPCE at 0'.0037 mg/L. :The Nolichucky River is:not,expe~cted~to beimpacted-bythe contamination.
-

3

As measured-in groundwaterprior-to.entry to the-groundwater-surface water/sediment-interaction (e.g.,
hyporheic) zone.
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•Reference(s): 14,15 and, 17
6.

Can the -:discharge of "contaminated" ;*groundwater -into -surface water be shown ýto,-, be ."currently
acceptable" (i.e., not cause impacts to suffaceý water, sediments or eco-systems
that, should not be allowed
4
to continue until-dfinal remedy,decision-can be.made and implemented )?
-

If yes, -. continue;,after:.either: -1) -identifying -the Final Remedy decision;, incorporating .these
conditions,. or other site-specific criteria (developed" forthe, protection of-the: sites surface:,water,
-sediments,: and• ecosystems),-and rferencing. supporting.'documentation:demonstrating that, these
,criteria! are; not ýexceeded. by the ,discharging. groundwater; OR'2). providing or referencing- an
interim-assessment,s -appropriate to the ,:potential for .impact, that .shows -the .'.discharge of
;roundwater- contaminants iýinto the ý-surface-, water .is '(inthe opinion of a• trained specialists,
aincluiding ecologist). adequately protective of receiving surface water, -sediments,: and, eco-systems,
until•-such, time when a full assessment.and ".final remedy. decision: can be made. 'Factors which
ýshould be considered 'in the interim-assessment (where appropriate to help identify 'the impact
-associated -with discharging -groundwater) :include: surface -water body size, flow,
use/classification/habitatss-and contaminantloading limits,, other, sources of surface -water/sediment
.contamination, -surface .water :and -sediment, sample -results and :comparisons to a:vailable -and
-appropriate surface water. and sediment "'levels,".as well as, any other-factors, such-as :effects. on
ecological receptors (e.g., via bio-assay/benthic surveys -or siteispecific :ecological Risk
Assessments), that the overseeing regulatory. agency would deem' appropriate: for-making the EI
determination.
If no - (the discharge of "contaminated" _groundwater ;can not be -,shown to be "currently
.;acceptable") - -skip to #8 and enter "NO" status ýcode, after documenting the currently
-unacceptable impactslto the surfacemwater body, sediments,.and/or eco-systems.
.If unknown:-:slip:to:8: and-enter '-.uN"status code.

.'Rationale:
Reference(s):
7.

Will, -groundwater monitoring /.measurement data (and surface water/sediment/ecological data, as
necessary) be .collected -in the future to verify that contaminated ,.groundwater :has. remained .within. the
hori;zontal (or vertical, as necessary) dimensions of the "existing-area-of contaminated, groundwater?"
•X

..If 'yes - -continue -after providing or citing documentation -for planned activities or future
- sampling/measurement events. :Specifically~identify theý well/measurementlocations-whichwill. be
tested in the, future to verify the expectation (identified in #3) that, groundwatercontamination.will
not be migrating 'horizontally (or vertically, .,as necessary) beyond the "existing area of
-groundwater contamination."
'Ifno - enter "NO" status code in #8.

4 Note,

because areas-ofinflowing ,groundwater can be critical habitats (e.g.,. nurseries or thermal refugia) for
,many .:species,.ý appropriate
(e.g., ecologist) should be- included in. management decisions. that
could eliminate ttheseý areas' by. sigiificantly, altering or,reversing groundwater :flow, pathways, near surface
water bodies.
-specialist.

The;.understadin.g.of the, impacts, of contaminated groundwater discharges .into :surface .waterd bodiest is. a
-:rapidly developing field; and .reviewers-,are. encouraged tolooki.to. the. latest, guidances for the .-appropriate
methods and -scale. of demonstration, to 'be, reasonably :certain that discharges. are :not. causing currently
.,unacceptable impacts to'the surface waters, sediments.or eco-systems.

.;5,(CA2•70)

If unknown - enter 'TN", status code in #8.
'Rationale:
NFSIs. performing on-going interim: measures that.require effectiveness-monitoring.. Additionally,.during the
upcoming October: 21,.2004 Facility .Actioni'Plan.,Meeting, .the Division will .require.-continued -surface water.
sampling of the Nolichucky backwater and. further. down-stream on the'Nolichuck.- River. ''The Division will require
-remediation'of~the backwater if deemed necessary to protect human health and the environment.
.'Reference(s): :14 -and 15
•8.

Check: the appropriate RCRA Info' status codesý for the Migration. of- Contaminated&Groundwater Under
ControlEIt (event code CA750), and obtain Supervisor (or appropriate:Manager) signature and, date on the
.EI determination'below (attach-appropriate'supporting:documentation:,as well as a map. ofthe facility).

X

. YE - Yes, '14igration. ofContaminated.Groundwater'Under Control"'hasbeen verified. :Based on
a review :of the information contained, in this EL determination,, it.has :beendetermined that the
"Migration-of Contaminated'Groundwater", is '`under ControrlatvNuclear'Fuel Services,;EPA ID
'.No. TND 00 309 -5635, located -at Erwin,'Tennessee. Specifically, this :.deternination-indicates
thatvthe :migration of "contaminated" 4groundwater is under control, anid that monitoring "wil -be
conducted to confim that contaminated :groundwater remains 'within the ."existing area of
contaminated ,groundwater". This .determination -will be re-evaluated when -the 'Agency/State
becomeaware of significant changes:at the facility.
,NO--"Unacceptable Migrationi".of contaminated groundwater is observed or expected.
IN - More information is needed to make a determination.

-Completed-by

-Date:_-________

Supervisor

Date:

•Envir" nmental Program Manager I
Tn

e Division of.Solid Waste Management

Location where References-may be found:
Tennessee Department of Environment- and Conservation
-Division of Solid Waste Management

L & CTower,°5hFloor
-401 Church Street
-Nashville, Tennessee-37243 -1535
Contact telephone number, and&email-address:
RogerDonovan
,(615)*532-0864
roger.donoyan@state.tn.us
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'METRIC rCONVERSION. CH'ART
-iMTo Convert-Into Metric
IfYouKnow
Length
inches
2 feet
feet
:,yards
miles

'Multiply-By

MTo
-To Get

Know

!:Multip1Y=Byy..To

Get

2.54
30.48

centimeters
centimeters

..centimeters
centimeters

•,0.3937
-."0.0328

inches
feet

0.3048
0.9144
1.60934

meters
rmeters
kilometers

:meters
'meters
vkilometers

t3.281
1..0936
.0.6214

"feet
:yards
miles

ý0.155
10.7639
-1.196
2.471
'0.3861

sq'. inches
,,sq.4feet
,sq. yards
'acres
sq.:miles

Area

ý.sq. inches
sq. feet
sq. yards
.ares
sq..miles
Volume
:fluid ounces
:gallons
:cubic.feet
cubic yards
'Weight
'ounces
pounds
'.short tons
Force
dynes
Temperature
,Fahrenheit

'If'You

onvertfOut: of Metric

-

6.4516
0.092903
0.8361
0.40469
'2158999

.sq. centimeters
-sq.-meters
'hectares
sq. kilometers

'.sq. centimeters
.:sq.,meters
'sq.meters
.sq.;meters
,hectares
sq. kilometers

"29.574
'3.7854
0'.028317
0:76455

milliliters
liters
-cubicmeters
cubicmeters

milliliters
liters
-cubic-meters
cubic meters

0*0338
:026417
35.315
:1.308

:.fluid ounces
gallons
:cubic feet
-cubic yards

28:3495
0.45360
'0.90718

grams
dkilograms
:metric'tons

grams
,kilograms
metric, tons,

:0.03527
2.2046
1.1023

pounces
ipounds
-short. tons

'.00001

newtons

-newtons

'100,000

.Jdynes

-Subtract,32,then
rmultiply by`5/9ths

iCelsius

:Celsius

-Multiply~by 9/5ths,
then add 32

'Fahrenheit

The numbers (estimated by models'or calculated,-notthose obtained from references) in this document'have
'been: rounded: using engineering judgment toifacilitate reading. and understanding of the document. :Because

numbers. have been roundedconverting these numbers from metric to:English using the conversion tableabove
willgiveanswers'not~consistent-witliin the~text.
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:METRIC PREFIXES
,Prefix
peta
:tera.giga-

rmega1bilo-

-hectoý'deka77;

.viii

~--'~

TV

,decit •, .
'centi-

Symbol
ex.E
P
"IT
.,G
M
k

YMultiplicationxFactor
:1 000 000 000 000.000 000-, 1018
1000 000.000 000 000=10,1
f 000000 000000 1012
1 000.000 000-169
1000 000=. 106
-1&
.000
100=%'102

h
da
1''
4 :-'I ....

-C
m

milli'micro•nanopico-

:n
.1p

,femto-

:f

atto-

a

ji

-

10-10k
0.1-= 10"1

0.1-

0
0.00 1 = 10:
0.000 001 =-10W6
.0.000 000 001' =10"9
0.000 .000-000.001,,=,,10"i2
0.000,000 000 000-001=,.10"15
0.000.000 000 000.000.001t= 10-18

:

!

:Summary

"Summary

INTRODUCTION

-The.Department- of. Energy (DOE)isthe,:Federal
. agency responsible ,for the-management;.storage, and
disposition: of.weapons-usable: fissile: materials. from
United States,.nuclear: weapons production :and
dismantlement: activities.:: Highly. enriched. uranium
(HEU)-is a weapons-usable:fissile material;:in certain
.forms -and;concentrationisIt can, be.-used. to -make
nuclear weapons.' In accordance with the National
.Environmental Policy Act of 1-969 (NEPA), .the
•Council on'Environmental Quality (CEQ)
regulations (40 CFR:Parts 1500-1508),.:and DOE's
NEPA -Implementation 'Procedures :(10,CFR Part
-1021), DOE has prepared this :environmental impact
statement (EIS) to eyvaluateialtematives for-the
disposition of U:S.-origin HEUithat-has-been or may
be declared. surplus to, national. defense :or :national
defense-related program- needs.by..the -President.
-

This Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched
Uranium Findl Environmental Impact Statement
('HEU EIS) consists of two volumes, plus this
.summary. Vo1ume I contains the main text-and the
,technical appendices: that- provide supporting- detiils
for the analyses contained in the-main text. Volume II
:contains -the comments -received on the HEU Draft
SIS .during the-' public--review- period and the DOE
responses to. those comments. Major comments are
.summarized starting on page -22. Changeso-to the
ýHEU Draft EIS Summary ýare shown -by -sidebar
notation (vertical. lines- adjacent to text) in %this.HEU
Final EIS Summary for .both the text.-and tables.
-Deletionof-one or'moresentences-is indicated by the
-phrase "text deleted." 'Similarly, where -a -table. or
:figure :has been removed,; the phrase "table deleted"
deleted", is shown.
-or".figure

lfPlutonium. (Pu) is-the, other. major-weapons-usable fissile
iymaterial' This, document covers, the: disposition: of:surplus
:';HEU. The- storage..of; nonsurplus*,Pu.-and the-storage-and
S•disposition~6f surplus~pu aszwellýasthe storage of nonsurplus
HEU .and surplus-HEU before disposition (or continued storage
of surplus: HEU: if-.noiaction- isý selected- iný the-Record, of
- Decision (ROD] forthis HEU EIS); are analyzedin.theStorage
•rand&Disposition..of-WeaponslUsableYFissile-' Materials
h -was
" Programwatic-Environmental-lmpact'Statement,:-whi.,issued (in-draft-form), in February; 1996.

iUranium
-The"heaviest,;.naturally :occurringmetallic-:element. It.has three
naturally.-:occurring: radioactive
,isotopes, .uranium-234 .(U-234)
,(<0.01 percent-of natural uranium),
U-235 (0.71percent), ,and U-238
(99.3 percent)..U-235 -is-most
commonly used as a fuel for nuclear :
fission.
-

-

-

'The end of the Cold War-created a legacy of
weapons-usable fissile materials both in :the -United
States and the ,former ,SoViet "Union. Further
agreements on disarmament between-theltwomnations
.may increase--the surplus -quantities of these
materials. The .global :stockpiles -ofweapons-usable
fissile materialsipose a danger to national and
international security in the form :of potential
,proliferation of nuclear weapons and the potential'for
environmental, safety, anid health consequences if the
materials are not properly safeguarded andmanaged.
To demonstrate the United-States'-commiitment to
-reducingthe threat of proliferation',President Clinton
announced on:March 1, 1995-,that, approximately-200
metric.tons (t)..ofU.S.-origin fissile materials, of
ýwhich 165 t is HEU, had beendeclared surplus to-the
2
. •Uriited-States',defense needs.
-

THEYPROPOSED ACTION
The Department of-Energy proposes to-:blend down
surplus HEU to low-enriched uranium (LEU), to
-eliminate the risk of diverSion for nuclear
2 :The.:Secretary ofIEnergy'siOpennessInitiative, announcement
- of.February:'6,:I996;ydeclared, that6the'United:States:.has about
,-2l!3.t.ffgsurplusvfissile, materials'-including, the:. 200, ti the
213: t. o- surplus
'the.
.-President -announced§ March. 1995 .Of
thatý about ý1743 t
!,materials,; the' Openness Initiative-indicated&
•(hereafter- referred- to: as,: approximately: 175. t): arei HEU,
. including.A10 t.previously, placed under: InternationalAtomic
SEnergyeAgency'(IAEA) ýsafeguards- ini Oak- Ridge-, Tennessee.
•.Th&;HEU DraWftEIS;::,'hich:identified. the currentcsurplus: as
; 165. t, did not:includeithe IAEA-safeguarded material.
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:proliferation, purposes,, and,-Awhere practical,, to-'reuse
the resultingýLEU' iný peaceful,"beneficial ways, that
recover: its-, commercial value. 3ýUranium: enriched- to
ý20O percent orý morein, the uranium.235 !(U-.235)
isotope canwbe used-fornweapons. The isotopeýmost
'abundant innature is U:-238.,Therefore, the weaponsusability. of'.'HEU, cani, beý eliminated- by, blending it
-i .U-238
hthatiis'
owrii UA235,aiid.hgh
with material
ý-to-createTLEU'.This .isotopic blending, process can be
performed by-bleridingHEU-with' depleted uranium
(DU),:z natural, uraniumv (.NU),- or' LEU' blendstock.
.0nce.`HEUis 'blended down.to'LEU,' it isino-more
•.weapons-usable .than existing, abundant supplies of
'ILEU.It would ýneed totbere-enriched:to be' useful-in
['weapons, which is-a costly,. technicalydemanding,
•and:,time4consuming-process .Therefore,"blending to
:LEU. is. the most' timely ,and; effective. method` for
-6eliminating Athe",proliferation :threat :of surplus
•HEU.

Because of the multiplicity of existing material forms
aoand potential end-, products (commercial,,reactor"fuel
or .LW), dispositiono0f-the entire, inventory of
-surplus HEU is likey .to involve multiple-processes,
--facilities,.and business'arrangements.
[Text deleted.]
[Figure'deleted.]

-.

ýLow-Enriched Uranium
'Uranium with-a :content -of the
isotope'UV235 -greater than 0.7
percent, and. less-than' 20 percent.

'Highly-Enriched Uranium
'PURPOSE OF AND.,NEED.FOR .THE PROPOSED

.Uranium enriched in the ;isotope
U-235 to 201percent or above, at
'which point:it becomes'suitable for
use incnuclearwweapons.

ACTION

I
"The"Departmentof Energy's .inventory of ,surplus
:HEU consists of,avariety of chemical, isotopic, and
;physical "forms. 'If blended :down, much .of the
.resulting'LEU would be suitable:forcommercial use
'in the fabrication of fuel for nuclear' power plants.
-Other portions of.the resultant'LEU ,would contain
[uranium isotopes, suchýas .U-234-and U-236, that
.would'-make them less desirable'for: commercial use.
To the: extent- that .they-.could,,not be:commercially
used, these 'portions -would need to be disposed of as
radioactive'low-leev1waste (LLW). '!Some of the
,material -may.or,-may,-not 'be -directly -suitable for
-:.commercial ;use because., its -isotopic-composition
-would*-not: meet •current industryr specifications, for
commerdiaL nuclear reactor;'fuel.'.Nonetheless, it
'could be used!,as fuel' under: certain, circumstances.
C

°3- Low.renriched.uranium. has commerciahvalueybecause,'at
ý,-.appropriate enrichment, levels and. in appropriate.forms, it can
,-be used as fuelffor the generation of electricity in nuclear-power
;;,plants.

The purpose of the 'poposed'action ;is 4to reduce the
threat of nuclear weapons proliferation woIldwide'in
.an ,ýenvironmentally 'safe 'and-timely 'manner -'by
•reducing :stockpiles of weapons-usable'fissile
],materials, setting a,.a.,nonproliferationýexample for
other nations,. and allowing:•peaceful, beneficial, reuse
,ofthe material to ,the~extent practical.
:Blending
',Dilution of `HEU,,(20 percent. or
:greater U-235k content) with'low:enriched (1 -,to 2-percent U-235),
-natural :(0.7-percent :U-235),-or
I'depleted (0.2 ýto,0.7-percent
'j U-235),uranium byoone:of several
.available -processes.,to produce

LEU.

"-Summary

ýComprehensive- disposition-actions•.arem needed, to
.ensure 'that,:su,;rplus' HEU.!.i~s . onverted- to
.proliferation-resistant- forms xconsistent with the
)objectives'. of, the President's nonproliferation', policy.
1IThese. proposed actions -.woul&essentially-eliminate
the potential for: reuse of the. material in nuclear
weapons, -would.demonstrate-the .United States'to; dispose.'6f:surplus -HEU,.-and
,encourage other.':nations- toftlake similar, actions
toward reducing -stockpiles-.of, surplus, HEU.',The
proposed action would"beginY to'reduce-DOE's.HEU
,inventory as well-,as. costs associated -with storage,
j accountability, and security, ratherthanindefinitel'y
-storing-such material.: Blendifigdown surplus HEU to
make non-weapons-usable:-LEU is .the easiest. and
most::rapid path 'for. neutralizing .its :proliferation
:potential.

S
-ynchburgVirginia;.
and, the 'Nuclear-,Fuel"Services
j.(NFS)1facilities in ErWi•, Tennessee. Theblending
ý.-processes' evaluated- are .uranyl-' nitrate -hexahydrate
,iu
hexafluoridea (UF6 ). UF 6
.](UNH), qmetal, and ur
J blending capability doesnot currently exist.at any of
.the candidate: sites.

Icommitment

:Uranyl nitrate hexahydrateblending could'be used to
-produceieither-commercial reactor,.fuel or .LLW,
whereas'.UF 6.and metal blending would.only be used
to produce LEU' for commercial- reactor fuel or LLW,
respectively.' •The'.HEU -EIS *%a.!so.assesses the
-.enyironmental impacts -of transpoi"tation of these
materials..Figure S-2 showsi the lo.tion of :sites :that
might be usedfor,the: HEU blending process(es).
The idisposition of surplus •HEU ;w.as .originally
j.considered 'within the ýscope of.the _`Storage and
Disposition oqfWeapons-Usable ,fissileMaterials
,Programmatic,.Environmentalimpact -'Statement
(Storage and;Disposition PEIS), which ;also. deals
with plutonium (Pu)..In the course ofthe'Storageland
Disposition PEIS public scoping process (August
,'through'October.• 1994),'DOE realized'that itmight'be
more appropriate toanalyze- the impacts.;of- surplus
.HEU disposition in'a'separateEIS,.&DOE-heldka
•;public.-meeting on •November 10, l.99q4,•to, obtain
-comments -on 'this subject, and subsequently
concluded 'that a 'separate EI-S,'w0ould 'be
-appropriate.

SCOPE-OF THE:ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT

The- HEU EIS assesses: environmental impacts of
,reasonable alternatives. for the disposition of surplus
I HEU. 'The ýHEU EIS .-assesses :the disposition of.a
nominal 200 t of -surplus HEU, -encompassing HEU
-that-has already been declared 'surplus as -well as
I additional :weapons-usable 'HEU (not yet identified)
,that may -be declaredsurplus -.in the future. The
material, whichisinwa variety ofý forms, is currently
located at facilities throughout DOE's nuclear
,weapons. complexi but the majority is storedat the
Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge,Tennessee,"or-is destined to
be.moved :there for storage.. As a result of the
'Secretary of Energy's ýOpenness Initiative
announcement Of February 6, 1996, DOE is now~able
.to provide additional unclassified. details about the
locations, forms, and quantities of surplus HEU,
which :are.shown'in Figure S-1. This IEIS also
:addresses. transfer' of' title to'7,000 t bof,.NU -now
'owned by DOE to'the United 'States -Enrichment
Corporation (USEC). This, material~is part0f-a larger
quantity that.is-in storage at. DOE's'Portsmouth-and
Paducah gaseous, diffusion, plants.

The decision to separate the analysis of.surplus'HEU
disposition from the.:Storage and DispositionTPEIS
was made forLan number.' of reasons, 'including the
following: the disposition ofsurplus 'HEU. could'use
'existing technologies, andfacilities '.in ;the United
.States, in contrast to the disposition~of surpluspu;. the
disposition of-surplus'HEU would,'involve different
-1timeframes,. technologies, facilities, and .personnel
,than those, required forlthe disposition of surplus-Pu;
decisions 0on.,surplus 'HEU •dispo.sition rare
independently justified, would-not, impact, trigger, or
preclude.oihertdecisions; that-may-be made :regarding
,the disposition -of surplus Pu,;and-would-notdepend

,The 1-HEU.EIS-&assesses potential -,environmental
:impacts associated- with! the four-sites ,whereAHEU
-conversiomand-blending could occur:,DOE'sY-12
-Plantat)
the-Oak Ridge'Reservation (ORR) -in'Oak

-

Ri~dge,-Tennessee;DOE's Savannah-River Site (SRS)
in.Aiken,-,ýSouthC arblina;:'the•Babcock',&-Wilcox
Naval 'Nuclear Fuel .Division 'facility .(B&W)Y in

-

on:actions, taken,.or decisions_ made pursuant to, the
Storage and Disposition •PEIS. In addition-,a, separate
action-is- the`,,mostv rapid. path- for.'neutralizing-the
I proliferationrthreatvof surplus •HEU;.is -consistent
j with, the President's.'nonproliferation-policy;., would
demonstratei thez Unite&dýStates 'ý,nonproliferation
, commitment .to other nations;, and is:consistent with
-S-;3
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* Blend HEU to LEU.as.UNH (existing process)
Babcock& lWilcox,

* Blend HEU toLEU as UF6 (new process)

Lynchburg,' VA

. Blend HEU to LEU;as UNH (existing process)
:NuclearFuel Services,
Erwin,' TN

• Blend HEUto LEU~as UF6 (new process)

* HEU Intedrm'Storage Facility
Y,-12 :Plant t•.
OakRidgeReservation,
SOak Ridge, TN

'

j

BlendHEU-toLEU:as UNH(existing process)
' Blend HEU to LEU~as metal (existing process)

,. Blend, HEU to, LEU as UNH (existing process)

SavannahRiver'Site,
.Alken,:SC

'Babcock&:Wilcox,
'Lynchburg, VA
Nuclear FuelServices,
'Erwin,.T7
-Y-12.Plantat
Oak Ridge Reservation,
-Oak-Ridge,'TN•
Savannah River Site,
AIken, SC

-,2666/HEU(S)

iFigureS-2. .Location-of Sites"That',Would be PotentiallyInvolved'in the Proposed
:Highyj'Enriched,Uranium• Blending.Processes.
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•the course of. action- now •underway• inRussia: to

reduce RussiainHEU-stockpiles.

': at the-facilities- and: using- technologies, that exist and

are, available today"or that could beiadde• without
new.-construction." It-anatlyzes the transportation, of

AccordingyIDOE ,published-atnotice.in the;Federal
5tRegister,(60-FR 17344) on-April'1,
1995,ttod-inform
.:the public. of the proposediplanmto prepare a-separate
EIS 'fon the ,,disposition-ofU surplu s- HEU.XFour
comments (one pro-and three- con),werereceived on
-itheproposald.'For-,the reasons'explained'•above, DOE
lconclueidu
.that-disposition o'f surplui-HEU 'shoutldbe
treated- separately."The, scope o6f- the"Storage, and
Disposition"'PEIS-continues tot include storage of
-.surplus -HEU beyond a 10-year (yr) fperiod Land
*storageof most nonsurplus .HEU.
-

.Until-recently,iDOE-was authorized to market-LEU,
including LEU derived from HEU, only with 'USEC
actingasits marketing agent 4 On-•Aiil,26,4 996,&the
Presidentisigned' Public, Law. 104-1-34,-ithe-:Balanced
;Budg.et Down Payment Act, which ':included
provisions (in -Sections, 3101-31-17, the USEC
PrivatizationAct) •providing for.the -privatization of
USEC."This legislation-provides that, once USEC is
privatized, 'DOE .is not required to :sell through
USEC, but places -several.conditions on the sale or
transfer'bf DOE's luranium inventory(Public Law

-necessary materials. from their likely-placeso6forigin
toý the potential blending sites,' and.from blentding
sites, to the likelyi, or-representative .destinations, for
nuclear fuelFfabrication:: or waste, disposal. Decisions

I.aboutc. the' timin g'- an•'ddetails -fIdspecific disposition
:•actions-(Which'Wfa~ilty or,-process,,to use)-'might; be
Ijmade in part,-byDOEe USEC, the private successor to
USEC,: or ot4er private~entities .acting asr marketing
agents forL DOE.

'Enrichment
Aprocess whereby ithe' proportion
of-flissile iU-235 in 'uranium 15
increased. above -its !naturally
occurring -value -of 0.7 percent.
'Enrichment -to approximately..3to
5 -percent-is ,typical ::of fuel for
:nuclear power. reactorsiandtow90
[percent ,or more is typical-for
--weapons.

104-1-3CSections 31,-2(d),and -31,16(a)-1-). Thus,

once USEC-is'privatized, DOE-will have-numerous

business options -for-selling LEU derived from

'surplus-HEUand could pursue a-number.of different
methods for.undertaking or contracting !blending
Lservices andLEU sales over-time. The HEUEIS
addresses 'the potential: impacts associated, with the
,various-.alternatives regardless of the.commercial
.arrangements.
'The -exact quantity :of future.discrete "batches" of
-jsurplus HEU, .and the exact. time-at..which- such
,batches -would'be subject-to disposition,,would
,depend -on:anumber :offactors,;including: the rate of
-weapons'dismantlement;:the rate at which the-HEU is
declared surpus;-market conditions; work-orders' for
commercialifuel f6ed;legislative, restrictions oný sales
.f (see Public!LawJ104-'l34 );,and, availabler"throughput
capacities and capabilities 6f-the blending facilities.
i-The',HEUýEIS-analyzes the blenfding.of surplus.HEU
SbThe' Energy:'PolicyAct.of 1992, Public Law. 102-486;, created
USEC as amwholly.Govenmment-owned corporationjto take over
;..uraniumtenrichment functions".from' DOE.(lFhe- legislation
made USEC
.•the',Government's exclusive~marketing agent for
-

enriched uranium (42 U•S.C.'22976(a)).
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:PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

* I

Several representative, reasonable -alternatives are
described.-and -assessed in 'Chapters 2-and 4 -of the
HEU EIS, and- summarized in Tables S-1 ,through
[S-3 of this Summary. ' In addition. to-the. No Action
Alternative, there, are four-alternatives,.that- represent
:different ratios 6f-blending to commercial useversus
t:blending to waste, -different 'combinations -of
.- blending
.and different combinations of
-blending -technologies.:DOE -has ,identified -a
-preferred alternative that satisfies the• purpose*and
tneed described:previously.;The•Preferred Altemative
,-is -identified as,-Alternative..5, -Variation;.c ,(the
variation using'aldlfour sites),-in the HEU ,EIS.,Under
the commercial-.use ofsurplus- HEU
\would, be maximized,. and, the'.:blending :wouldý most
.likely•tbe:done. at, some, combination 6f commercial
;,andi DOE.sites. -The-Preferred"tAlternative. is as
:fol11ows:
-

-sites,

-this-alternative,'

!

..... !

Table S-i. Alternatives for Disposidon of Surplus Highly EnrichedUraniumt
Alternatives.

I2.

No Coeria1iiiii Use

Skit
Varitifonis

Comnpon ,ents

Amountii

DOE S-tit~5 Y-12 anid-SRS
Prcs
Duiration

. 200i

Commercial S ites: B.&W anid inF
Amouint
Proce'ss
Duration-

sitr-age

iaritY-12)
All foui siies

200 t biended
to waste

A.l f6ur sites

50 i fuec

50 tlsiite

uNi,metaib

24 yrs
16 yrs

50 tsiie

UNH

24 yrs

25 tsite

UN
UNH

6 yrs

37.5 tsite

UNH

18yrs

3.Lisite
Comerial Us.e75ýP-perceý6nt w aste

(exce6,t
for
50 tafUSEC
rhmierial)

150 t waste

4. Subit"ant Ia

a) DOE sits
only

37.5 t/site

UNH

i8yrs

metalb

12yrs

130 t fuelC

65 t/hite

UNH

16yrs

70 t waste

35 t/site

UNH
metalb

17yrs

65,:ýret u
35-percent waste

b) Commercial

Ilyrs
65tlsite

130 t fuelc

16 yrs
l7 yrs

35 tlsite

70 t Waste'

I

F
UNH

siiei only

c) A ftiur sfies

~

i30 t feieC

32.5 t/site

UNH4

7b t ivaistie

17.5 tisiie

UNH1jfi~iab

16 y

6 yr

32.5 tsitie

UNH

VUF
6

16 yrs

16 yrs

UNH
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durations on.ix initin piossible bledin capabilities of th facilities (up to 40 /yr total i the faur-ste's varations), the duations iicated here _(based on-a*totai of 8 t/irlfor commerciaI
materia) reflect miire reilistic assumnpngnis concerning DOE's ability to makIe material availabl•, rniarket conditions, antidlegislatire •.uirmenits to ayvoid adverse material impac~ts on the
domestic u
iiidistr. Watie blending is btasd on pr6eessiig iiteis of 3.1 t/yr f6r ieiitml bl;endirig it Y-12 a'id 2.1 i tyr
for UNH bleding, at o6ther sites (about 9t/yr for all four sites
b

hY12 P1~I con

The proposal to iisfe 50
5 is th:e propos
'

t

h iEU o

tansfer tb USEC

SEC is aic-mpp

itleefto 7,00 t of NU.

hnent
6f ea'ch 6f lie dcumerfcial ise Afternivies (3, 4, and 5). Incliudd 'ithinitiisproposal,, andas .partof Altepriates
'3,

4, nd

SSummarY
-to0continue toýstore.the surplus -HEU.-until-.-..
blend down: occurs.,

*,.To :gradually blend downw surplus ,HEU.,--.• and sellb-4asý-much-ýasý possible (up ýto.!:85

percent) of•the-resulting commercially
5
%usable. EU (including as much off-spec
.LEU .as;practical). for,use-as reactor fuel,
(including50 t6of HEU; that are proposed
tobeitransferred: to :USEC over-a 6-year
,period 6),-using a combination o0f, four
sites (Y-12, SRS, B&-W, -and NFS): and
two possible blending technologies
-(blending as UFl6 and UNH) that best
lýserves. Iprogrammatic, :.ec'onomic, ýand
,,environmental,needs followingýthe'ROD
ands continuing -over an •approximate.,15to 20-year. period,ý with continued storage
of theHEU until blend down.

* To ýeventually blenddown ,surplus HEU
that has no, commercial wvalue, using.,a
combination of four .sites (Y-,12, SRS,
RB&W, and"NFS) and two- blending
technologies (blending ,as ',UNH and
-metal) that best serves .programmatic,
ýeconomic, :and environmental needs, to
.Adispose of the:resulting LEU asLLW, and

5 Off-spec material is material that, when blended toLEU, would
not meet industry standard (American.:Societyfor-Testing
Matetials):specifications for isotopic content-of commercial
,nuclearureactor fuel. Theltimateý disposition of-the.off-spec
material.,will depend on,the!ability. and&willingness ofnuclear
- fuel-:fabricators and nuclear- utilities, to use-:and- the Nuclear
,RegulatoryCommissionto license the-use of off-spec fuel. (For
instance,"fuel with a higher,than usual proportion of the isotope
U-236,,which inhibits the fission-process that is needed for
reactors to produce-heat and, electricity,,can:still-be..used in
nuclear'fuel-f the -fuel- is at a, somewhat, higher. enrichment
level. High- levels of 'U-234'-canhaveiimplications'for worker
radiation exposures~during fuelý:fabrication.) Utilities.have
-expressed -some.'interest in:the, use: oftsuch,-material,.but: the
practical extent of thatinterestis' not yet determined.
-6 The proposal-to transfer"50 t of HEU~and'-7,000. t of INU:to
.USEC: is:specifically: authorized; by.Section: 31 12(c)-of Public
Law '104-1-34• :•Those~proposed:, transfers: are: components" of
,each,of the, commercial: use:-alternatives (3,, 4,:and.15). The
- delivery: to:commercial;end, users'of'. the-surplus.,uranium
- transferred, to6USEC-could. not-, begin' before '1998:pursuant.to
--. the:statute.•Because- the-proposed transfer-of,:7-;000; to6f-NU
- from-DOE to USEC is part of the sameproposed- transaction, as
the: transfer of 50 t of;HEU, the~en.ironimental impacts'0of that
-transfer are assessed indSection-4.9 ofthe' HEUý-EISand in this
-- Summary;DOE-;may-propose wto.
sell,- additional:-remaining
inventories- of-NU=: and. thoseldeisions-will- be consideredin
- separate-NEPA reviews&'if necessary.

B ecause, a-:portion, of the surplus HEU is, in, forms,
-

such -as- residu es- and .weapons
e
components, that
would, require -considerable time 'to make available

ifor-blending,- it- is, anticipatedý that no more than" 0
-percent of the-.surplus :•HEU could -be blendedddown
and commercialized- over ',the .next 10-:, to.: 15 -year
:period.

,Aportion of- thed' surplusHEU,. is in',the-form0of
irradiated ?fuel .(the ýtotal :quantityof Which remains
,classified). The i rradiated ,fuel is -not ,directly
,weapons-usable;,is; under safeguards and security, iand
-poses, no pr6liferation .threat: T-herefore,"DOE'is-not
proposing: to process the irradiated-fuel to separatethe
HEU ,'for -down blending as part ;ofany of -thi
alternatives in the'HEUMEIS.' There are-no current or
-anticipated DOE plans ,to •process irradiated fuel
solely for-thepurposes of-extracting 'HEU. !However,
activities associated -with.the irradiated fuel for the
purposes of•stibilization, :.facility cleanup, -treatment,
waste management, safe disposal,.:or~environment,
safety, 'and "-health.reasons:,could result in-,the
separation of HEUin weapons-usable form-that could
pose a proliferation -threat and thus `bedwithin-the
tscope of; the ,HEU EIS. Under the Preferred
Alternative, DOE would-recycle any, such recovered
HEU and blend-it to.LEU-pursuant to the HEU EIS. 7
:(If the No Action -Alternative-were selected .in-,the
•ROD .for. this EIS,, such-"'recovere'd"HEU would
continue totbe stored pursuantto: the :Storage and
Disposition -PEIS -cor other-appropriate NEPA
analyses.) To ,provide a conservative -analysis

,presenting maximum potenitialimpacts, 'the -HEU--EIS
-includes such HEU (currently in the form of irradiated
7 For, example,..-weapons-usable' HEU is anticipatedto •be
recovered from dissolving and stabilizing.targets and-pent fuel
at-S RS:pursuant dto -the-.analysis-and-decisions:in- the;•EiS
S(October.1995),;and RODs '(December ".r1995 and!February
-

1996) on Interim ,Management Of-NucIlear<Materials at-SRS,

,and- from-the proposed demonstrition. of-electrometallurgical
treatment, at:Argonne:National Laboratory-,West pursuant to the
-analysis in -the -fEnVironinen tat Assessment for
-

TElectrometadlurgicall-Treatinent(Researchand Demonstration
'-Projectin the' FueI-Conditioningý:Fac4fly attArgonneY'Ndtional

'Laboratory-mWest:(May, 1-996) '(Findinrg ,of No- Significant
:Impact,ýMay 15, 4,99'6).,:As-,part o:6f -the-,proposed
.
HEU- derived
• from: the demonstration-would-4bd blended -down-to-LEU, at
,-Arg6nne National, Laboratory2 West; thereforei such material
;-wouldnot be- blended down as part of the HEU EIS.
-electronetallurgical,:treatment:deronstration,
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fuel) in.the, material to:be• blended to: LEUI, as. if such
'[HEU,'. had beenseParate•d from. the irradiatedi fuel
pursuant: to, health arid sdfeoty;stabilization,-or other
ii([.non-defense actiVities.,' However,I such"HEU:.;may
ý,actually remain ini its;,present, form, (withouttheHEU
-ever beingi separated),anidbe'disposed of as high-level
waste (HLW) in a repoýitoryýoralternative:pursuant
to
8
-the WNuclear Waste Policy Act.
With':respect to-the. surplus HEU, -that-could&
be
lblended toý commercial fuel feedfor.power;reactors,
including the -,50t of HEU' proposed, tobe transferred
to.USEC, the-'decisions .and :associated ;contracts
":1concerning 1),Which facility(ies) w Id•ldbl•n•
f tthe-material,: and'2) marketing of the fuel, may bemade
Sby USEC, by ýa-private successor to USEC, by other
private ýentities acting as, marketing agents for-DOE,
or by-DOE.
The'Department of Energy 'ehas concluded. that the
'Preferred Alternative would .best serve the .purpose
needtfor the HEU dispositionvprogram for several
.reasons. 'DOE:considers all of thetaction, alternatives
.(2 through .5) to bexroughly equivalentin, terms •of
eserving the nonproliferation objective of the
program..Both ,4-percent .LEU .in the .form of
commercial spent nuclear.•fuel,:and:Oi9-percent'LEU
oxide -for disposal -as .'LLW,-and any .allocation
between them-fully serve: the:nonproliferation
.objective as both processing of'the'spent~fuel'and reenrichment of the 0;9-percent :LEU to make new
weapons-usable material would, be technologically
difficult and expensive. 'However, 'alternatives that
include, commercial.use better serve Ithe economic
recovery objective of the~program--by.-allowing' for
,p.eaceful, -beneficial reuse of .the Imaterial.
Commercial use wotild reduce, the :amount of
blending that-would-be required for.,disposition (a :14
-to liblending ratio of blendstockto HEU'as :opposed
-and

8 If'HEUl currently in irradiated'fuel remains in its' current form,

it would be managedý pursuant to: theý analyses: and. decisions, in
the ProgrammaticSpent'NuclearFuel'ManagementandIdaho
'National,EngineeringiLaboratoryEnvironmental'Restoration
.andWasteManagemenr"Programsi.EnvironmentiaL:lImpact
."Statement (April'1995), and',the .associatedRODs, (60:FR
•28680,'June 1,.995, anended by6 IFR 9441, March 8, 1996),
,and .:subse~quent,,•prgject-speeific :or site-specific NEPA
Adocumentation., Such ,spent'fuel could be disposed, of as HLW
'in a repository pursuant:.to.the'Nucleai'Waste,"Policy Act (42
•,USC 1010l -etssq.))DOE is in:the process ofcharacterizin•g'.the
•:•Yucca' Mountain'Si'te- in Nevadans apotential repository• ruider
".
"'thatAct.
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,to 70 to-lfor waste) and minimize Government waste
'disposal.costs that would`,be&Jncurred 'if,.all (or a
ýgreater. portion of): the materiaLwere: blended to
:waste.:•Theý.sale of.LEU .derived' from surplus',HEU
would yield returns :on prioru-investments .to', the
Federal9Treasury. Finaly;,the:-analysis:;in the' HEU
EISM indicates' that' commercial. use- f LEU:-derived
'from •,surplus .ýHEU-•woquld; miniimize., overall
environmental impac ts&;-because' blenfding '.for
'commercial, use involves :generallylower impacts,
ý'and because, adverse,,environmental-impacts 'from
uranium mining; milling, conversion, and enrichment
would be -avoided by'using this "material',.rather'than
"niinedl uraniumrEO"produce •nuclear. fuel.
[Text deleted.]
An indirect impact of the'Preferred Alternative would
-be.the, creation 6f spent nuclear fuel (through thei use
o.f LEU fuelderivedtfrom surplus HEU in 'power
'reactors). !However, :since the, nuclear fuel derived
from, surplus:HEU; would-'replace:nuclear fuel that
would'have-beenýcreated ',from newly mineduranium
(or ýNU) without :this',action, 'there ýwould 'be no
,additional -spent.!fuel !generated. ,Because 4LEU
derived'from.:.HEU.supplants LEU from NU, the
'environmental impacts of uranium mining, milling,
conversion, and'enrichment to generate an, euivalent
..amount of commercial'reactor fuelmwould be-avoided
(see'Section 4.7, ofthe HEU'EIS)..The.domestic'spent
fuel would be stored:andipotentially:disposed of.ina
repository ori other .alternative,, pursuant to the
Nuclear Waste Policy ActVas :amended '(42 U.'S.C.
l0l0l.-etseq.).
[Text deleted.]
With 'respect to 'the;,ultimate ýdisposal of LLW
'-material, certain.'DOE'ILLWiscurrently:disposed of
'at commercial 'facilities:and other.DOE LLW is
stored 'andzdisposed :of at' DOE 'sites. 'A location
where-LLW derived fromriDOE's surPlus HEU canbe
-disposed of.has not been, designated. Disposal of
DOE.'LLW ,;woUld ,b.e .pursuant.to-'DOE's-Waste
Management'Programmatic'EnvironmentaluImpact
ý,Statement for Managing :Treatment,'Storage,Iand
:!Disposal,'ofRadioactive'and ,HazardousWaste
'(DOE/EIS-0200-D,!draift issued in, August 1995)
S(Waste.Management' PEIS)•and associated ROD(s),
!and any subsequentN
IEPA documents :tiered from or
supplementing the Waste Management. ;PEIS.
&Waste

'Summary
material, derived Kfromzsurplus "HEU :would. be
required. to; meet LLWi-acceptance criteria- of- the
DOEs' Office. of, Environmental' Management..-For
purposes of,analysis ?of :.LLW.--transportationi-impacts
,,only, this ;EIS,-assumes: the'use, of. the existingi:LLW
:facility at4 the. Nevada Test"Site .(NTS),. asf.a
representative facility. Other-sites being:analyzed in
the Waste' Management•! PEIS.4or 'disposal&of, LLW
include -ORR;`.SRS,,;,an`dý the Hanford ,"Site-in
Washington. No LLW would-.be transferred to NTS
.(or any; alternative, LLWý facility);,until completion of
the Waste, Management .PEIS (or other-applicable
project.or-site-specific. NEPA-documentationsuch, as
the NTS -Site-Wide ,EIS),and .in accordance with
decisions. in; the associated-,ROD(s). [Text deleted.]
Additional :options .for;_disposal, of LLW may -be
identified in.other documents.
Continued.storage .of surplus 'HEU prior to.:blending
time. The.storage,.epending
disposition (for,up to. 10 years) of surplus'HEU~at the
Y-42 :Plant (where most of the HEU ;is stored or
i ndestied to ýbe.stored), i~s-analyzed in the
'EnvironmentalAssessment for the ProposedInterim

I maybe; requirediforsome

.Storage of Enriched UraniumAbove;the Maximum
HistoricalStorage.Level'at ýthe T-12 Plant,.Oak
,:RidgeoTennessee,(DOE/EA-0929, September 1994)
(Y-.12 EA). -Impacts from storage,.as',analyzed in the
Y-12 EA and;incorporated by, reference herein,,are
]briefly .summarized in.the HEU:'EIS. Should the
surplus HEU disposition actions continue;beyond 10

years,, subsequent; storage ofisurplus.HEU pending
disposition-will :be, pursuant to and. consistent-with
the ROD-associate~dwith'.the;Storage-and'Disposition
[PEIS or tiered NEPA documents. 9
Screening Process Alternatives
The•Department of Energy used-a screening:process
along with -public input to ":identify arange of
reasonable .options for: the:ýdisposition .of surplus
HEU.' 0 The process wasý conducted bya screening
-; committee, that; consisted.of five (DOE technical

the, NoActionAlternative :for the Storageý.and
I DispositionPEIS,I ifU storage of.,surplus÷HEU, pending
S'disposition:(or.. no action). continued beyond; 10.years;.storage
'facilities, at Y-42 would: be: maintained.to: ensureisafe'facility
*operation' or surplus HEUimaterial might: be~moved out ofthe
"Y-12,Plantat the end of.the 10.-year period-with:the~completion
.,.of -the relocation, within thd. f0lloginge-5j years.'. Subsequent
."NEPA review would.be conducted as:required.

' 9.Under,

],.program

managers;,assistedd by.: technical advisors
.from DOE.'sNational Laboratories-and other support
The-committee-was- responsible for identifying
the;reasonable alternatives; tobe:.evaluated.It
-staff.

-compared :alternatives against L-screening criteria,
:I.considered input from the public, anrd used technical
-reports" and-analyses fromrthe' National .Laboratories
-,•and•industlry to develop~afinal =listo0f alternatives:
'The first'step;in the screening process was to develop
criteria against which, to judge potential ,alternatives.
'The- criteria weredeveloped for the screening process
,.."ibasedion~the President's,;nonproliferation: policy •of September,1993; th6January 1994 Joint"Statementby
the President of the 'Russian7Federationand.the
-the United States of America on 'Non-President;of
, proliferation;ofWeapons of Mass Destructionand the
Means of Their-,Deliyvery, and the ',analytical
.framework. established by. the ;National .Academy of
Sciences in its '1-994 report,.Management:and
'Disposition:of Excess Weapons Plutonium. These
criteria reflect- domestic :and 'policy, interests o.6f othe
:[United ;States, including nonproliferation; security;
,environment,, safety, 'and zhealth; -timeliness ,.and
techn~ologicalviability; c'st-effectiveness;
.international ooperation; 'and ýadditional-benefits.
The:criteria ýwere discussed ,artthe-public-'scoping
•workshops, .andparticipants~were invited to comment
further using questionnaires. The questionnaires
,allowed: participants.•toirankl.criteria based on relative
.importance, :comment .oný. the: appropriateness: of the
criteria,:and suggest new criteria. Details on-how. the
*screening.process was developed, :applied,and the
results'obtained wereýpublished- in-,a separate report,
Summary, Report ýof the Screening 'Process to
Determine.ReasonableAlternativesfor Long-Term
Storage and 'Disposition.of Weapons-Usable Fissile
[,Materials,(DOE/MD-0002, March 29, 1995).
The Department ofiEnergy began with' nine, potential
I alternatives 'for thedisposition of surplus•HEU.1These
alternatives'were 'evaluated :in- the screening process to
identify those reasonablealtematives- that merited further
]:evaluation.in,the HEU EIS. As.a result.of.the-screening
°'1Thedisposition 6f surplus'HEU~was originally-within.the scope
oof the Storageand'; Disposition'PEIS.:Separate: analyses. were
-I
conducted for•Pu,". HEU,:arid' other fissile materials during: the
-screening-process.toidentify reasonable alternatives' for each.
•"Therefore€the'results of-theiscreening. process:are. not:affected
by the Lseparation: of, the- disposition- of; surplus', HEU:from the
'.Storage anfdDisp6sitioi.PEIS.
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.process,five altemativesmwere identified as reasonable
:.alternatives for further analysis:
.-

No-HEU disposition,.action (continued
..............
storage)- .

.

blended-to-meet- the, chemical.-and' isotopic
.specifications :of the American' Society~for`Testing
-and`-Materials. (ASTM)-for commercialt reactor: fuel.
I Of~particularconcernare.thehASTM.specifications

for concentrations: Of the isotopesýU-234Aand- U-236
relative to U-235irn the blended LEU.prdduct".U-234
.. •,'Direct-sale
of:HEU to a:.commercial
is,.a:major .contributor to-radiationexposure,;which
. -,--,vendor, for,subsequentblendin gt-LEU- . --. couldl;,bero.6f concern. during7 fuelifabrication,,and
U-';2-36 inhiibits ,the,.nuclear. reaction-inii, reactorcores,
-* Blending'HEU to -percentassayLreduingcoreifetime orrequiringhigher
,;and selling as&.commercial,,reactorý fuel
enrichments: to. achieve-.al 'normalscore life. ;A
feed material
.substantial .amount.of the• surplus' HEU•.could,•meet
~
-thoseFASzTM specifications-when!blended-ýwith'NUor
• Blending .HEU to 4-percentVLEU -and
LEU. 'The surp lus 'HEU 'material -could -be
-selling:as commercial -reactor fuel feed
'characterized .as commercial, :off-spec, -or.non.material
.commercial dependingupon its ability-todbe.used-as
:reactor fuel.
!:BlendingHEU to 0.9-percent.-LEU for
CormmercialiMaterial-If the.:HEU -material:has: a
disposal-as -waste
•low ratio ofundesirable-isotopes (U-234 and-U-236),
it .is.considered .a commercial.qualitymaterial (in-Following.the screening process,.the'five alternatives
spec). The selection:of uranium blerdstock.of
identified as reasonable ,were further refined. The
!blend to 0.9 percent.and discard as waste:alternative,
I adequate, quality and form,*will:allow :production of
which •was ;originally intended to-address only
'LEU that meets the :ASTM, specifications-:for-use in
material not suitable foruse as commercial.fuel, was
-fabrication-of commercial, reactornfuel.
Iexpanded to include •all :surplus.HEU...Although this
,-would: not, recover' the:,material's: economic value, it
Off-Spec MaterialIf-the:ratio ofU-'234 andU-!236
ýis high in-the HEU materialrelative toU-235 oeontent
-w.ould-meet nonproliferation, goals.. [Text deleted.]
(Off-spec), then the -ability: to blend to-the ýASTM
The-blend to LEU (19.,percent or-less.enrichment) and
:-commercial 'fuel specifications Imay..be;limited.,If
customers.are found. (forexample, private, or, public
sell-altemative-was,.eliminated.fromanalysis-because
LEU with an enrichment level of '19-percent cannot be
utilities)-who are- willing to:, use'off-spec. L EU,ý then
.used commercially-as reactorfuelwithout further
this.,surplus- HEU could be -blended-to- commercial
-blending;.it.presents, criticality concerns (for
-reactor-fuel feed.
transportation and storagebefore down blending) that
iwould need to be accommodated;-and, as an interim
Non-Commercial Material-T7lThis. is -material: that
blending. level, -itis:not as economicalas. blending
cannot be economically recovered ffrom: its existing
-:directly to 4, percent. in a one-step process.
-form, such-as HEU iin, spent •fuel, ,'HEU in eow
,concentrations. in 'waste, ,or ,residues, ,.and HEU in
, CHARACTERIZATION-OF SURPLUS•HIGHLY
,equipment that -will .not 'undergo-'decontamination
'and -decommissioning in •the ;foreseeable',future.
.:ENRICHED URANIUM MATERIAL
Some,'f-this .•HEU-material is ,also in dismantled
The ,.surplus -HEU :-material in -inventory-.varies in
weapons :components",that. cannot be -,ecovered
levels of enrichment, andpurity. (contamination with
.because the technology1has-not yet-been developed.to
recover the HEU.
,.un'desirableisotopes-.and .chemicals). The
predominant .decision, affecting the:-process: choices
'iFigurezS '-35provides-a mateiial:flow idiagramfor the
foran., y .batch-of,sur lusiHEU -would depend on its
:.disposition,0of-surplus HEU.
disposition: as fuel or waste.
-
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.
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-
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'[An.importante
factor indetermining therdispositionof
;-any. specific batch of HEU•.wouild be-whether it can be
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Summary
*

S

• NU, (oxide orU F 6)--multiple sources
(DOE~sites~and:,commercial
,producers)
* DU (metal)-'-Femald, OH;
ORRTN;'.'SRS, SC

'O
k'ide''TN

-

* NUI DU,, LEU--ORR, TN;.'Fernald,.OH;
USEC,'ý Paducah, KY-and Portsmouth, OH,

UF86
:,(for.UNH blending only)
NU in oxide

-Oxides, compounds,

or.UF6 form;

Sand solutions
(pure,and,impure)

onversion

:DU in oxide.or
metal form;*.LEU in
metal.or oxide

.GE-Wilmir gtonNC
(represent ative--site)

,form

In oxide form

UF6
(-;4% U-235-enrichment)
B&W, Lynchburg, VA
NFS,:Erwin, TN

,. 1Metal I .

(-4% or -0.9% U-235

,(-0.9%
oU-235;enrichment)

.enrichment)
* Y-12,.Oak Ridge,'-TN

Y-12, Oak;Ridge,.TN

..,SRS,.Aiken,,SC
" B&WMLynchburg, VA
• NFS,, Erwin, TN

•

LEU as UF 6

fo *,:'E Co

LEULas UNH
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.The screeninrg-ptocess,-ýýalternatives;.were :furthel
:refined'by.combining the: direct, sale 6fisurplus HEL.T
:(buyer to blend-HEU to LEU) altemative'and the blenc
.'HEU to4-percent LEU, arid, sell as commercial reactoir
•I ii.-fuel .feed Alter-native.- Thisiwas÷:done,-because the
1: potential envi ronm entalkimrpacts:.6f these. twc
r
.'alternatives-are the same"They differ ony in whethey
the surplus:HEU is sold beforev or afterblending.
-

Finally,;the alternatives-,were-further refined~tc
ýaccount for various combinations of-blendinE
.technologies, candidate:sites, -andcend products..Tht

-

4.5 '6.,of the HEU EIS. explains&,how.- impacts -would
change :if the! actual-,allocation' between alternatives,
end-lproducts. (commercial fuel- feed ,or-,waste),
r-bleriding'processesanblending&:sites',differed from
the: representative reasonable alternatives.
To :provide a: conservative.,,analysis. presenting
maximum potential- impacts,,the alternatives
-explained belowi address the ,,disposition of the. entire
surplus HEU: inventory (nominaly, 200 t)iFor the
reasons ,explainedtpreviou slyý in-, the ýPreferred
TAlternative section, awportion of-this inventory may
not be-available-fornblend down.since it'is currently in
gthe form of irradiated fuel.

;For the~commercial useI:alternatives,,LEUmaterial
-with commercial -value would :be -transported
therefore, DOE-has ,selected :reasonable:alternative: 3
efollowing blending to fuel fabricators formuse in
*that not. only :represent.the -spectrum of.-reasonable
'fabricating commercial nuclear.reactor fuel.
'alternatives, but alsotinclude.logical.choices foir
Currently, there~are filve potential domestic
consideration:at: the,'time~the ROD is issued. Thes(
alternatives, listed .in-Table 'S-l, are described ir a ltcommercial facilities 1 2 that. could-process .LEU
detail. in'the following -section. Timeframes shown ,it i i[•derived fromtsurplus 'HEU'into,. commercial. nuclear
:reactor •fuel-and."over Ao'00.,odomestic, commercial
'Table:S-! •refiect'assumptions concrning.DOE',
:electrical ,power nuclear "reactors that-could
ability to-make material available,:market conditions
potentially use the commercial -nuclear ireactor fuel.
and legislative- requirements to ,avoid ;adverse
imaterial impact,on the domestic uranium'industry..AL "The,-exact 4allocation,,'site-specific location, and
timing, of :the eventual' processingý-and commercial
ý.graphical.'.representation -of the time ,required ;tc
nuclearreactornuse. are.notiknbwn*at-this time,,have
-completealternative :based-.on-the •use of 1,ý2, .or,
not .been -specifically proposed, -and would ýbe
'blending sitesjis shown in:Figure S-4.
•contingent. upon- the needs: and-specifications. of the
:Several blending technologies and facilities are likel3 r
-potential customers :for:the fuel. The -domestic spent
fuel would be stored,-and potentially disposed-of in a
to be. used -for:different portions of the surplu,
repository or other alternative,- pursuant to the
inventory, and the-..decisions regarding those
..Nuclear Waste. Policy Act -as-amended (42 U.S.C.
- technologies and facilities are likely to bemade ir I
10101et seq.).
part by USEC or other private entities outside'DOE
,Thus,.-specific :decisions"concerning -the locatiom
where the,-surplus HEUdisposition action vwillNbe
NowAction
and
-wil'
implemented will be: multidimensional
.likely involve --multiple decisionmakers. The
-Under the.No:ýAction Alternative,'DOE would
continueto:store-surplus--HEU (primarily:at DOE's
-alternatives,asdescribed are-not intended to-represenit
rY-12 :Plant). -Storage,of .surplus :HEU (until
-.exclusive choices among which DOE (or othei
.decisionmakers) -must'choose, .but rather-are
disposition),is analyzedIfor afperiod of up to-10 years
,.proffered to:define:representative, points within the
12 At- this time,5the-five;potential domestic' commercial fuel
Smatrix- of possible, reasonable, alternatives. 11 Sectior

possible list of.-com'binaitions-lis -virtually~infinite

"Forexample, while~the, alternatives- assess blending either 85
:j <65, 'o25-,percentof-the-material to commereial'fual,-:anothei
percentage.-m.ightt.more raccurately-represent ultimate
'Aisposition. Siailaly;,while two.of'the~yariationsassume'thai t
-.!material-is divided eyenly- among the'four-possible'.facilitie,,
:(25.i percentto -each)-.some- Other..distribUtion,,among:'three oi
i. s'foutrfaicilities-is possible:' [Textdeleted.] Such-variations-woitlc
; bewithin~the-range of alternatives analyzed:in- thisEIS.
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.fabricators- are: 1.) Asea IBrownIBoveri Combustion
,,Eniineerin~g,-Hematite,,,Missouri; 2).B&W,.Lynchburg,
r Virginia;v3)'GeneralEElectricýNuclear, Produttion,-Wilmington,
..North ,Carolina;-:4)' Siemens;Nuclear,4Power Corporation,
-Richland,MWashington;, and 5)'.Westinghouse.Columbiaý Fuel
Facility,ýColum bia;.South-Carolina..!Foreig fuel ;fabricators
a and foreigncommercial; electrical-. powernuclear reactors
;.might- also receive: material;- but. are-not, as.likely, as, domestic
.fabricators add-reactors.
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Figuire S-4. Time Required to Complete Various Alternatives Bdsed on Nuiber of Blendigti Sites Used.
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in the Y-412EA.-Should the surplus,,HEU disposition
.action continue-beyond 10 years, subsequent storage
of,surplusi HEU. pending disposition, will be. pursuant
Ito !and,consistent with, the, ROD. associated:,with, the
'StorageýanfdDisposition PEIS or. tiereAd'NEPA
documents. 1 3 Current. operations.atL each. of: the
.potential HEU blending sites (Y-l2;-SRS,,B&W; and
'NFS),would continue.

percent (150 t)-would, beblended and.then.-disposed
of as waste. The title to,650t of surplus HEU would'be
transferred to, USEC.' USEC (orna successor; private
1corporation) then would, select'thecommercial-site.or
forblending,50 t :of,surplus HEU to LEU for use
r.n.commercial fuel.-The remaining.. 150 t would-be
blended to waste.
-

-sites

alternative would' blend-50 t of HEU. at the'two
'commercial sites.. The:,50 t would be distributed
•-equally between the: commercial sites, each blending
Sil,.25 t of'material2 4'The:-remaining' 150 tVof surplus
AHEU material.would :be blended to waste usingýall
blending sites. Each DOE. site and commercial
:site would receive.37.5 .t ofwaste material for
'[blending.

.IThis.

"'No Commercial Use (0/10W Fuel/WasteWRatio)
:Under this alternative,'ýDOE mwould" blend; the, entire
.stockpile of surplus HEU (200 t):t0LEU-and, dispose
of ivas ,waste.This would include surplus HEU .with
or withoutcommercial value."The~blending would be
-performed-at'allfour. sites. ,Although this -alternative
would not,recover any of the economic value of HEU
•1forthe-Government, it-is evaluated for all .surplus
.HEU to providea comprehensive evaluation of a-full
range of,alternatives. inthe HEU.'EIS.

-four

-

'[Text deleted.]
Substantial Commercial TUse (65/35I-Fuel/Waste
'Ratio)

I[Figuremdeleted.]
'Surplus HEU :could 'be blended :to waste as either
UNH or-as metal at a rate'per site of up to2.1 t/yr or
3.1, t/yr, -respectively. All -blending -sites'have UNH
1-blending capability. .Only.the Y-12'Plant-at•ORRhas
'the- capability ,to: perform metal iblending. [Text,
deleted.]
.The blending of surplus HEU,for waste-would not be
initiated before an.LLW disposal facility were
.identified to accept the LLW. Surplus HEU would
,remain instorage at the Y-12 Plant or at .another
storage :facility pursuant to the Storage and
DispositionTPEIS pending identification of the LLW
Adisposal facility.
Limited Commercial Use (25/S5Fuel/Waste
;Ratio)

I Underthis alternative,' 50. t of-surplus HEU would-be
,blended.to-commercial fuel, while the remaining 75
..1Under. the -No-Action
,Alternative- for the•.Storage and
"'Disposition-PEIS,'ifstorage of-surplusHEUzpending
'disposition' (or no. action) continued-beyond; 10,-years,-storage
I facilities: atnY- 12:would; be. maintained, to:ensure safe'fadility
operation,. or surplus:HEU. material might be-moved out of.the
'>YZ-Il2 Plant.at.che end bf-thed10year period-with the completion
. of the- relocation -withinthe following-:I-years&- Subsequent
!: NEPA-review.would be-conducted, as required.
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'This .-alternative assumes that 35 percent .of the
'surplus"HEU would'be-blended to LLW-and disposed
of-as waste,. leaving 65 'percent of the material
[:available for-commercial use. The title to"507t of
surplus HEU- would' betrangferred: to USEC.1,USEC
.(or a successor private-corporation)'then-would-select
Zblending sites-for blending 50, t of surplus HEU to
..LEU for use in~commercial'fuel.'The remaining
-quantity of potentially commercially,,usable.-HEU
(80 t),.could be blended.:at-any.or all-of thefour sites.
The •LEU product would :be sold for -use.in
.commercial reactor-:fuel. The-remaining 70 t of
surplus HEU would be-blended to waste.
'There .are 'four variations 'f this alternative using
.different combinations ,of, sites. 'These .particular
xcombinations of sites- are .representative, only."The
--actual distribution among !blending, sites-- may. differ,
0.depending on programmatic, .commercial, or-other
considerations. Thefirst-variation wouldzblend all of
the -HEU at the .two'DOE, sites,, with the HEU split
;equally between, them. .ORR, and SRS would, each
blend: 65 t :of IHEU- tol,-EU.,for, commercial•fuel: and
35 t ý.of HEU, to; LEU -for-disposaL as -waste. XThe
second'variation -would'Jblend :all• of ,the iHEU ,at ,the
1

14This .distributionand'the.distributions for-Altematives.4.and,5
'k,t,,are assumed only-for; purpose of analysis., It is not intenided.to
oforeclose, theselection- 6f another!distribution thatmight
",include DOE sites or onlyone site.

..'Summary
two commercial sites, With the' HEU .splitv, equally
I between them. B&W,: and NFS would'each blend,65 t
of HEU to LEU:for commercial fuel and'35 to6f HEU
to LEU. for-disposal as waste. The, third -variation
.would blend the -HEU,at-all four sites, With~the HEU
split -equally, among., them. Each- site- would blend
,32.5 t of HEU: to LEU for commercial fuel, and 7.5: t
o6f HEU to LEU :for .di'sposfal; aswste. Tle-foUhh
-i:varihtion-would blend all of the HEUz at.a single, site.
The site would blend 1.30 t of'HEU to LEU-for
commercial fuel and 70 t of HEU to LEU for disposal
-as waste.

"LEU for commercial fuel and,30 t of HEU toLEU for
.°disposal as waste.
I [Text deleted.]
''CANDIDATE-SITES

Four candidate :sites are analyzed in the HEU EIS"for
,disposition, (using,,one orn,more, of. the blending
I processes) :of.surplus. HEU "They are. DOE's .Y-.12
IPlant -at ,ORR,. SRS,, and, two privately, owned-,and
.operated facilities,-Bx&WandINFS. The-Y-.12- Plant is

] the-interim

],[Text deleted.]
!Maximum ?Commercial'Use' (85/15Fuel/Waste
;Ratio-4Preferred'Alternative)

Under this alternative, :it is assumed:that only 15
[percent. of the surplus -HEU would be, blended: and
:F:disposed of aswaste. The.title-to 50,t of surplus&HEU
,wouldbe transferred -to USEC..USEC (or •successor
ýcorporation), then would select blending.sites for
:blending ::50 t of .surplus HEU to LEU -for use .in
commercial -fuel. 'The remaining quantity of
,potentially.commercially -usable;HEU (120,t) -could
:be-blended-at-any.or all of the-four:sites. The LEU
,product would'be soldfor use in commercial reactor
fuel. The, remaining 30 -t of-surplus HEU ýwould-be
.blended to waste.
There :are four variations, of' this alternative- using
different combinations-of sites.They.-are-the same as
-,those assessed for.the previous, alternative. The first
variation would ,blend allof the-HEU at the two-DOE
sites, with the'HEU split'equally between~them. ORR
each-blend 85 tofHEU.to LEU for
commercial fuel and 15t of HEU'to'LEU fordisposal
.as waste. The second-variation would blend all of the
PHEU;at the two. commercial sites, with the HEU-split
I equally .between them. -B&W •and NFS would-each
blend:85 t of HEU to .LEU.for commercial:fuel,.and
.15 t of HEU:to LEU,`for disposal: as~waste.-The- third
,variation-would blend-all of the HEU at. all four sites,
,with-theAHEU: split equally :among them..Each-,site
•wouldcPblend' 42:5, tof HEU to-LEUý'for commercial
1fuel, and .7.5 t, of HEU; to'LEU'for:disposal: aswaste.
,The fourth variationwould-blend. allo-fthe HEUsat a
-single, site. 'The- site., would blend 1•170:.t. of HEU., to

storage site-for~most of-the- surplus 'iEU.

.B&W and'NFS have Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) licenses ,to process I-HEU. All ,of,these• sites are
,currently ,performing, or until recently -have
;performed; nationalsecurity-activities- involving HEU.
All candidate: sites ;currently have technically viable
HEU conversionwand blending capabilities-and could
[-begin,: in: the
qnear 'future, to, blend surplus
lHEUto proliferationhresistant-forms consistent-with
-the President's' nonproliferation policy. New-sitesiand
facilities .are-not considered reasonablefor blending,
given the availability of-existing sites andfacilities,
because •new
-would :require :-capital
-failities
investment- and may:notrbe cost effective.-Moreover,
new construction would pose additional-impacts to
the .-environment, :although impacts: from normal
would-be similar.
-

-relatively

-

-,operations

-

-*and-SRS-would&

-

The -Y-12 Plant has:both molten-metal and UNH
blending capabilities. *The'commercial vendor sites,
B&W andNFS, have-only'UNH blending capability
-at this. time. UNH facilitiesat Y-l 2 ..and SRS -are
currently, not in operation and may require upgrading
before: conversion and -blending operations can
,resume. 3B&W and NFS hold NRC licenses for their
-HEU,operations,- including-blending. [Text deleted.]

No capability currently exists for conversion of HEU
to UF 6 .at the candidate sites;: therefore, -new
;processing. equipment would -need to, be installed to
,providecapability for UF 6 blending of surplus HEU.
,B:&W •and NF areanalyzed -as• reas:onable
,representative.sites forlnew*UF-.6 conversion,:and
:blending 1-capability' because ,those-.;are-theonl.y
I-commercial, sites, that currently; have'NRC licenses to
,,ýprocessP:HEU., UF 6conversion.,and-,blending
6!
egquipment- could be installed:in- existing buildings- at
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':,,th se-facilities,- andd they'thyive.-ifilic& i. -ywold
:consid~erpossibleinstallation: of such-equipment. 15

.

--: 1-.ýl:2•Plant,¢Oak Ridge, Tennessee.'-T-he Y;-42•Plant
is. located on' a: 1;770Zhectarte (hai)'(4;370,ý-i&e)agite
within-the city .boundaries- of Oak.'"Ritdge,
appidximately, 19-'kilometers (km) (112miles [mrii])

'weftof.Knoxville;',Tin~esse.'OR-R1~Y- 2 Plaiitis'the
`,prim ary.1 oc ationm0of-ý several.D efens e.,,,Program

Smissions, includingmaintaining the: capabilities to

*

'

fabricate components (primaifily uranium:and lithium)
for-nuclear weapons, storing. uranium-'and •lithium
... •.:pa~T-sod~i sman tling 'niidleaf'.-we apo-f c om ponent s•
.z
:returnedfrom the national stockpile-, processing
- special ,nuclear materials, and :providing .special
production~support for DOE designageneies and other
I departmental .programs. Y-12 'currentlyhas
.-capabilities:for UNH'and~metal-blending.
Molten:metal blending is performed in the-Building
9212 :Casting Facility. The: casting facility -has 1.2
vacuum .inductionwfurnaces, but due-to :use of the
facility for other .missions androutine maintenance
,requirements,.'it-is assumed-that 6. of the12,furnaces
with 75-percent availability would be-available to
Iperform 'HEU blending. "Blending can .occur~at a
maidmumrate of.3.1 tlyr:for-molten metal :blending
-of150lpercent assay HEU: to 0.9-percent'assay LEU
'with.DMU.operating 21 shifts per week. Use-of: all -12
vacuum induction -furnaces .-with 75-percent
availability would doublethe blending-capacity.
.Uranylnitrate hexahydrate blending is performed.in
the-Building 9212-Chemical Recovery -Facility.'The
blending process consists of feed ..size, reduction,
oxidation, nitric -acid dissolution, purification, UNH
J-blending, and drying -and crystallizing to produce
'UNH crystals.Blending can occur at-a rate of 5.6 t/yr
for UNH blending of'50;-percent assay -HEU -to 4percent assay LEU, operating 21- shifts -per week or
1.5 t/yr of.50-percentMHEU assay to,0ý9-percent LEU
for waste disposal.'This capacity:can-be doubled-if a
-

15

1f,'either.or both B&W.!and•NFS .should&decide to-construct
-,additional facilities for'UF 6 conversionwand--blending,
:-construction impacts wouldlikely,include land disturbance and
.<minorýair,emissions: from• constructionzequipment;,and: .the
; applicable:NRC licensewould need. to: be amended.-Any, such
-:constructionwould be based on the business judgment of~these
,,6ommercial.facilities and.would not benecessitated by DOE's
":proposed actioný: Environmental impacts would be analyzed by
those~facilities as part of the NEPA review:associatedwith- the
NRC-licensing process.
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secondodenitrator;,which has been purchasedlbyfY-q12
"but not. yet installedis.,added tothe, system.
:-Sinceý capabilities.- exist,-at)Y-412 to perform.-HEU
"blending.operations,' no'additional'facilities need- to
,.be, constructed. ,Minor modifications to existing
buildings,. such, as-, theý installation of:a- second
-':denitiralobri-liat 'has' already' been aqquired,-~may :be
needed, to,- increase throughputv capabilitiesiY-I12
facilities.are., currently not. operating' in :order. to
:operations, -and-,.mus t
improve..conduct:6f
successful~lycompleteýan`Operational'Readiness
'Review Tprior -to ýrestart'based on DOE .0 -425.1,
-

'[Startup and&Restart of'Nuclear Facilities.,Bleniding
-

operations,.are-expected. to-resume'in ý1997.
-Savannah ýRiver':Site,-Aiken,;South :.Carolina. The
Savannah River Site :occupies -an area -of
S[approximately "80,130:ha- (198,000:acres):located -32
!km .(20,mi) south.of Aiken, South 'Carolina. JIts
primary mission-was to-producestrategic.,isotopes
(Pu-239 •and :tritium).used in'the ;development: and
;production 6f nuclear weapons for'national- defense.
The currentvmission is to-.store, .treat, 'stabilize, -and
dispose of-waste materials;.manage and -dispose-of
nuclear -materiails and facilities; restore the
'environment and manage natural. resources; develop
-mission-supportive ,partnerships; and -support
national security~and nuclearýmaterials requirements.
'.SRS currently has'the capabilityfor-UNH blending.
.Except as -noted, below, SRS, has.,the-capability. to
blend HEU to either 4-percent or.0.9-percent'LEU.
The facilities for UNH processes are located in the Fand H-Canyons. [Text deleted.]
The, existing facility. that could be usedto, solidify
blended down UNH solutions at SRS (the FA-Line)
is' not, designed -to-be critically..safe for ,processing
solutions With enrichmentlevels higher than about: 1
,;percent.'Thus,-SRScould perform UNH'blending of
•HEU "to _0.9-percent LEU and sub'sequent
solidification, ,but it could not,'at present,: solidify
(crystallize •and/or oxidize) HEU that, is blended -to
commercial' enicihment levels (4 to515percent):There
are about'20 t .ofosurplus HEU, at;SRS.'(The'quantities
of.the various: forms of•surplus$HEU atVSRS remain
classified.) Whilelitk is virtually:.all.6ff-specý material,
including solutions!and some irradiated fuel;: most, of
it,: is&-conSidere~d• toT be, potential !y:. suitable for
commercial, use.ý (Inconnection-ýwith- the:Final
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Environmental-1mpact..State-m-ent!-Interim
'Management :of Nuclear :Materials 'EIS
[DOE/EIS-0220,-.October,A 995] and theassociated
ROD(s), .the Departmenth will dissolve: anrd~stabilize
some of the irradiated fuel in the F-Canyon.and/of H,Canyon at SRS towmake it suitable for safei storage. If
carried out,. that;.process would result.,in:the
separation 6f the&HEU, thus making it.available tothe
HEU-disposition program.)
One ýor- more. of..several.,options-for~providing' for
s6lidification-of UNH ý.solutions -at ;commercial
.enrichment: levels,-at -SRS may ýbe ,proposed,`inwthe
-future, although none is',being proposed: by'DOEat
.this time. 16 DOE. could .complete a partially built
Uranium.Solidification Facilitydn the;H-Area at SRS
.or. build a new: facility. Another: possibility is. that a
.private, commercial. entity or another.Federaltagency
would build such-atfacility.either, withinmthe SRS (on
land leased from-DOE) or nearby. %Sucha private
,facility wouldneed to -be licensed by the NRC. To
-conservatively -estimate impacts, the HEU-EIS
-includes the impacts of the solidification-process as if
it could occur at-SRS..If a solidification facility-were
-proposed;and 'constructed, .impacts.,would likely
include land disturbance -and minor air -,emissions
.from construction-equipment. If construction-of such
a,facility were~proposed,,additional NEPA review, .as
,appropriate, ýwould be-conducted by DOE (or in
,,connection with-NRC licensing proceedings for a
.private facility). Using existing facilities,-blended
-down LEU ,UNH solution (at-4- -to 5-percent
-enrichment) could be transportedto another facility
(such as Y-12,-fB&W,. NFS, or a fuel fabricator) for
-solidification.17 Alternatively, allUof the SRS material
could- be blended to, about 0.9-percent enrichment
-and-solidified at•SRS. (This was •the alternative
.considered in the Interim ýManagement of-,Nuclear
.Materials EIS.)
Other:minor'facility upgrades, such asd-loading- dock
modifications for F--and. H-Canyons .to -facilitate the
transfer,-.of UNH. solutions, would-be required to
-provide blending.-of HEU to, LEU as UNH. .[Text
deleted.] Blending could theoretically occur.at a rate
of 37, /yr -oft.HEU: for jUNH blending: of 50-percent
1tThe list-of-possible:-alternatives--is not, intended. to;be,: and
Lshould not-be~construed to' bejan- exhaustive- list o f all
reasonabletalternatives, for.-solidification:of;:UNH-:at
.- commercial,.enrichment,--evels.,at• SRS -•should,, such
solidification be proposed.

assay HEU to-4-percentassayLEU:or 7:5 t/yr.to 0;9percent, assayLEU (both._canyons;: all- dissolvers).
-Actual.throughput- would• likely'.be- significantly
lower since the'rHEU' -blend;,down: program would
-have to. share the resources ,(facilities and-personnel)
with other. nuclear-materials-stabilization activities.
-The proportion:-ft resources. available to, the HEU
,blend down programI.and-the'associated;,throughput,
.would: be-determined by.programmatic and-.budget
decisions madeto coordinate all nuclear- materials
:stabilization: activities.,1SRS/-hasa .complete
%,environmental,safety, and health, programto-process
.andthandle.HEU.1 8
-:Babcocký&Wilcox:Site, Lynchburg, Virginia. The
I ;B&W -facility, is located on -approximately
.,212,ha
,(524. acres) in the northeastemrportiono6f Campbell
-County, -approximately 18, km. (5 mi),,east of
- Lynchburg, Virginia..Only UNH blending capability
-exists.-at-B&W ;and the facilities -are located ,at the
I Naval Nuclear Fuel Division. -The current-primary
mission of B&Wis fuel fabrication and purification
17

The approximately 20 t ofHEUwsolutions at-SRS could be
blended toapproximately -617 t-of-+,-percent.UNH, solution.
'The UNH:solution could be transporte'd from SRS using NRC-certified liquid-cargo--tank-trailers (for exampleDOE-specification NMC:3 12,.:NRC Certificate f!Compliance
'Number,5059), or other DOT-a'pproved Type -A'fissile
-packaging to~one of several-offsite facilities thatcould perform
the solidification, of-the material. The SRS. site; is in close
;proximity-to existing commercial. fuel'fabrication facilities in
"both South Carolina-and-Ncrth Carolina that could perform the
.solidificatio'n.The South •arolina fa6ility (97 km'[61 mi] ý'from
SRS) is assumed,-as.a representative-solidification site forthe
ýpurpose~of analysis-onlyit is not, proposed at thisitime). This
;project (transportation 1for: solidification•. of- 617 t-.ofLEU
solution).would require~about 350- truckloads .of.16;800,kg
(37,000 pounds each) of UNH solution (includes 1.8 t uranium
.per truckload). The- impact from nonmadiological accidents
3
- would -be about 3:7x l0" -fatalities-for the- entire project. The
5
- risk- from- radiological, accidents is-estimated to be)3•9x10fatalities for- the'entire; project. The-impacts .from,normal
(acpident-free) transportation,.including handling:and air
pollution would-be, about l19x102- fatalities.'The:combined
impact for the ttdl. campaign ,would •be, about 2.3x.1072
--fatalities. The; location, 6f,such o0ffsite solidificationand- the
extent-0f,-any'transportation%maydependh in part-:on- future
1proposals.concerning-:the -,off spec materialat ;SRSiand/or
;construction of.aUNH solidification facility.,AdditionalNEPA
- review-would be:conducted;-ras.appropriate.
lgAs-,part'of ongoing.,-activities- to'-.upgrade ,the,-Safety
,-Authorizatioi. Basis for the; nuclear faciiities at-SRS.i-DOE is
further evaluating thestructural-integrity and seismic-re¢sponse
-,.of.the- canyon, facilities."These- afalyses are-expected. to,. be
- completed:in July -1996.
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-of HEU an'd ;scrapý uranium -%and~the~removAl--and
recovery. of :materials .generated' in. manufacturing
waste streams, to,prevent, environmental:degradation.
NThecapacity 60.B&W.-for.recovery and purification is
.:. .about•.24,t/yr.of-HEU.
-,Babcock,. &.Wilcox-is..one,- ofionytwo .commercially,
_ .,licensed'facilities in thelUnrited States capable-of
.providing,'HEU: .processing, services .The license
,inclhdesactivities associated-with bothithe recovery'and
the blending of HEU.Current processes are for uranium
,inUNlH-Iform. .B&Wis',licensedl to possess or maintain
._onsiteu•p
.
toO.0. kilograms:(kg):,(1!32,000 .pounds:

['lb) :of U.235 inany required .chemical or physical
[form (except UF 6) and at any enrichment. -The total
,quantities of HEU-,and uranium-oxide blendstoek
.required for. the, proposed -action might exceed these
.limits for the altematives .in the.HEUMEIS.Therdfore,- it
:might be necessary.to increase the licensedpossession
limits -or to schedule-.and .,stage the- receipt and
,processing of these materials so that .the quantity: of
'uranium onsite would not exceed,'any NRC
-requirements.
:Babcock :& Wilcox can perform -the recovery and
blending -of HEU to LEU'.as UNH With -existing
.facilities-without constructionof additional buildings
1,.or infrastructure. No .capabilities •exist ;for:,the
].conversi~on of HEU to UF 6 , ýanAd interior
modifications-to existing -B&W -facilities-mainly
.new equipment installation---would: be required
along with NRC.licensemodification;before the UP 6
] blending-process could beperformed .
Nuclear-Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee. The
] NFS facility:is located on-approximately'25.5 ha.(63
acres)- inErwin, Tennessee, immediately -northwest
,of the community of Banner -Hill. The primary
-1:missionof-NES has been, to convert !HEU intoa
classified product used.in !the fabrication of.naval
-.nuclear,-fuel.- NFS -was -also involved in:research on
and ,development of improved -manufacturing
techniques, recovery' and •purification of:scrap
!uranium,, and 'removal -and recovery of tmaterials
;.generated in~manufacturing-waste:streams-.to'ýprevent
).'environmental degradation.'-The. capacity :oUfNFS- for
reovery',and: purification; isf.about: l Ot.yri of HEU at
z:93-percent :enrichment. 'Only-`UNH blending
capability- exists at-rNFS, which would occur. in the
-300-Cormplex'Area.
-
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TThe NFS, facility, is -one-ofc.only, twocommercially
licensed. facilities in, the:.United'States capable of
,:providing,:HEU, processing,- services.',The license
'includes both the recovery -and blending:of HEU.
'.NFS-facilities.blend.uranium ,in;UNH. form.'NFS is

I'licensed'
to possess up' to 7,000-kg' (-15',000' lb) of
.U•235i in any chemicalor-physicalform andat any
,:enrichment. The total.quantities 6fi.the"tHEU. and
-uranium ,oxide blendstock required for. the proposed
action, might exceed thesellimits;' therefore' it. might
be necessaryr to increase: the"licensed..possession
limits 'or to,,-schedule and ýstagetthe :receipt •and
'of,these, materialsso6 that'the quantity of

-,lprqqgssing

Suranium 'on site would not -exceed .•NRC
:1requirements.
'New. construction~of-facilities .would not:be required
.at NFS to 'blend HEU to .L-EU as UNH. No
fcapabilities exist'for the conversiondof-HEU:.to. UF 6 ,
and modifications to the interior of buildings, mainly
new equipment installation, woUld~be-requiredlalong
.with license: modification before theULF 6 -blending
-process, could be pefformed.
-ENVIRONMENTAL-IMPwCTS'

The HEU EIS •assesses -the direct, indirect, and
.cumulative .environmental .consequences -of
reasonable~alternatives under ,consideration. for each
of the. potentially `affected -DOE ;and -commercial
blending-candidate sites.
-

'BASIS, FOR -ANALYSIS

•A number of-key assumptions form the basis for-the
[analyses of impacts presented.in the HEU',EIS. If
these .assumptions :change- substantially,,DOE will
conduct-additional NEPA review-as; appropriate.

-

The EIS analyses are tbased on the
'disposition -of-a-nominal' 200 LtofPýHEU.
-This-amount includes 'HEU :that-is
-currently -surplus,;as -wellss additional
`HEU (not.yet identified) that may'be
declared surplus in .the future. The
analysis- also-addresses the-expected
impacts that -would result from -the
proposed, transfer, of'.7-',000ýt- of.,NU to

;USEC.

ii

"SSummary
The.:EIS'. addresses.;all,7surplus HEU,, in
--various, formsý inluding ý,metals a.nd
alloys, oxides; and,:conmpounds,. and
solutions, With.. enrichment levels Of 20

,:percent.:ori~greater,.by-weight of the
isotope U'23'35..'.To.ýassessPotentiaI
environmental limpacts, ,0theý-blending

analys es. i the EIS.!Sare based on the
,,assumption thatssurplus HEU-is enriched
to: 50-percent.U-235.'That assumption is
--based on an: assessment- of,, the r-elevant
portion.,of'•materials in ,the-,surplus
inventorY. The relative impacts of
.blending HEU of-different.ienrichment
.levels,:are expected to,.be, either
.unchanged orý.essentially•proportional,
depending on"-the resource. 'Therefore, it
is reasonable to use 50 percent-as the
enrichment, level for purposes of analysis
in theMHEUEIS.
Surplus 'HEZUcan be blended down to

: approximately '4-percent (more :or less
.depending 'on market demand) LEU -for
fabrication as fu.el in ,commercial
reactors. The: representative €enrichment
Aelevelof,4, perc~ent •was -selecteid for
commercial fuel •based on current, fuel
vendor experience, which ranges between
'3 and 5 percent.
If the enrichment level is reduced to
approximately: O.9 percent .(depending
upon,'waste acceptance. criteria), 'LEU
-approaches, an NU,:enrichment, state -and
'becomes suitable for' disposalas ILLW.
'This :enrichment 'evel was selectedlfor
waste disposal- based .on :current LLW
disposalexperience: both :in the :United
States, and Europewhere similartypes of
waste. have-been disposed of .with an
.-enrichment level slightly,; greater than: 1IpercentU:-235. This low enrichment level
,,ensures, that: an inadvertent-,criticality
would not. occur. The actual .:enrichment
.level, 6fthe,'waste.,material would be
,.dictated'1-ultimately.,by :the ýw..aste
,,acceptance criteria,-for,. the. selected LLW
::disposal site.
•The data for UNH and F6 blendnMg (for
,:commercial fuel) were based on' an HEU

tfhroughput of 10, tyrwithan, average
•Istarting ,-O-235. enrichment•of 50-percent
,HEU blerided, to a final .enrichment o6f
.:.'4-percent U-235 ,ILEU. ':iT~he $data for
..'blending'HEU .as' UNH, to6&0.9ý-percent
eni-hment!'LEUý werebased on, an ":HEU
:throughput of 2.1 tlyr,.With an-average'U235 ýenrichment ofE,50ý percent. VThe,'data
-'for metal blending were based on an'HEU
throughputof•3.1 tltyr with• an'average'.of
'50 percent'U,235 ,enrichmentlevel
blended-to -0.9-ýpercent •U-2'35
e.nr:i..,?e€rchment. Since-HEU• exists in a varety
7,of 1forms ;'(metal, ;:oxijdes, 'al4oys,
ýcompounrds, and, solutions), ,conservative
•'scenarios .(those: that -:exhibit:.the:highest
:potential :for environmentad impact) were
-assumed forpreprocessing of. HEU,,prior
to blending.'The. assumed' blending ýrates
are based on, dilutionratios :for blending
and reasonable,• judgment ,about
anticipated ýblendingi capability and
'capacityoActual',blending -rates will•be
based on 'market conditions, blending
facility c apabilities,,and ;capacities,
rDOE's :ability to .makethe' material
,.available, :blending contract limitations,
_,and. legislative requirements to avoid
,adverse material impactslon' the domestic
uranium Lindustry. The-blending -rates
_analyzed do notalways correspond to the
:.actual capacities-.of the four:sitestbut are
7rates-that have been, selected: for-analysis
'soa comparison ,can;be done of. impacts
among thesites. 'All the sitescould
process' material at' the analyzedzrates.
:Surplus -HEU is currently;located-at 40
DOE sitesaroundý the country.(See6Figure
S-i).-Most Of .the unirradiatedsurplus
.HEU, that is notzalready at the6Y-1,2 ýýPlant
dis ;being- moved there ifor -pre-I storage
.,proce sSing and interim storage.
>T•herefore, for the purposes-o6f the 'HEU
.EISit
is assumed that most of the'surplus
-HEU- will- originate fromethe Y-12'Plant.
"Twolocations,
where.7surplus tHEU exists
',,(Portsmouth and SRS) maY not relocate
'their HEU to Y-l2, Surplus ,HEU,,could
:,either bed blended at theseý sites.(Onthe
.casei-of :SRS) ý,oor .-,sentd i tdirectly'- to
:.cominercia blending sites.•s.>The
5-S21
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.•,envlrQmentaliQimpacts,:ojthe 6propos
-transfdr'of HEU1to theY-l2 Plantf and its
.storage, there: are..arialyzed' in, the 'Y-12
,!EA.

•_

-.'SeveraL
"[
types•0 fý bleifdstoeký-material
ScouldTbe used: during 1the`.blending of.

HBEU,,such ,as DU, NU;,"otLEU,. LEUJinform would, be~shipped'from'. ORR;
6 `J
Paducah, Kentucky;, or .Portsmouth (or
"'Piketon), Ohio. The DOEsite infFemald,
Ohio•has, LEU in metalfaridkoxide form.
DU "blendstock'isý available in metal,
oxide, and UF 6 forms:
sand ,may ,be
jobtained from 'Portsmouth, iPaducah,
-Y--ý;12,,SRS,,Hanford,-orfFemrald.,The NU
:,blendstock could be purchased from
domestic.uranium ,producers,:or0obtained
from one of: the same 1DOE': sites where
LEU is~available,-For, the:purposes 'of the
EIS .transportation -anayses, one -route
(Hanford to aUi'potential'blending sites)'is
,usedas~representative'for all the potential
,shipping,,routes associatedrwithtbothýthe
,domestic ýand DOE 'NU -blendstock
suppliers,' because ýittis: the 'longest
distance, from-the blending sites.
'The Department ofEnergy's NTSisused
as a representative site -to 'evaluate
transportation impacts 1from: theblending
-sites to amwaste disposalsite. If.-another
"'LLW disposal facility :is identified, :the
.route-specific transportationwimpacts may
'be provided in tiered -NEPA
documentation, as: appropriate.

f [Text deleted.]

ii

'No construction ,of new-facilities is
ýproposed or,ý with'the ;possible.:exception
of0SRS,-would be required;,any expanded
icapabilities can ,:be -,accommodated
through'modification,-ortaddition of
,process"equipment in existing facilities.
,,ýSRS cu~rrently does ',.not:;have ,,a
so6lidificationt or crystallization facility to
convert,'ý UNHKsolutions (for l4,percent
!,enrichment) to UNH crystals as described
,,previously in'the :candidate: sites-,,section.
!'eHoweveri,impacts ,wererzassessed (for
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".UNHUblending)ý in-the-HEUYEIS-as" if
,solidification could be performed at SRS.
Should new facilities beproposed to.add
s6lidification: capability at :;SRS,, there
-would be land disturbance.and. minor air
:emissions i;associated&with; construction
'ý(among other things), and appropriate
.NEPA reviewwoiild be conducted at,that
ýtime if necessary.
"The B&W .site and NFS are: analyzed-for
'tSiting, new' UFT6 capability because these
are.thed'only. commercialhsites.that have
NRC licenses tO 'process ,HEU. The
•addiitio'of new equipment in :existing
.,facilitieswould berequired to provide
UFi6 capability- at those .sites. UF 6
'..blending '.would ,notbe. used ,ýto :blend
surplus :HEU :to:waste,' :because the
,.process is similar. to UNH butrincludes
.-additional steps.It would only:be used to
'make fuel"for the-commercial reactor
',industry.!It •would •not ;be reasonable to
aiddfUP 6 blending capability- it-DOE -sites
,for blending.tocommercial'fuel feed,'and
"this zaltemative is not'discussed'in'the•EIS
ýdue-to the capital investment required; the
•limited use, if,any, of,suchceapability for
'other'DOE 'missions, and 'environmental
concerns that w.ould'ne:ed to be
accommodated. [Textdeleted.]
MAJORCOMMENTS RECEIVED ON.THE
DISPOSITION OF
o SURPL US HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM,'DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
`STATEMENT

The Department of Energy issued the HEU Draff EIS
.for:public comment in Oc0tber 1995,'and'provided a
public comment period'from October 27, 1995 until
January"12, 1996.: Publicwo6kshops on.the HEU
Draft .EIS were held in"Knioxville,• Tennessee,-on
1November",14, `I995.ý,:andin.inAugustaý,Georgia, on
November 16,1995.
During',the.,78ý-daypubilic:.comment periodon;.•the
HEU,'Draft "!EIS,,"DOE, received :comments: onthe
document •by mail, fax, telephone 7recording,
electronic'mail, •andý orally atvthe Atwopublic
,wo~rkshops.Altogethero DOE received.468,written or
recor deld" co0mments. from. l-97•, individuals;,or

.ŽSummary
organizations, ýplus-220o0ral comments provided by
some 6f the 130.individuals ,who,-attended thepublic
workshops.; All of the, commentsare, presented in
Vo1ume JII of. the HEU -Final ?EItS, the Comment
SAnalysis.and Responsei)Document. -

::•commentors zbelievecb that :the likely
impact' of market-sales :6f,-LEU fuel
derived from. surPlus -HEU would ,be ,to
- moderate sharp:price escalation.

-

SSeveral commentorsý argued-,that-I' blend
,ý.ýanddstore'" options :should 'have. been

,The major .themes. that. emerged zfrom public
commens on .the HEU Draft EIS were:agsfolows:.'..

•:•evaluated

... There -was broad %support*
forýIthe
•fundamental, objective of- transforming
,surplus HEUto non-weapons-usable
•form by blending it !down to-,lEU .(for •-

in ithe•EIS. :--

* Many-commentors-expressed support for
-,oriopposition.-to-the. use of.:particuilar
for"surplus HEU, disposition
-facilities•

--

,either fuel :or, waste). .:However, ,a few
commentors .,argued 'that:surlus HEU

actions-.

-

*-A few commentors expressed 'concern
Aregarding ;the projected !workerIatent
fatality- consequences for facility
,-accidents.

'should be retained in its present form for
-,possible.: future use, -either in weapons-or
-breeder-reactors.
*

.

-

-

-cancer

.°-Numerous
ýwanted ,to-see, a
,formal.economic. ana:lysis :of the
-alternatives included-in the EIS.

those who submitted. comments,
.there was •substantial opposition -1to
:commercialfuse of LEUfuel derived:from
;surplus -HEU because -the ,commentors
believed that ýsuch ýu-se increases
•Proliferation: risk by creating commercial
:spent-nuclear fuel, vhich includes
,plutonium. .Commentors -who -opposed
commercial use'generally supported
blending surplus -HEU to ILEU for

-commentors

-,Among

:CHANGES IN THE DISPOSITION:OFSURPLU$S HIGHLY
ENRICHED-URANIUMFINALENVIRONMENTAL
,,IMPACT S TA TEMENT-IN :RESPONSE TO"COMMENTS

-In response7 to-comments received on the6HEUDraft
!EIS as -well as ,other :changes-,in .circumstances, -the
HEU:Final EIS :-has. been ýmodified-in the -f1llowing
'respects:

disposal. as-waste.

* Substantial concern -was -expressed by
• The -discussion of-,potential -impacts on
4.8 of-the
'HEU Final EIS),has been augmented to
:reflect the enactment :of the .USEC
Privatization-Act (Public ýLaw 4104-134),
-and to ýbeltter, reflect -the -cumulative
Iimpacts fin light of the U.&S,7Russian
Agreement "to -,purchase-Russian--HEU
ýblended down t0LEU.

.elements-.,of the uranium fuel cycle
.industry that the-entrýyi into ::the market of

-the:uranium-industry'(Section-

LEU fuel derived from surplus;-HEU from

,Russian and U.S,. weapons programs
would: depress -uranium -prices -and
,,possibly lead to the tclosure of U.S.

uranium. mines, conversion plants, -or
-enrichment

plants.

, Several electric utilities ýthat,-.operate
nuclear, plants and-, one uranium ýsupplier
,expressed the belief that LEU .Ilfuel
,derived.fromwsurplus 'HEU wouldr enter
,ýthe :market, ata time ,when worldwide
,productionis ,expected-,,to fall
-considerably shoirt' of.?demand:, anddprices
-are: expected tq be! rising ,substantially,
-;which:in fact has occurred overthe course
-•offcompleting thefHEU iEIS.:i.These

,

* "-The.discussion of therates ofj disposition
,,actions ithat could resultW in.commercial
-sales.of LEU, has beenmmodified- in'Table
-1 (and Table2.1..2-1 •in the !HEUEIS)
-,and,throughout the document to better
reflect the, current-assessmento6f-the, time
required- for: DOE, to-make surplus'HEU
:avail ab le,:,for: di sp osi tion, .and 'the
legislative ,requirement- toavoid adverse
,S,23
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:•material
*
impacts onwthewdomestic
-uranium ,mining, conv ersion,':or
enrichment industie's"(Public).Law104-

:134,
Seto ~~312(d)(2)(B)).
.The assessment -of impacts to
noninvolved workers and ithe public fromn,
S-acc•dental- releases (radiological) was
"redo;,i~mprove,
,r~eaj-smt-in.ýthe
c6alculation' of doses and& rulswr
incorporate,'d into C*hapters'2axi 4,lof.the

notwithstanding sigfiificant comments that-counseled

a different approach:
.A...
: usubstantialhnuriber: of comments
opposed ;commercial use of LEU•fuel
- deri-ve.d ifrom ,•surplus ,HEU. These
commentors maintained that commercial
-_use,.increases-proliferationrisks" by'
..creating plutonium-containing spent
nu•clear !fuel.':DOE .does .not •agree,
however, that spent nuclear fuel poses
'.Furthermore,

• The:HEU`Final-EIS' has:been modifiedto6
reflect, thei fact that SRS has ceffectively
ilost,,the• ability •to perform metal blending

.and currently lacks the ability to.S6Lidify
and crystalize material at the •4-percent
-enrichment. level.".SRS, is now .:assessed
-,only.for UNH blending,:and .the fact- that
,other arrangements:must be made for
solidification ý:of -commercial-enrichment
material-is ,reflected.
A,separate Floodplain -Assessment (and
ý,Proposed, Statement of Findings) "has
.been added to the HEU Final EIS
(Section .4.13) pursuant-to 10 CFR-Part
1022.: This. assessmentvis 'based, in large
,part,.on information that ,was,presented-in
the water resources isections of the HEU
DraftEIS. The discussion, of potential
-flooding -at the NFS !site-has been
expanded in-response.to comments.
S.Several changes :have been: made to-the
,cumulative impacts, section, (Section 4.6)
-to. reflect ,changes;-in-the- status of other
projects -and -their assoeiatedýNEPA
documents.
-Numerous other :minor-technical ,and
,editorial changes -have been ýmade:to:,the
document.
-UNCHANGED DEPARTMENTOF-:ENERGY, POLICY

POSITIONS

Some.DOE: policyz:positions- have ,remained
unchanged between. the Draft and the HEU, Final EIS
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....reactors that-rmight-useLý)EU fuel derived
"'from surplus HEU would ,simply use
,Other fuel obtained:.from'NU if the LEU
!fuel derived from •surplus :HEU- did not
-exist, soithere-,would :be no increase, in
'spent-fueland'no increase in Pu created in
-,that spent fuel.
"Most -of ,the comments ,that -opposed
co mmercial:.use of LEU -derived from
ýsurplus HEU also expressed opposition to
commercial nuclear .power in general.
-Because-of the -rate that LEU 'derived
from :surplus HEU 'would be made
available (due to -market prices, market
supply, •'DOE's ablity-to make the
-material available, and legislative
requirements), ,the 'proposed -HEU
.-disposition -would-be neutral in its
impacts,.on commercial .nuclear, power.
The .program•-would-not depend ,on -,or
require any resurgence in the construction
of nuclear-power plants in the United
"States..2 Furthermore,,commercial use of
,LEU (derived-from- surplus'HEU),would
-make beneficial use 'of-a ,.,valuable
resource, :offsettiýng the costs ,.of
disposition-actions,:and minimizing
adverse :environmental-impacts (when
- 19Although.spent-fuelkcbntains Pu, which if separated is. a
weapons-usable':ifissile:,matetial,, spent fuel-isv extremely
radioactive and:hazardous-tdhandleiand, thus, it is difficultand
costly-to. separate. Pu from, spent. fuel. Inaccordance.iwith
.:recommendations, 6f• the-NationalFAcademy-of--Seiences,; it-is
the policy'of the:United States to make-weapons-usablefissile
materials at-least as p-liferation-resistant as commercial spent
4,fuel.
S iscussion of
ercial nuclear power
S,productiori:iStbeyond'.the-scope-of this~document.

.Swnummary
:compared-to blending dbwn to Waste;l;for

-

-SUMMARY-OF"AL-TERNATIVES-ANALYSIS

example).
•Numerous:commentorsexpressed ,,a-wish
.to.participate in'all aspects of DOE's
decisionmaking, including'the, evaluation
of,, economic conrsiderations. .Ani
ecoomc nayss fth teitivesF has,
been, prepar•• to aid the decisionmaker,
and is available for ptiblic, comment
separately from:the HEU Final EIS. (This
analysis-has .been disseminated, toall
commentors ,who-expressed an interest In

The. analysis-0of he' impacts, f theý alternatives:inn
Tables`S-2 .and`S- 3is-based on four:particularnpoints
on"thefuel/waste§ spectrm: 0-percent,,25 -percent,
65-7percent, and 85-percent fuel use"-The reader could
.,calcUlate:a reasonable.'estimate of-the impacts of
6therpoints ,onthe fuel/.wasteý-spectrum: by
. interpolating the results ,:as• presentedd, For-,example,
the impacts of a 75125 fuelwaste ratio for augivenset
6fsites ýwould-,be between .those !;presented-for
-Alternatives 4 (65135)-and-S (85115)'.for, the' same

!it.)

'be
The, impacts -for particular
Sapproximated for different combinations of sitesZthan
those-analyzed-below. ,To.,determinelthe impacts :of
,blending -a .different quantity ..of ýmaterial -at-aI particular site, the assumed quantity can bedivided
.. by the appropriate-processýrate-(.10 ,tiyr for• blending
- to. fuel as UF6 or UNH ,3. I t/yrfor-blending to waste
-as-metal, and 2.Atlyr!'for blending to-waste-as UNH)
to yield, the. time period necessary .to "blend that
quantity at that rate. Multiplying-the-resultant time
period by-the:annual impact figures for resource areas
-that, are additive (site -infrastructure,-,water,
.,radiological, exposure, waste management, and
transportation) yields -the' total impacts for'that
.quantity. and, site. .For the remaining:resources (air
-quality, socioeconomics,.andchemical-exposure), the
,annual' impact-,would be-the maximum, of :any
;blending process used in that ,blendingi-scenario-for
that site.
-sites-:could,•also

•"The. Department.of !Energy received
comments .suggesting that the alternative
of blendingisome .orfall;of .the EHEU -to.
19-percent LEUand
P
ýstoring ýit: should be
evaluated. This option was:considered by,
,the ;.screening committee ,for fissile
,materials disposition las .a,-specific option
:(the, screening process is :explained.-in
Chapter'2 'of the HEU 'Final EIS).
However, this alternative .is not
.,reasonable .because it wotild-:delay final
disposition., present criticality concerns
(for transportation and storage before
ýblending 'down) that ,would need to ýbe
,accommodated, _,delay recovery -of the
economic valueof the. materiali,and-add
storage~costs. Furthermore, ithis option
would-be practical4y applicable to.only a
small portion (20 t or about:40 t if anSRS
-crystallization facility is. subsequently
of the~current
,;proposed- and-constructed)
21
surplus",HEUinventory.
,21of,the

approximately,175 t ofcurrent-surplus" HEU inventory,
,approximately. 62 tis irradiated-fuel- and.other non-commercial

.*mateiial,'10 t.is:under.IAEA-safeguards,.and£63 t~has:either
already; been trans ferred. or. is proposed: to' be, transferred to
:USEC The'remaining .40 tcof:potentially commercial HEU
*includes 20 t of metal it'(or.destined'for)'Y-12:and:another20
: at; SRS which is' in.fo4rms(such as solutions):that could not, be
_stabilized (afterblending down) for.transportation to other sites
s,,without construction ,6 f-a solidificationý or:crystallization
kfacility, and/or-,withou v adde6d transportation -andsafety
..concerns that would need t6obe:accommodated.-SRS. material
couldý-most, reasonably-be, blended using;UNH,.on, site."ýSince
:.ýSRS does not currefitlyý haveý a-solidificationor. crystallization
jfa~cility to,make the blended down material stable-for storage.it
Appears reasonable to consider the blend.to 19 percent and store
,.option only. for the.20 t at-Y- 12.

The analyses are based-.iný part on-DOE's~ability-to
.supply ;HEU to one ormore sites. at the~process
l*-blending-•rates. Ifý-as ,'is expected,-DOE is unable to
Ssupply material to multiple ,sites at-the blending rates
:analyzed: (for.example, 0 :t/yr .toxall four,,sites)Xthe
impacts :in.-:agiven year wo~uld bedreduced
,accordingly; howeverj since the -impacts in--this
section areý based, upon' blending. the entire"200 t, the
total campaign impacts would-be ýsimilar"Ato-:those
longer. time
described in theZEIS, only:spread over aW.
I,period.
I [Text deleted.]
]-Theeanalyses --support -several preliminary
][ conclusions.: Forý most- resource, areas,i the impacts
•decrease•as' the portion of material blended for
_:S
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ccmmercialý,use. increases.-This conclusion- is--based
.onwthei analysis ,f impacts from bleniding' operations
antd transportationiof, materials'onfly.. It,. does. not
...include.-the' impacts, fromý:the;,endpoints:,use of
commer i
ralnuclear ,fuel in ,reactors"(and
management,of the resulting .spent fuel) or,.di.sposa1
of LLW. These impacts are or. will, be assessed as :part
.of .the •,licensing :processý for. nuclear plants, :or;,as
.existing&or.anticipated environmental documents :for
sites for.disposal}of the LLW- and spent'fuelt (such as
the sitewi'deEIS for,,"NTS,¢and- ani-anticipated EIS

,conceming, a-.potential",repository,,for, commercial
,spent!fuel). Since the use of,LEU _derived from'HEU
,in, reactors 'would supplant, the '.use of'L.EU from
:1-mined:uranium, the preferred --alternative -would
involve: no:incremental ,useoof nuelearnfuel, (or spent
ýl,,fuel to be-managed) than that which would, otherwise
I occur. ýIn,.contrast, ,the.LLW to ibe ýdisposed of :from
HEU that istblended to .wastedoes represent'.-an
'incremental quantity of LLW that -wouldmnot -have

been :disposed .of in the, absence ;of this :.proposed
action."This .distinction, :together with, the ýavoided
environmental impacts'from uranium :mining,
-milling,
and enrichment, 'further enhances :the
,preferability, o0fmaximizing commercial .use 'of
,surplus 'HEU.
The analyses: show -somedifferences between the
-impacts, of the. different .blending processes. 'For
example, for blending to waste, metal blending
generates.considerably, moreý process LLW than .does
UNH blending.
WIMPACTS ON URANIUM MINING AND NUCLEAR
FUEL CYCLE-INDUSTRIES

.The :impacts :ofsurplus "HEU .disposition onthe
,uranium mining, conversion, and :enrichment-sectors
,will .'depend -in large part .onithe -degree .to which
:supplyýand demand.in the nuclear: fuel-;market is
ýbalancedduring the period of.delivery, to-,the market
,Because the ,disposition ofU.S;surplus'HEU-taken
together with .the -purchase-,of LEU: derived from
Russian HEU •,pursuant -to%the, U.•S,-Russian. HEU
:Agreement-would increase, the ,-supply ofLEU,
there. is the.,potential'for, adverseý material impacts. on
:domestic markets.
The USEC PrivatizationAct;,-which&-was signed 'into
law. in ,April,1996,ý, authorizes:. sales"from ,DOEI's
stockpiles. of uranium,,, including LEU derived: from
'ý:S-26

HEU.;. Such:: sales--may not-be ýmade unlessdthe
Secretary determines .ithatýthe sale will not' havei an
'adverse material impact :on'theý domestic- uranium
mining,•, conversion, .or :en-ichment iridustry,,,taking
into account the, sales, of. uranium, under. the, Russian
THEU:.Agreement; an'd the.':Suspension Agreement
(Public Law, 1041.l34 ,Sectiorn31,12(d)) 2ý,The Act also
specifies .ýnumericallimits ,-,,,ith"certan' exceptions,
on:annual' deliveries' to:-,commercial enid-users of
material, from-RussiarMHEU obtained pursuant to.the
'Russian HEU.Agreement and, material. from-the' 50 t
.ofIU.S. `HEU that is,--propsed, to be transferred to
ýUSEC as part'of:Alternatives,-3,4,and 5 'in,ihis EIS.
'The,,transfer:6f U.S.-origin HEUrto commercial ,end
'users is not expected to havean-adversematerial
.impact on'the nuelear ,•fuelcycle'inidustries.,ýAlthough
some-impacts ýto-each
ýofthe ',industry -sectors
(uranium :mining,'.and milling, uranium conversion,
,and uranium enrichment) would '-result .from ,the
proposed action, these-impacts'are..likely•.to~be minor
:and temporary. 'There •,are :several -factors that will
ameliorate 'potential "adverse,economic Iimpacts 'to
,these sectors.

".'The :USEC "Privatization'Act
'limits the
-delivery.o bothU.S.;-and'-Russian:,HEU to
:end users.-,so -as to ,avoid' adverse material
-impacts oný domestic production.
Transfer of-the'U:.S. HEU to-.end users
;,would -peakwhen Russiantransfers ,are
-still small; :thus limiting.the .cumulative
impacts.
* 'Shortuterm Ademand: for,uranium products
(oxide, UF 6 ,7and LEU) 'is currently
-strong, with .producers.-in each ,of the
affected ,sectors. operating -at highest
-capacities.
The, cumtilative :impacts-from, the'U S.-origin-HEU
and, the RussianHEU ýwouldvary over theperiod,.of
delivery.,During Ithe 'period from ,1995 to 2000,
Simpacts:to ,the nuclearý fuel ceycle, industries-,would'be
:minimal, because of.the limitations .on,deliveries, to
end users, pursuant toý the USEC"Privatization Act.
The largest' cumulative'impacts, to !these,industries
,would occur, during the ,period6& from 2000, to62009,
?during, which :deliveries of'U,.S.-0iginv HEU.tQto. end
:users .would peak under thePreferred Alternativeý and
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'delivery allowances, of RussianHEU, wotild-'also
increase.on, a yearly .basis. During this, period, the
surplus'U•.S.-and.Russian! HEU: could, displace up to
40 percent of the'domestic uranium oxide production.
However,'. most-of, the.displacement would'be due to
the Russian HEU.2 2
The impacts on- the conversion. and:: enrichment
sectors- would appear -to'ber smaller than-for the
uranium: mining and milling sector. World demand
for conversion. services, is.projected' to' be" strong
during this -period, and as 'stated ýearlier, -all
.commercial plants'. are'-expected ,to. be, operating at
,almost full.capacity in the foreseeable future. The
enrichment -sector 'would -also. suffer :some
of its.,services. However,- the loss'of
some market.in'the.short Aerm ýis; notexpected to
-result in significant-:employment impacts. After.the
,year 2009, the :U.S.-origin HEU would be :almost
fully commercialized, and ,any ,impacts, to 'domestic
'nuclear fuel cycle. industries :would be 'solely
'attributable to-theRussianHEU.

The most-likely disposition-ofthe 7.,000 t ofNU is
'eventual use as,'feedstock-for 7enrichment to, nuclear
,:power plant fuel, the usual business, of the enrichment
-plants.4If it is so usedd,'andtfollows'the typical-path, of
:NU that.is enriched'forcommercial' use, it. would
prb'ably, be enriched to about.2-percent U-23 5,at the
Paducah.plant,-and would: then be; transported to, the
Portsmouth- plant. fore additional. enrichment to' an
appropriate commercial enrichment; generally. about
4,percent..From there thea enriched':UF 6 .would',be
transported to a commercialffueffabrication plant for
-conversiow and .fabrication.of nuclear fuel. The
ongoing normal: operations of the-enrichment plants,
including transportation-of materials, are covered by
24
-existingVNEPA documents:

-displacement

. IMPACTS OF .TRANSFERRING-NATURAL 'URANIUM
TO THE UNITED STATES ENRICHMENT

CORPORATION

I'The proposal'to.:transfer title to -50-t of:surplus HEU
Ito .USEC includes the transfer.of title to 7,000 tof NU
now' owned, by DOE. This: material is-inthe form of
UF6 "-andis part of-a larger quantity of UF 6 .that is in
Sstorage, at DOE's 'Portsmouth and.Paducah gaseous
diffusion, plants, whichrareýcurrently being leased to
'USEC for uranium enrichment operations' ' The.'NU
was~originallypurchased by DOE to be~enriched for
use in: nuclear weapons, but-is, nolonger needed-for
that purpose.

22

Also contributing to cumnulative impacts would, be: the'7,000 t

-of NU. thatý is proposed to-be' transferred to'.USEC~along'with
50 t'of:HEU.The.:marginal' impact of. this:material: on the
uraniumr mining ýand, econversion. sectors ,is',expected: totbe
,modest, as the rate.of-itsdelivery. to end usersmislimited by the
.USEC Privatization"Act,,(Section -3112. (c)(2)), .and' it' is
:expected to be,, com mercialized-'iw the earlyyearst
before
€Russianm shipments- increase: to, substantial; levels.'•:The" NU
-would'. not impact the: enrichment' sector,.as it~would' stillneed
"to be enriched.
P3Any'futureproposalto sell!the remaining inventory. ofNUin
. .heform of UF6 ,would be to conduct separate NEPAreview as
ý:'
appropriate.

The shipment *of7,000 t .0f'NU-(0J7,1-percent
enrichment) :in UF 6 "form 'from Paducah 'to "the
.'Portsmouth.plant:has'beenvevaluated .in'the HEU EIS.
'.The-total-healthrisk, would be '0.129 fatalities for the
ýentire 7,000 t. If.the~materialis enriched to 2-percent
I'LEU. before transport, -the 7,000&t,of 'NU kwouldbe
reduced to 12,490 t. The .totalhealth, risk would be
0.0458 'fatalities -for the 2,490 t. These.impacts
include the'loading and-unloading of trucks:and the
return~of empty vehicles to theorigin.
'ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE:IN. MINORITY AND

LoW-]INCOME:POPULATIONS
An environmental justice analysiswas, performed to
assess -whether the proposed action. or.'alternatives
.could cause disproportionate~adverse, health;timpacts
on- minority and low-income populations'residing in
communities. around.the.candidate.sites.:The:analysis
was conducted' using a two-step process. First, a
."demographic analysis was ,performed for-all of the
,1990 Census' tracts: located.'within an ,80-km (50-mi)
"radius,of, the candidate: sites. "The.demographic ,data
were also summarized for. the ýregion:of ififluence
(ROI), the ýarea most :directly ,affected"by -the
proposed-actions and the area where at least 90
'wpercent ,of-the •workers reside. The: second ,,step
:24Energy:Research and. Devalopment Administration (ERDA),
.1977;, 'Final'?EnvironmentalUStatement,."Portsmouth:Gaseous
Diffusion.'Plan trExpansion, Piketon, OH;•ERDA- 1'549,
:Washington,tDC;"ERDA, (1977, FinalEnvironmental. Impact
.StatementjPortsmouth Gaseous'Dffusion Plant.Site,'Piketon,

'.OH;,:ERDA-1555,', Wasfiington,:DC;'.U-.S."Department of
of'the
Energy,.1982, FinaI'lEnivironmentL:'lJmpact;Assessment.
•Paducah
'.
Gaseous-D.Liffusionplan tSite,ý'PaducahKY,

.-DO_/EA, 0155,.Washington,;DC.
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,.involved.;performing-.public: health impact analyses to
ýassess-,whether -vulnerable' populations would be
.disproportionate.ly,,.afected, by. facility'-perations
.through:routine, and- accidental releases of radiation
and-toxic: emissions.
"Selected. demographic characteristics: of the. ROI for
._ each,.'of the .fouricandidate-sites areanalyzedto'show
: .Census.tracts. where: racial minority populations
comprise"50,percent or more' (simple majority) of the
total.population: ina the'.Census tract,,or,.whereý racial
•!-minority ,ppulationscomprise less- than`50z percent,
. . but.-greater-than25percent,of.the total, population in
-the :Census tract,. or ýwhere' low-income populations
(income of. less -than :$8,080 -for a family of two)
comprise125,percent ormore of the total population
'in the.Census ,tract).. [Text'deleted.]
Any.impacts to surrounding communities -would
.most likely result from toxic/hazardous.air pollutants
,and radiological emissions. Public:and occupational
'health-impacts 'from normal operations show that-air
emissions 'and releases are 1low and are within
-regulatory limits. The-analysis .alsoshows ý•that
cumulative effects of continuous operation over time
•would' resultI inlow' levels -ofexposure to workers and
,the :public. The public health impact analysis
.conducted .for-all :alternatives -estimates -that :the
'maximum additional cancer fatalities-from accident:free. operational activities would -occur.at.ORR from
.either the blending of HEU to LEU as UNH for
commercial-fuel or the blending of HEU to.LEU.as
metal. Under all blending alternatives, the maximum
.radiation dose to..the 'maximally' exposed individual
of the public is 2.0 millirem,(mrem)-annually,, and the
fatal cancer-risk is' 2'0x105 'for, 20 years 'fornormal
operations.'For postulated accidents, the :maximum
latent cancer fatalities per-:accident- to the maximally
.exposed ;individual 'of the .public -ranges 'from
j 5.7x104 to 19,gxl 02;-the total campaign risk (cancer
1fatality :probability -for .the.total, campaign)' ranges
I 'from 1.4x'l0' 6 to l.7x10"5 . Thevmaximum. latent
-cancer fatalities ýper .accident for- the-altematives&in
.the -population -within 80. km (50. mi) .ranges from
.6.9x10,2. to,1.4;; theý total campaign:,rsk ranges from
,4

3

l.6xl00 4 ,to l.2x10- .'The probability7:of the severe
,:accidents.is'about"1O10per ,yearand ranges from
.about. 0=3 to. 0-5 .'Given the low-probability of these
. accidents,' there,,would' not. be. any 'dispropottionate
Zrisk, of, significantv adverseý impacts_-to1:particular
ý.populations, -including, low-ýincome, and, minority
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" ->•populationsJfrom, accidents., Except' for"SRS, the
-:-anal-ysis of-the demographics-'data for the
'-,.communities surroundingýthe candidate sites
indicates' that, even if there- were-high and adverse
::health risks to these communities, the-impacts would
:not. appear. to disproportionately affect-minority or
low-income populations.
COMPARISON. OFrALTERNATIVES

A--comparison-of the-site;specific .environmental
Simpacts: of the surplus"HEU;disposition- alternatives
is -presentedin this -section. The combined.impacts of
'each alternative-for.-the'disposition of the -200 t of
surplus HEU inventory, which; may involvemultiple
technologi~es, :sites, land ,end ,products, ;are
summarized. The,annual operational impacts of each
of,,the blending technologies forý-variousý resourcesfat
allcandidate sites, are fully describeddin Sections 4.3
,and-4.4 of theBHEU'EIS.
For each-alternative analyzedother than the no:action
-alternative, there .are two ýpotential processes for
'blending to commercialfuel.(UNHand UF0)-and two
potential-,processes for-blending to waste (UNH and
-metal).The-impacts :and, :in- the •case, Of'blending lto
waste, the.processing rate of-the respective' processes
differ. -In other-words, the magnitude,-of'expected
impacts and the time required to Complete disposition
.-actions -depend onttheprocess selected.
Material. could-be~blended.to waste -at the two' DOE
[sites using UNH-blending; ,however, at. ORR either
•UNH or metal blending.could be-used for blending to
waste. Similarly, material-could be -blended to
commercial 'fuel feed at-the two commercial sites
using either UNH or'UF 6 blending. To-provide
-conservatism -in :the site-specific ' analyses-below,
:where there is-such achoiceof-applicable; processes
at a site (that'is, ,,blending..to-waste :at-'DOE's ORR
[Y-12.Plant] and blendingto:commercial fuel-feed at
the. commercial ,sites), ,the-value .given for -each
resource.-area istbased.on whichever-process:produces
tthegreatest impact.

-

1For.blendinglto wasteat:DOEsites ,the'UNH process
.would ,produce. the, greatest .:impact in,,all,. resource
' :areas ,except three ,The metal process would .produce
:the greatest impacts for-liquid.LLW generated-solid
J.LW ýgenerated,' and-ý: solid&rLLW.W-After;. treatment.
'Therefore, the ana ysesbelow conservatively.,tuse:the

1
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metal impacts•for- these three' resource areas. and the
UNH impacts for all'other resource areas- at Y-12.

':incremental impacts' for-each resource-arid alternative
,ýat-:each-of the'four: altemative:blending-sites. Table
- ýS43- presents':.theý,summarycomparison' of total

For blending Ao ý-c ommercial-fuel feed atvhe
commercialtsites;,the UF 6 process would produce the
.greatest. impacts, in-all. resource areas except three.
'The UNH- processwoul~d',produceithe greatest
impacts. for liquid hazardous -waste. generated,- solid
:nonhazardous -waste,: after •treatmeent, xnand
,transportation. 1The.:analyses" below conservatively
use the UNH.impacts for these three resource areas,
-and the UF 6 impacts'for.all other resource ýareas.

:-•canpaignmaximum; incremental-impacts for each

The analyses,indicate that all four sites 'have -the
,capacity to process materialwith-minimal- impacts to
[workers, :the ýpublic, or the .environment during
:normal operations. For the two DOE sites, the
-generation of -waste:based on -an-increasedusage of
utilities ,represents •small increases-less than 5
.percent.:over-current operations. For.;the two
commercial sites, the;generation ofwaste based on an
.increased usage of utilities -represents increases -of
over 20,percent, but. both facilities have. adequate
capacities -to :accommodate the :increases 'since
'neither site is currently. operatingat full capacity.The
,NFS-site would reqtiire a large increase in water
usage (166 -percent) -and fuel 'requirements (933
percent). '[Text .deleted'] -Because the -quantity of
-waterand,fuel used. in .the past .for-similaroperations
is comparablelto that used'for the :proposed action
and in .the.analyses. in the'HEUEIS, it is -anticipated
that theincrease in these requirements can .easily. be
accommodated at NFS.
A comparison of the incremental environmental
impacts of the HEU disposition:alternatives is
-summarized-in Tables S-2 and:S-3. Table S-2
compares 'the total campaign and maximum

:1altemative., In; addition;-impacts•.associated with no
,action:are included for a-baseline.comparison.

i 'Impacts- shown in •Tables-iS-2.an2d'S43-,are.based. on

1themaximum impact' for, each resource,,at each site
(that is;,the. maximum. electricityneeded"for either
UNH or'UF 6 blending,-to-,fuel,,or•UNHor metal
blending to waste) using a 10 t/yr processing; rate for
:commercial blending 'and a 2.1 or-3.1 t/yrrprocessing
ýrate for blending -to'waste. These -processing rates
(analyzed in the HEU *EIS) were ,also used to
determine the ,duration ,of-commercial" blending -for
each 'alternative. If -two sites -were used for
commercial blending, .a total of..20 t would-be
blended annually (10 t/yr-at each site).and would take
4-years to :blend ,80vof HEU, whereas,,in the case of
-4-sites, a total~of 40 t/yr would:be blended continuing
.over'a~period'off2 ,years ýto .blend 80,t..However, ,as
-shown in Table S-1,,DOE.expects.tomake.only 8.t of
surplus HEU .available for commercial useannually
due to material availability, market -conditions, and
legislative requirements which would reduce.the
,annual-processing -rate for each-site when~multiple
sites are used. Therefore,'because.total campaign
,impacts .presented .in Table :S-2 use incremental
'impacts- estimated -for each. resource'using the
processing -rates.analyzed in this:EIS,. they -represent
-upper.bound-total: campaign, impacts. -If surplus HEU
is made available at less than the combined capacity
of blending sites, it -would take. longer. to.blend the
surplus inventory to commercial -fuel. In such a case,
total campaign impacts are anticipated to be roughly
the-same, but would-be realized-at.lower, rates over a
,longerperiod of time.
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'TableS,-2. -Summary!C-omparisonof Maximumr'Incremental,"Impactsfor'EachAlternative
,and.CandidateSite

Alternative 1: N-o Action
(No Action)
..Site Infrastructure:Baseline:,Characteristics'
B&W
.,Y-12 .
.. SRS
-Site
"ElecricitY (MWh/yr)
-42b;500
0659,000
ý.!64,700
130
143.5
".Electric peak -load (MWe)
ý:62
.470,000
0
28j400'000
.Diesel/oil. (l/yr)
2,850,000
66,000,000
0
-:Natural'gas (m3/yr)
0
2,9_40
210,000
'Coa.(.tlyr) ...
.85,400
.1,460.
-99,000
1:Steam.,generation (kg/hr)
7,530,000,000 .153,687,000,000 .195,000,000
Water usage (l/yr)
Note: MWh=megawatt hour; MWe=megawatt electric; l=liter;-m3=cubic meter.
-..
Source: Derived from tables in-Section4.2 of the,EIS.

NFS
',:21-,800
:-36,000
12,900
0
6,260
:57,000,000

'EstimatedAmbient-Concentrations,of Criteria-Pollutants.FromExisting Sources

at'Each+CandidateSite,Boundary (No Action)
Averaging
'Time
'Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

'8 hours

"MostStringent
;Regulations or
Guidelines
Y-12
(pgg/m 3 )
(p4g/m 3)
5
10 , 00 0 a

1Ihour

:Lead, (Pb)

40'000a

-I:5a

'Calendar .Quarter

'Nitrogen-dioxide (NO2)
Particulate-matter. (PM 10 )
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

Mandated-by South Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
' Total. suspended particulates (TSP)
Gaseous fluorides (as:HF)

[

'Annual
-Annual
-24hours
-Annual
24 hours
3. hours

Annual
.24 hours
I month
I week
24 hours
12 hours

t100a
50a
150a
:3 65 a
1,300a

60c
.I

-8.hours

0:8c
16c
2 .9 c
37c
250c

11

*0o05
3
.1
2
*80a
2
32
'80

Id
.2
0.2
.0'.3
<0.6
<0.6
0.6

-SRS
(jg/m3 )
22
171

-0.0004

,B&W
(ptg/m 3)
4
1"3.1

b

'537
.3
'50.6
'14.5
196
-.823

35
0.02
0:16
0:34
2.28
11.8

12.6

0.03

4 7 de

-0'.22
b, d
-b.d

0.09
0.39
1.04
1.99
+<: 9 9 d

-b.d
--b,d

b;d

INFS
(gg/m3)
L97
252
b
0.62
•0.03
0.21
0.02
-0.15
0.35

d
0.21
0.02
-<0.06
.0.06
0.1
0.11

'a-Federal: standard.
b Noemissions from processes.used at the-site.
,-State.standard, or.guideline.

d .No: State standard.
" Based•onmaximum measured SRSambient- monitoring:data for 1985.
'

[Text deleted.]

or monitored bythe candidate sites, Poilutant.concentrations shown for
SNote::Ozone, as a criteria pollutant;is notdirectly:emitted
.±Y.
12-include other:ORR operations;,n 3 =cubic: meter.
--SouroeeDerived fromitables ir-Section-4.2of the EIS.
` Sý30

'Summary

Table S-2. 'Summary Comparison of MaximumsIncremehtalImpactsforýEachAlternative
and CandidatewSiteContinued
(No Action)
'.Socioeconomic-Parameters.BaselineiCharacteristics.
'Site
-:Employment
Payroll (million $)
t Regional. Economic Area
',Employment
1995
.'2000
Unemployment (%)
-1994

.ORR

.SRS

15,273
523

19,208
1980

462,900
488,700

243;800

4.9

cB&W
1,846

NFS

321,400
,-334,700

253,800
.259,400
265,500

.325
13.2

- 5499

<6.7

Per capita income

I

1995 ($)

18,200

16,800

19,214

17,800
'18,930

18,000

2000 ($)

'183788

17,594

.519,300
548,200

'477,600
-508;300

219,900
2291000

322,600
337,600

,222,000
.234,400

.201,600

.90,500
94,300

135,700
189,400
141,900

Region fof-Influence
Population
1995
-2000
Housing units
.1995
2000
1[Text:deleted.]

Total.•payroll for 1992 is- based on -1990 employee wageand-:1992- total, number of employees. (SRS 1995a:4).
..Source:, Derived from tables in'Section 4.2 of the EIS.

PotentialRadiologicalImpacts to-Workers and the Public Resulting
From Normal OperationsBaseline Characteristics(No Action)
-Receptor

I

ORR
295
4
3.2x 10"5
2,000
ý2b
2.Ox 10"
,68
0.54
-28
0.28

.- SRS
-298
17.9
1.4x 10-4

B&W
329
10
8.0x 10-5

tNatural'background radiationrdose (mrem/yr)
Average worker (mrem/yr)
'Fatal cancer risk for. 20 years
.3,000
-3,300
-Maximum-worker exposure (mrern/yr)
-5.0xl0 2
0.32
Maximally. exposed memberof public (mrem/yr)
3.2x 10-6
5.0x 10Fatal.cancer risk:for.20, years
18
.216
Totalworker dose (personrrem/yr)
17
0.14
Number. of fatal cancers for.20 years
21.5
035
Total!population dose (person-rem/yr)
,315x103
0.22
!Number.offatal'cancers for20 years
a: .Representative'of one-halfoyear.
biRepresentative'of airand; liquid media only;-an-additional 1.mrem/yr- may-be.incurred due to:direct exposure.
:Note:rmrem=millirem; rem=roentgen~equivalent man.

-III :Souree::Derived from tables irn:Section.4.2. of the EIS.

NFS
-340
-50
4.0x 10-4
.470a

-3.3x10"2
,-3.3x10-7
16,3
0.13
.0.2
2'0x 10-3

.iDispositionof SurplusHighly
,Enriched&UraniumFinal-ElS
Table S-2. Summary Comparison:ofMaximum-IncrementalImpactsfor Each ,Alternative
and CanldaiedtSiie-••Continued

....
Potentia Hazardous.ChemicallmpctSa•oWorkers.and the.Public Resulting
-From Normdl'Operatio-nsBaseline Characteristics(No Action)
Receptor

S"-Maximally Exposed IndiVidual
I..- HH- ardindexb
>Cancerriskc
Onsite•,Worker
;-Hazard indexd

,,ORR

-SRS

-3.95X10'

:-5--6k 1-3

1I 16

0J154
0

..Cancer riske

,1,94X 10

.:B&W

'NFS

Ll5xlO5
1.68x10 8

.9.55x10-2
•0

4.07x 10-3

7.57x 10-3
0

5

:3,.94x 16'

a Includes-any background emissions that would be present at thesite in the absence of site operations plus-site emissions that exist

at. the present time.
b Hazard: index=sum

1•

of individual. hazard.quotients (noncancer. adverse health.effects) for.maximally exposed individual.
c.Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286: [converts concentrations to doses]),x (slope factor).

*Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncanceradverse health effects)- for workers.
e Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for8-hr.) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0.571 [fractionof lifetime'working]) x (slope factor).
*Source:'Derived from tables in'Section 4.2 of.theEIS.
d

-BaselineCharacteristicsfor Annual Waste-Generated(NoAction)
Waste Category

"ORR

iSRS

NFS

eB&W

Low-Level
:Liquid.(m 3)

-I

,Solid (m 3

)

-Mixed LowLevel
Liquid (m 3 )
-Solid (mi3 )
.Hazardous
-Liquid (m 3 )
Solid (mi3 )
Nonhazardous
3
Liquid (im )
.Solid (m 3))
:Note: m3 =cubic meter
-Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.2 of the'ElS.

ý,SC32

,2,576
18,030

0
14,100

50,005
620

18,900
3,000

`84,210
960

115
18

.0
14

<1
<1

.55,115
0

<1
<1

'576,160
1,700

56,700
2,300

32;640
.1;434
1,743,000
52,730

Included in solid
74
700,000

6,670

;"Summary

'Table S-2. SummaryýComparisonofMaximum'Incremental'mpactsýfor-ýEach.'Alternative:
and'Candidate Site-Continued

Alternative 2: No: Commercial Use'(O/100 FueI/Waste Ratio)
iTotal,CampaignaSite Infrastructure'ncremental Impacts!Using.All'FourSites (200 t to,waste)
ý,Total
- NFS
ýB&W
SRS
Y-:12
Characteristic
476,000
:.19000
119,000
'119,000
•119,000
(.iElectricity'(MWh)
19;384,000
':8,004,000
-8,004,000
2,024,000
1,352,000
IDiesel/oil (1)
1,413,000
471',000
4711'000
bb
471,000
"Natural.gas (m.3 )
10
17,280
'0
.8;640
-8,640
:Coal (t)
`828,000
.207,000
207,000
207,000
207,000
;Steam (kg)
a Total campaign refers to the timerequired to completeblending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5..Annual
,values arepresented in.Section 2.2'2.
'b Natural~gas.is' notavailableatrSRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately,671;,000 1)would be substituted.for anatural
-gas requirement.of 471,000 m3 .
C Fuel:oil isconsidered the primary fuel-at B&W and'NFS; therefore;,blending facility'coalbrequirements'have-beenconverted to a
fuel oil energy equivalent..Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be40.1281BTUs/l.and the coal.energy content is~assumed to be
30:9 million BTUs/t.
Note: BTU=British thermal unit.
'Source::Derived~from tablesin Section 4.3 of the.EIS.
'Maximum Air!Quality Incremental Impacts.UsingAll FourSites (200t to waste)
Averaging
'Time
'Pollutant
Carbon-monoxide (CO)
.Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen 'dioxide (NO2)
,Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2)

,Mandated by South Carolina,
'Tennessee, and Virginia
'Total suspended:particulates (TSP)
,Gaseous fluorides (as.HF)

8 hours
1 hour
Calendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24: hours
3 hours

.Annual
.24 hours
I month
I week
24' hours
'12'hours
o:8;:hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
-Guidelines
(Aig/rm 3 )
10,000a
40,000a
1.5a
I100a

50a
150a

80a
365a
1,300a

60c

150C

"Y-Y12
3
)
.(tg/mH
-11 .5
53
b

1.33
0.03
,0.37
2.46
,29'*3
161

6.74 d
80.16

0.07
.0.14

.106
2.9c
"b

-B&W
(gig/m 3)
5.22

16.',96

b

b

0.01

0:1

<0.01
<0.01

0.02
.0.32
0.71

'0.05

.0 •88 d
b

.O~sc

32.7c
-.250C

-,SRS
(.tg/m 3)

b
b,b

0.02
0.16
0.27
1.82
9.41

.0.02
'0.16

"NFS
(jig/m 3)
.0.6
.0.77
b

.0.02
:<0.01
0.02
.0.04
.0.27
0:64

<0.01d

0.02

',b,d

b

.bid

b
b
b
;b

ýb, d

] aFederalIstandard.

'bNo, emissions from.UNHand metal blending process.
c.State standard or,guideline.

.k N6 State standard.
•Note: Ozone, as a criteria~pollutant, is not'directly emitted or mohitored'by:the canididatesites: Pollutant concentrations:shown- for
1-Y-I 2,includeotherZORR operations.
:,$S433
-Source Derived from tables'ir6SectioW4:3 of the:EIS.

Disposition of Surplusý Highly
,:Enriched:UraniumFinal EIS
iTableaS-2. Summary Comparison.of MaximumIncrementalImpactsfor,Each Alternative
,and CandidateSite---Continued
Total Campaign Water Resources)•IncrementailimpactsUsing AlluFour'Sites(200 t to,waste)
"Resource
Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million 1)a

.Y-12
.452

SRS

.-B&W

452

4452
446

446

,NFS
452
-446
446

'Total
1,808
1,784

-''1a•iliies sanifaryoand nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other),Aiquid discharges after treatment.
Derived from.tables inSection 4.3 6f the. EIS.
'Source"
I

:Maximum Socioeconomic'IncrementalImpacts'UsingAll'Four Sites: (200 t to waste)
.:Characteristic
"
-Direct employment
Indirect: employment
•Totaljobs
Unemployment rate change (percent)
.'Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

Y-12

-SRS

"B'&W

NFS

125
319
444
-0.09

125
.245
370
--.0.14

:1.25
283
,408
-0.12

125
,251
:376
-0.14

Total.Campaign Normal..OperationsRadiologicalExposure,IncrementalImpacts :UsingAll FourSites
(200 t-to waste)
'Receptor
:Involved:Workers
Total dose to involved-woikforcea
-(person-rem)
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

NY-12
269
0.108

SRS
.269
0.108

B&W
269
0.108

NFS
269
0.108

'Total
1,076
0.43

-Maximally-ExposedIndividual (Public)

NAb
3.33
.4;52x10-2
'5.95x10-2
0.928
Dose.to maximally exposed individual
member of the public (mrem)
NAb
1.67x10- 6
2.26x10-8
.2.98x10-8
.4.64x10 7
-Risk (cancer fatalityper campaign)
Population Within 80 krm
36.6
:28.6
0.405
3.81
3.81
Dose to population within 80 kmc
(person-rem)
1.83x10- 2
1..43x10- 2
-.2.03x104
l.91x10" 3
1.91x10"3
,.Risk (cancer fatalities per~campaign)
a The involved, workforce is-125-forUNH blendingfand 72 for-metal: blending.
b The dose and thelatent cancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual cannot be totaled because they. are based on
maximum exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within80 km (50 mi) inthe. year 20i0 is 1,040,000 for Y-12,710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W, and. 1,260,000
for NFS.
Note: NA=notapplicable.
!Source: Derived from.tables in Section 4.3 of the BIS.
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.Summary

.:TableS-2. -Summary Comparison,ofMaximum;4ncrementalImpacts~for'EachAlternative
rand C-andidate-Site---.Continued
UsingAllfFourISites-(200 t.to:waste)a
SMaximum)FacilityAccidents'IncremientalýqmpzpctsU
'Receptor
'Campaign accident frequencyb
'NoninvolvedWorkersc
• Latentcancerfatalities per accident
',Risk (cancer fatalities.per campaign)
MaximallylExposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality-per accident
Risk (cancerfatalityper campaign)
Population"Within 80*kmd
.Latent:cancer fatalitiesiper accident
Risk (cancer fatalities,;per. campaign)

-NFS
2.4x10

3
"_2:4x10"

IY.12
"SRS
'2C4x1O" 3

'0:4

-8.7x10- 2

`9Ax10 4

2-1.x10

:;50Ox 10-4
A.2x10"6

3'1x10 6

537x10- 4

13x10-4

7.3x10"9

l.4x10-6

3.0x10"7

6.9x 10-2

1-.6x 10.2

4.0x.10-2

4

5

9.5x1'0-5

.5.8x10-2
1;4x10-4

16x:10"

4

3.g8x10-

,!B&W
124x10"3
"

3

:8:4x1062

0.94
3

.2-2x10

'

2.Ox10-

"The risk values for this alternative:are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,
blending'50.tHEU to 0:;.percent-LEU as' UNH, waste at.each~site).
b Values shown representprobability for the life of campaign.and are calculated by multiplying'annual'frequency.(l0-4) by the total

I

number of years of operation.
c Thenoninvolved workers.are workers on~site but not associated with operations of the blending and conversion, facilities.
Involved workers, those that.are near an accident,.would likely be exposed to lethal doses-of radiation, if such an accident were
to:occur.
'd The population within-80km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is-I ,040,000 for Y-12;-.710,000 for'SRS;,-730,000.for.B&W; and 1,260,000
,for NFS.
S.:Source:z.Derived. from tables.in'Section 4:3 of theEIS.

Maximum Chemical Exposure IncrementalImpacts Using All Four Sites.(200 t to waste)
-Receptor
*Maximally Exposed -Individual (Public)
Hazard indexa
"Cancer riskb
.Onsite Worker
!Hazard indexc

I

risk
'[Text deleted.]

1.92x10"3
2.66x 0

15

6.30x 10- 3
8.ancer
8.1.8x10

14

2.1,3x10"4
2730x10"

16

5.65x 10-3
7.35x10

NFS

B&W

SRS

.Y-12

14

.6.90x10-6
-7.43x10"

8

,2.34x 1O-3
3.06x10"

4

1.01xI0"2
.1.08x10"14

3.21x10-3
4.19x10

14

a -Hazard index=sum of individual' hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for maximally exposed individual.

I b.Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0;286 [converts concentrations to doses])-x (slope factor).
.Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncanceradverse' health: effects) for workers.
d,Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-hr) x (0.286 [convertsconcentrations to'doses]),x (0.237 [fraction of year.exposed]) x

,(0.571 [fraction-of lifetime.working]) x (slope factor).
-Source:;Deriyedfrom tables in:Section 4.31:oftheEIS.
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Table$S-2. -Summary Comparison ogfMaximum Incremental.Impacts-for!EaehAlternative
and*Candidate'Site-..Continued

. I-TotalCampaignWaste Generation lncrementalImpactslUsingAlltFourSites (200 Ito,waste)
. WasteiCategorya''Y-12
-.Low-Level
3
LLiquid (mn
)
3
- So1id (fit )

SRS
-4.510
:',780
7-80

`Mixed&Low-Level
Liquid (m 3)
'Solid (m3 )
Hazardous
Liquid (m

I
I

A167
.0 "0

:B&W

:NFS

-Total

-452
1,'640

z"452
.1;640

452
1,640

5,866
.13,700

167

167
-0

.167
0

668
0

262

262

1,048

2262

'Solid (m 3 )
'0
0
.0
0
.0
Nonhazardous, (Sanitary)
Liquid (m 3 )
-428'000
428,000
428,000
:428,000
1,712,000
.Solid (m3)
19,500
'19,500
19,500
19:500
78,000
-.Nonihazardous (Other)
Liquid (m 3 )
'1-8,200
18,200
'18,200
.,18,200
72,800
3
Solid (m )
30
0
.0
0
.0
:SolidLow-Level (m3)b
.5,810
1881881
-881
`8,453
SolidNonhazardous (m3)b
-14,100
14,100
14,100
14,100
:56,400
L1EU Low-Level (m3)c
.9,820
9,730
.9"730
9,730
39,010
a Waste volumes are' based on the blending process' whichproduces. the highest volume;for'each:category.
b Processwaste after treatment.
CIEnd. product.wasteras a result of blending. -Includes irradiated fuel: that, isfcurrentlyin thetsurplusvHEU, inventory (quantity is
:classified), which potentially could~be disposedof as.high-level waste.
.Source:' Derived from tables in Section 4.3:of the;EIS.
Total Campaign TransportationRisk IncrementalImpacts UsingAll FourSites(200 t towaste)
,Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
-Fatalities to the-public from radiologicall effects
-Fatalities to thecrew-from radiological effects
Fatalities to the-public. from nonradiological:effects
Accidents
Fatalities to the public from- radiological effectsa

Y-12

"SRS

-B&W

NFS

Total

0:13
.0.11
1-,1-xl"2

0.15
0.1 1
:5x10"2

0.15
0.11
' x10•2

.0.14
-0.11
1.2x10 2

0.*58
0.44
5:5x10 2

:4.3x10"3

4.8x10 3

:5.0x10

3

4.8x10"3

1g88x10"2

'Fatalities to: the public from-nonradiological effects
0.4
0.48
0.5
ý0.45
183
Tatalities to-the crew-from nonradiologicaleffects
.0,11
0.14
0.14
.0.12
:0:51
`-Total',Fatalities
0.777
0.9
.0;93
0.84
3:43
" .The transportation-crewand. the public-are.considered;as, one-population- for, thepurposesof.radiological, accidents.
,,Source:,Derived-from tables in AppendixOG ofthe"EIS.
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Summary

Table S-2. :Summary Comparison'of Maximum, Incremental-lmpactsJor.'EachAlternative
,,and,CandidateSite-Continued

Alternativ e 3: !Limited ;ComrmercialUse.
(25/75;Fuel Waste Ratio)
'Total CampaignaSite-InfrastructureIncrementalImpacts Using AllaFourSites
4"(50 t tofuelandj150t to,waste)
."Characteristic
Electricity (MWh)

`Y-12
-.89,000

`SRS
.89000

iB&W
1 152,000

ýNFS

'Total
"482,000

7;211,000 -716,961,000
1,017,000
1,522,000
7,211;000
Diesel/oil'(1)
3
.00
406&000
406,000
1,166,000
354'000
:Natural gas (mi )
0'
.12,960
ý6,480
6,480
0c
Coal (t)
177,100
177,100
665,000
155,400
155,400
Steam (kg)
,a Total campaign refers to the time required tocomplete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through-5. Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural, gas is not-available at SRS; therefore,- liquid petroleum, gas (approximately504,000'l).would be substituted for a natural
gas requirement of,354,000 m3.
C 'Fuel oil,isconsidered.the primary-fuel at B&W-andNFS; therefore, blendingýfacility coal requirements have been converted to a
fuel oil energyequivalent;Fuel oil energy content is'assumed.to be 40,128:BTUs/1, and'the coalenergy content is assumed to be
'30:9, million-BTUs/t. A coal requirement of.7,845 tequals 6,040,0001 of fuel oil.
',Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3of theEIS.

fMaximum Air QualityIncrementalImpacts 'UsingAllFourSites

(501t to fuel and 'iSOt to waste)

'Most Stringent
'Regulation or
Guidelines
(Pwg/m 3)
10,000a
8 hours
1 hour
.,40"0002
-Ca lendar Quarter
1.5 a
Annual
-5 0 "
-Annual
24 hours
150a
-Annual
,24.' hours
'365a
3 hours
.1,300a
Averaging
Time

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide(CO)
I
Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen. dioxide (NO2)
-Particulatematter (PM1 0)
:Sulfur:dioxide (SO 2)

I

, Mandated by'South.Carolina,
Tennessee,. and'Virginia
'Total suspended' particulates
(TSP)

Annual
'24, hours

'60c
150c

Y-12
(pg/ni 3 )
11.5

53
b

133
0.03
-0437
.2.46
,29.3
161

80.16

,SRS

3
(g//mr )

0.07
0.14
b

"B&W
3
(Pg/m )
:5.43
17.63
b

0.01

0.14

<0.01.
<0:01

0.19

NFS
(pjg/m 3)
0.62
0.8
b

'0.03
-<0.01

0.02
0.32
:0.71

,14.1,1

0.05
;0 '8 8 d

.0.03
0.19

0.4
.2,74

0.03
0.05
'0.4
0;96

< 0 .0 1 d

'0.03
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Table S-2. ,Summaqry,Comparisonof Maximum incrementalimpacts,for':Each'Alternative
. _
:and. Can~didateSite-Continued
:Maximum;Air Quality IyicrementalImpacts"Using All. Four Sites
- .- (0•t
to1fuel andl,•O 6•ttOate Vontinued
Averaging
Time.
,Pollutant
"Gaseous fluorides (as-HF)

[. month
I week
'24 hours
.. 12 hours

8 hours

'Most-Stringent
`Reg-lation or
Guidelines
•(jg/m 3)
O.8c
1

6c

9c
.3 7 c
25,00C

Y-12
3
)
(jg/mn

ý`SRS

-b

3

b

-b

b

b

b

b
b

b,d

b

)

?B&W
-NFS
3
3
)
`g/m
) (
(pg/rn'(pg/n
traced e
,traced; e
traced,
traced, e
traced, e

.tracee
.traceC
trace
tracee
tracee

:Federal. standard.
b No lead emissions. fromany of.the blending processes.and, no gaseous-fluoride:emissionsfrom UNHand metalblending

I

-processes.

-State standard or guideline.
d No State:standard.
C!Hydrofluoriniation is.anticipated to'be.a closed system with-a scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission~of gaseous
fluorides isestimated to'be a trace amount.
'Note:. Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is notdirectly emitted-or monitored by the-candidate site. Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
Source:. Derived from tablesin Section 4.3,of~theElES.

-I

Sites.(50ttorfuel and.150-t to waste)
,Total.CampaignWater-Resources,lncrementallImpactsUsingAll,,Four,
Y-12
SRS
B&W
NFS
Total
'Resource
'390
'340
"340
'Water (million*1)
-384
-336
.336
Wastewater. (million 1)'
a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges-after treatment.

390
-384

1;460
.1;440

Source:; Derived- from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

I

Maximum-Socioeconomic Incremental-impacts Using All-Four-Sites (50 t.tofuel and 150 t to waste)

.1

-

Characteristic
.Direct:employment
Indirectemployment
Total-jobs
'Unemployment rate change (percent)
Source:..Derivd- from tables in Section'4.3 of theEIS.

!,S-:38

N-12
.125
319
444
-0.09

.SRS
125
'.245
370
70.14

B&W
.126
285
411
-0.12

NFS
-126

-253
--379
-0.14

.."Summary

Table S-;2. .Summary:Comparisonof Maximum •Incremental,ImpactsforEachAlternative
and,.Candidate,Site-&ontinued

Total Campaign NormalQOperationsRadiologicalExposure lncrementallmpacts,Using AlTFourSites
(50 t to fuel[andlSO t towwaste)
Total

.NFS
,,,SRS
Y-12
lReceptor
InvolvedWorkers
238
.,202
.202
Total dose to involved .workforcea
. (person-rem)
9.52x10"2
8.08x10"2
8.08x10"2
Risk (cancer fatalities per.campaign)
Maximally-Exposed Individual (Public)
.-4.27X10"2
:4:48x10"2
0.698
,Dose to maximally.exposed' individual
member of thepublic (mrem)
24x0"
2.24x10 8
3.49x10"7
'Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
PopulationrWithini 80 km
0.384
-2.86
'2"86
:Dose to .population within 80 kmc
(person-rem)
1.92xi0.4
1.43x10-3
14A3x1O"3
Risk (cancerifatalities per campaign)

238
:9.52x10-2
1313
1.57x10-6

27.2
1.36x10"2

1880
0,352
:NAb
NAb

-33-3
'1.67x1O'2

a.The: involved workforce is 125 for UNH blending,, 1264forUF 6 blending,,and,72 for metal!blending.

b The dose and, the-latent cancer fatality for the maximally:exposed individual-cannot be totaled since they are based on maximum
exposure toan individual-at each site using site:-specificinformation.
.CThe population within 80-km (50.mi);in the year 2010,is l.,040000;for.Y-12; 710,000 for:SRS;'730,000 for.B&W;-andJl,260,000
:,for:NFS.
Note: NA=not-applicable.
Source:: Derived-from- tables&in Section 4.3 of theZEIS.

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts UsingAll.FourSites (50 t to fuel and 150 to waste)a
,Receptor
Campaignaccident frequencyb
-Noninvolved Workersc
Latentcancer:fatalities per accident

Risk (cancerfatalities.per campaign)

XY-.12
3

ý1:8xl0-

SRS
1:8x 10"3
.8.7x 10-2

04

7.1xj0-

4

1:.6xl0-4

-B&W
.1.x8 10- 3

NFS
1.x10"3
2'5

`30

9.2x10-3

.7.8x10.4

Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
Latent cancerfatality per,accident
"Risk (cancer fatality- per campaign)

5.0x 10- 4
8-.9x10"7

-3. 1x 10

6.9x 10-2

AL6x10.2
1.9x10-5

,5;5x10

9

9x10 2

30x10-3

5.8x 10-6

9;9x10-7

-1

IA

-3 .2 x 10-4

4'6x 10-4

Population Within 80 km d
'Latent cancer fatalities per accident
-1

aRisk

(cancer. fatalities: per.campaign)

4

1.2x 10-

a.The risk.values for this alternative are based on-the mostconservativecombination of the options- within the-alternative (that-is,
- blending 25 VHEU to 4percent LEU as UF 6 fuel and 37:5 t'HEU to0.9-percent LEU as UNH waste at B&W and NFS, and -37.5.t
HEU to 0.97percent-LEU- as.UNH-.waste-atY-l 2-andSRS).
b. Values shown represent-probability for the life of campaignmand are calculatedby--multiplying annual frequency (10"4) by the total
number of-years. of operation. "
The noninvolved workers-are workers- oa site but not.associated- with operations- of the bleriding and-conversionfacilities.
Involved workers, those that-are near an accident,-would'likely-be exposed .t-lethal-doses'of radiation, if-such:-an~accidentwere
- to occur.
and 1-260,000
d The population-within-80 km (50 mi)in theyear.2010 is 1,040,000 for-Y,12,,710,000 for SRS&730:000 for-B&W;.,
C

-,for NFS.
-

•

I

:Source:- Derivedfrom tables-inSection,43:Ofithe&EIS.
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Table S-2. 'Summarvna-Compparisgonof Maximum IncrementalimpactsforEach Alternative
.and.CandidateSite-..-!Continued
...

.MaximumChemical
Exposure
IncrementalýImpacts-ýUsing
All'Four.Sites
:Maxlmut
t n flTioi
ntl/ "1.f t.tn ,ncSito

"Receptor .Y-12
'Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
,-Hazard indexa
!- ,Cancerriskb
Onsite Worker
*-HazardtindexC
-.Cancer.riskd
'[-Text deleted.]
u

'.SRS

ý,B&W

NFS
01xl0-2

1.92x10- 3

.2.13x,10- 4

690x10-6

4.22xlO1

:1.-36x10-16

4.39x10

5

6.30X10-3

.4.83X10

5-.65x10- 3

14

-4'.34x10-

18

6.40x10 1 5

234x10- 3
1L81X10t 14

14

3'.21.x10-3

2.48x10- 14

Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients.(noncancer adverse health.effects) for maximally exposed individual.

b Lifetime~cancer risk=(emissions'concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]).x (slope factor).

Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer-adverse.health effects) forworkers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions~for 8-hr) x (09286. [convertsconcentrations to-doses]).x (0.237. fraction of year. exposedb)-x
(0.571 [fraction of lifetime.working]))x (slope'factor).
Source: Derived from tablesin Section,43*63ofthe EIS.
C

TotalCampaign-Waste-GenerationincrementalImpacts UsingAllFour-Sites

.(50,t tofuel and15Otto .waste)
Waste Categorya

Y-12

SRS

B&W

Low-Level
-'Liquid(m3)

3,390

*Solid(m 3 )

6,600

'11;330

125
0

-369

NFS

Total

463
1,600
41600

•463

125

523

:523

1,296

0

0

.0

0

197
0

'197
0

.417
0

417
0

1,228
0

322,000
14,700

.322,000
14,700

367,000
16,700

367,000
16,700

-1;378,000
-.62,800

13,700
.0
4,370
10,600
7,380

'13,700
0
;.662
10,600
7,320

16,500
3
'885
12,100
7,320

16,500
3
1885
'12;100
7,320

60,400
`6
.6;802
45,400
.29,340

.4,685
.41,130

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (in 3 )
Solid (m 3 )

-Hazardous
,Liquid (m3 )
,Solid (m3)
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
-Liquid (in 3)
Solid (m3)
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (m3)
-Solid (m3)
SolidLodw-Level (m 3 )b
Solid Nonhazardous (m3)b
1EULow;Level,(m3 )C

.

-a Waste volumes: are based on the~blending process that-produces the highest, volume for. each category.
b Process waste after,treatment.

I

CiEnd
product- waste;as a*result 6f blending;Includes irradiated fuelthat is currently in the surplus inventory (quantity is classified),

which.potentially could, be disposed of as high-level-waste.
of the EIS.

I.Source: Derived from tablesinSection;,4,3
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,Summary
.,;Table S-2. :Summary'ComparisonofMaximum IncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and Candidate Site-Continued
:Total Campaign Transportation•Risk IncrementalI;!mpactsUsing All Four'Sites
'(50t to fuel and 150:t to ,waste)
NFS
B&W
SRS
N,.-12
:Receptor
Accident-FreeOperations
0.13
-0;14
`0.11
.0.1
&Fatalities to thepublic-from-radiOlogical effects
]
`01
0:08
0.1
:0.08
,Fatalities, to the crew from radiological effects
1.1Xy0 2
1.6x10"2
1.1Xl0"2
.8.2x10"3
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
:Aciddents
415X10 3
4.7x10-3
%3.2x10-3 :3.6X10- 3
-Fatalities to the public-from radiological effectsa
0.42
.0.46
.0.36
0.3
Fatalities to the public from nonradiological effects
0.12
0.13
.0.1
0.09
,Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological-effects
0.78
0.85
0.67
0:58
:TotalFatalities
-a The transportation crew. and the: public are considered-as one population for the.purposes of radiological accidents.
1

TotWl
0.48
0.36
4.6x10'2
.6x10C2
1.54
0.43
_2I89

Source:, Derived from tables in Appendix. G ofthe.EIS.
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Table-S-24. Summa 'Comnpqrison.ofMaximum'Incremental:-Impactsfor:Each
Alternative
...andC'€andidateSite--•Continued

-Alternative4: SubstantialCommercial iUse

'(65135,ý ,ue
...

aste Ratio),

Variation'ay Two Department o6f Energy: Sites
-Total-CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncremental:Impacts Using.Two-Department Of Energy"Sites
(130-t to fuel-and 70 t to-waste)
"- Characteristic

"

Y-12

SRS
:.Total
Electricity (MWh)
109,000
;109,000
218,000
Diesel/oil (1)
1,318,000
'1,947,000
.13,265;000
"Natural:gas (i 3 )
441,000
. 0b
.441,000
Coal (t)
.8;410
8,410
16;820
Steam (kg)
201,600
2011600
-403,200
.a Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated forAltematives-2 throughý5. 'Annual
values are presented in Section 2.2.2.
b Natural gas is not-available at SRS; therefore, liquid. petroleum gas (approximately 628,000 1)wouldbe:substituted&for.a-natural
,gas requirement of:44 l,000:m 3.
-Source: Derived from tables.in!Section!4236f the:EIS.
:Maximum Air:"QualityIncremental Impacts•Using ,Two DepartmentrofEnergy Sites
(130,t tofueland 70tt'owaste)
,Averaging
Time
:-Pollutant
Carbon. monoxide (CO)
Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NQ2)
'Particulate, matter (PM1 0 )

'Sulfur dioxide. (S0 2)

;Mandated-by-South •Carolina
and Tennessee
Total suspended'particulates(TSP)

il

, .S-442

ý8&hours
1'hour
Calendar 'Quarter
Annual
Annual
.24-hours
Annual
24-hours
.3. hours

Annual
24 hours

Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
(gg/m 3)

!1000Oa
:40,000a
-1c5a
I100a
.50a
150a
80a
.365a
1 300a

60c
-1', 5 0

c

:Y-12
.(jg/rn 3)
'11:5
'53
b

1:33
.0.03
.0.37
2.46
-29:3
.161

-6'74d
,80. V6

SRS
(ig/gm 3)
`0.07
"0.14
'b

,0.01
<0.01
:<0.01
-0.02
0.32
:0.71

'0.05
.0 ;88 d

ISummary
of Mxiimum Incremental,Impacts forEadci'lternative
Tbl .SummarComparison

and.Candidate'Site--Continued
SMaximunmiAirQuahlty Ihcremental-Impacts',UsmigTwoDepa-rtment of EnergySites
;'(130 t tofuel'and 70 t to waste)--Continued
Averaging
.';Time
Pollutant
Gaseous fluorides (as, HF)

1 month
I week
"24' hours
:12,hours

184hours

l

a

"tMostStringent
Regulation.or
.Guidelines
3
)
m('m

"

'SRS
(tg/ni 3)

IlY-y12
(pg/r 3)

0.8c,
'I1 •:6 c

b

b

-b
b

19e
-3'71

b
Ib

b

b

*2 5 0 ccb

bd

Federal standard.

'b No:emissionsfromUNH' and metal:blending processes.
.C;State standard

or guideline.
d•No-ýState standard.

Note:,Ozone;-as a:criteria'pollutant, isnotdirectly'emittedtormonitorediby the candidate-sites.Pollutant concentrations;shown for
Y-(12 include other'ORR:operations.
'Source:, Derived from. tables-in7Section:4.3,of the-EIS.

TotaliWaterResources Incremental'Impacts'Using'Two, Department o9fEnergy Sites
(130 t'to fuel and 70 t to waste)
'SRS
-441
441
'Water (million,)
.433
-433
,Wastewatern(millionw)a
a:Includes. sanitary. andnonhazardous,:nonradioactive, (other), liquid-discharges after treatment.
,Resource

'.Y-12

'Total
882
866

ýSource:Derived fromtables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

Maximum Socioeconomic 'lncrementalImpacts LUsing Two!Department~ofEnergy Sites
(130 t to-fuel andT70 t.to waste)
.Characteristic
,Direct employment
;Indirect employment
.otal'jobs
:Unemployment rate change, (percent)
:Source:',Derived from tables-in Section.4.3.f the'EIS.

Y-12.
.125
'319
444

0.09

SRS
125
245
:370
7,0.14
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, ,Ttble•S2.

Summa•Co~mparison opfMaximum IncrementialImpactsfor Each-Alternative
and Candidate-Site-Continued
-

.

.......

]

Tp

g ,a!Cam
N.ormal OperationsRadiological-.,Exposure-IncrementalImpacts Using Two
:•Department of Energy Sites :(130 t"to.fuel and 70 t~to.,~waste)

--:Receptor
,Y-Y42
:,Total
z-SRS
'InvolvidlWorkers
Total dosetoinvolved-workforc(person-rem)
:262
-262
`524
Risk (cancef.fatalities per.cam paign)
ýO105
O
i0'.105
, 0.21
i•Maximally -Exposed'Individual (Public)
NAb
•5.80x102
,0.905
Doseto maximally exposedý individual
-,member of the~public? (mrem)
'Risk (cancerfatality:.per campaiign)
4.53X-10 7
,2.90x10"
NAb
'Population'Within'80,km
Dose'to~population withinm 80 kmC'(person-rem)
,,3.71
'-3.71
37.42
3
.3.7U1X0
i0"3
186x10
1.86x
:Risk. (cancer, fatalities per-campaign)
a The involved,workforce,is 125-for.UNH blending and&721formetal blending.
b The:dose and, the-latent .cancer fatality for the' maximally, exposed individual~cannot be totaled because they:are based on
maximum'exposure toan.individual at.each site using site-specific information.
"The population-within 80km(50 mi) in.the year.2010 .is:l ,040,000,for Y-12-and 710,000,for SRS.
Note: -NA=not~applicable.
Source:: Derived from tables inSection 4.3.0f the EIS.

3

:Maximum 'Fadility-AccidentsIncrementalImpacts, Using Two. Departmentof Energy Sites
:(130.1ttofuel and'70to-waste)a
-Receptor
Campaign accident, frequencyb
Noninvolved WorkersC
'Latent cancer fatalities' per accident
Risk (cancer-fatalities.per. campaign)

Y-12

SRS
3

l.7x10"

L.7x10"3

-0.4
7.5x0"4

:8.7xI0"2
.7xW0 4

-5.0x10"4

:3.1x10-6

Maximally'Exposed ,Individual (Public)
Latent cancer fatality-per-accident
'Risk (cancer fatality per campaign)
-Population Withinr80,kmid
Latent cancer, fatalities per accident
'Risk (cancer.-fatalities per.campaign)

7

9

'9.5x10"

5I8x10

69x10' 2
L,3x-10"4

: :6x10 2
3.x10"5

The risk-valuesfor this- alternative are based on themost conservative combination of the.options: within the alternative, (that is,
-blending65ýt-HEU to 4-percentias LEU as.UNH fuel-and 35 t-HEU to:0.9.-percent LEU asUNH-waste, at eacht site).
,b Values shown-represent probability for the life of campaign and-are calculated by multiplying annual frequency (I04).by the total
number'of years of'operation.
-c ,The noninvolved-workersare workers on-site but not-associated with operations of the-blending. andconversion:'facilities.
'

i

Involved- workers, those that, are. near an accident, -would likely-be exposed to lethal doses of.radiation, if such:an accident-were
.to,occur.
d .Thepopulationwithin"80 km (50mi) in the,-year 2010 isl,040,000 for-Y-12,and710,000 forSRS.
-.Source:'Derived fromtables in Section'4.3' 6f.the'EIS.
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'Summary
•Table S-2.

rementiilmipatsfor 'Ed.EhAlteirnati've
alCandidateiSite-Continued
and.

.SummaryComparison of Maxim•?di•am

.Maximum ChemicaltExpbsurelncrementdlImpactsUsing•'TwoýDepartment.-ofEnergy Sites
(1304 tqtofuel and:70t to waste)
>Receptor
Maximally;Exposed Individual (Public)
'Hazard indexa
,:.,Cancer riskb
!OnsiteWorker
-Hazard indexc
Cancer riskd

.-SRS

'"Y-12
84X 103

".-3

,4.26x10-4
:,4:47X 10"16

-4.01x10"15

I-1,26x 10- 2

-41310-2

.1.60x10"1 3

:1'.43X10

13

[Text deleted.]

a :Hazard index=sum of individual hazard. quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for. maxi mally,exposed. individual.
b Lifetime. cancer risk=(enmissions~concentrations);x (0.286. [converts: concentrations to doses)) x:(slope factor).
c Hazard index=sum of individual, hazardquotients (noncancer:adverse health-effects) for workers.
*d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for.,8hr)ýx (0:286-[converts.concentrations' tofdoses]):x:(0.237 [fraction of year exposed]) x
(0"571.(fraction of lifetime.working]).x (slopeifactor).
Source: Derived'fromtables in Section4.43 of thelEIS.

Maximum Waste ,GenerationIncrementalImpacts Using TwoDepartment of EnergySites
(1'30 t to fuel and'70 t.to waste)
*Waste.Categorya

]

-LowLevel
Liquid (W3 )
3

SSolid.(m )

TY-12

SRS

'.Total

3,310
6,650

460

`3;7-70

1,650

-8,300

416

416

832

0

0

0

756
0

756
0

.1,512
0

41.8,000

.418,000

.836,000

119,000

19,000

38,000

17,700

17,700
0

.35,400
:0

Mixed Low-Level
Liquid (m 3 )
Solid (m 3)

'Hazardous
Liquid rm3)
Solid (W3)
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
-Liquid (m 3 )
,Solid (m3 )

,Nonhazardous. (Other)
Liquid,(mi3 )
3

'Solid (m )

-SolidLow-Level (m.)b
.:Solid Nonhazardous: (m 3.)b

.0

4,380
1.3,700

917
:5,297
1.3,700
-27-A00
,lEU Low.Level,(mi)c '
:6;890
:6,830
13,720
a'Waste volumes are based on. the:blendingprocess thatproduces, theý-highest-volume: for each. category.
b Process, wasteý after. treatment.
,,:Endproduct .waste~as.a resultof:blending..•lncludeslHEU irradiated fuelthat is: currently in the surplus~inventory (quantity. is
identified); .which:poteritialiy.could be'disposedt:o!fas high-level, waste.
Source: Derivedfrom tables.in Section:4.3 of theEIS.
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.,jable•Si2.. Summa• Conzpar..on

Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor.EachAlternative

and*CandidateSite--ýContinued
Risk IncrementalImpacts Using Two:DepartmentofEnergySites
•,Totali CampaigniTransportation

(130 tto fuel-anyd 70 t to waste)
--

Total
MSRS

Y-12

Receptor

Acczident-Free Operations
.33
-0:18
0.15
_Fatalities.tothe~public' from radiological, effects
0.23
0.12
0.11
IFatalities'to~the' crew-from radiol9gical effects
2
2
2
:3.1x101.7xlO"
1.4x10"
effects
Fatalities to thepublic'fromnonradiological
Accidents
l.1x10-2
:5.8x1063
"-5:2x10"3
"Fatalities to the public from radiological effectsa
1.04
0.56
0.48
Fatalities, to the puiblic from no iiadiologicil,?effe6is
,0.3
.0:16
0.14
Fatalities to the crew from nonradiological effects
1.94
1.04
0.9
Total;Fatalities
accidents.
of
radiological
the
purposes
population
for.
asone
public.
are.considered
crew.and
the
The
transportation
a
.Source: Derived'from tables in Appendix.G of the EIS.

Variation b) Two Commercial"Sites
~Total Campaign Site-InfrastructureIncremental-Impacts Using TwoC ommercial.Sites
(130ttofuel and.70 t:to-waste)
Total
NFS
'B&W
4921000
.246,000
.246,000
.17,426,000
8,713,000
8,713,000
936,000
468,000
468,000
0a
0a
0
.403,200
-201,600
201,600
Steam (kg)
a Fuel oil is considered theprimary fuel at.-B&W and NFS;. therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been'converted to a
fuel oil.energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy content is assumed to be-40,128BTUs/l, and the coal energy content is: assumed to be
30.9 million BTUs/t.A coal requirement of 9,590 t,equals'7,400,0001 of fuel oil.
Source:-Derived from tables'in Section 4.3 of the EIS.
Characteristic
'Elect6i6ity`(MWh)
Diesel/oil'(1)
Natural-gas (mi3 )
Coal (t)

I

Maximum Air Quality Incremental.ImpactsUsing Two CommercialSites
(130 t to fuel and 70't to.waste)
Averaging
'Time
Pollutant
Carbon monoxide. (CO)
.Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen'dioxide (NO 2)
-,Particulate~matter (PM 10)
,-Sulfur dioxide (S02)

':S-:46

Most Stringent
:Regulation~or
'Guidelines

(I g/rnm)
•81hours
1lhour
:Calendar.Quarter
-Annual
,Annual
124, hours
.;Annual
.24 hours
I3 hours

'B&W
(ji•rm3 )
`5.43
1-7.63
.b

,100a

:10.14
'0.03
,.0.4

.1365a
1,`300a

,2.:74
14.11

'NFS
(pWIm3 )
,0.62
'0.8
.b
0•03
,<0:01
S00.03
l"0.05
":'O.4
-0.96

a bý2e',S-'"S m

a y,;:~

n..
..:,...

. .. . ...

Summary
u

. .f

et1hSummarypimiacs forfgEachAlternative
Comparion M"mumnncremental
land Candidate Site.-Continued

•Table S-m2.

mpa1cts Usig TwCommercialSites
'."Maximum A•iQuality Increental
'(130 t to fuel and`70 t to,waste0)-oninued

Averaging
•Tinme
,"IP6llutant
Mandated by.Tennessee
and Virginia
Annual
2,50hours
1month
I week
,24!hours
12 hours ,
•:8,hours..

'Total'suspended..particulates (TSP)

I

Gaseous fluorides (as.HF)

.1

' Most Stringent
Regulation or
Guidelines
(pg/n 3)

60
50
.12c
1-.6c
9c
*:
i3 7 c
250c

B&W
(pg/r 3)

NFS
(pg/r 3)

*003
"0.19
traced; e
;traced;e
trac'e

ý'<0.01d

•traced.e

traced'e

•0.03
tracee
tracee
,tracee
,tracee
,tracee

a Federalistandard

b No emissions from .UF6sand:UNH blending~processes.
c fState;standard-orguideline.
d No State standard.
e0Hydrofluorination is anticipated:to be closed with scrubber~filterexhaust system. :Therefore, emission of gaseous fluorides is
estimated, to be aitrace amount.
Note:.Ozone, as;a criteria pollutant, is not:directly emitted or monitored bythe candidate Sites.
*Source:•Derivedfrom'tablesin'Section 4.3 of:theEIS.
-

Total Campaign Water ResourcesIncrementalImpacts Using Two Commercial:Sites
(130t to fuel,and'70.tto waste)
:Resource

'I

Water (millioni)
Wastewater (million)a

iB&W,
447
.435

NFS
447
435

Total
894
870

a Includes&sanitary;and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other):liquid.discharges after treatment.
Source: Derivedfrom tables in Section 4'3 of the.EIS.
Maximum Socioeconomic.IncrementalImpacts Using Two'Commercial[Sites(130 t to fueland:70 tto,waste)
Characteristic
Direct'employment
-Indirectiemployment
'Total jobs
,Unemployment rate change (percent)

.-

-•B&W
:126
285
411

INFS
126
253
379

0.12

- ,0,14

,Source:. Derived'fromtibles in.Section 4.3of the'EIS.
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.. Table
.
S-2. Summar GCmparisownfMa-imum:Jncrementall1mpactsfor'-Each
Alternative
andCandidateSite-4Continued
Tot-alCampaign`NormalOperations1Radlo kdllExposure.Incremental,Impacts Using Twol Commercial
.Sites (130 t to fueland,70 t to waste)

B&W

'Receptor .
-

Involved,-Wofrkers
'.Total~dose,.to involveddwoikforted'(person-rem)
-Risk (cancerh
fatalities per,campagn)

,NFS

J"283
.0.113

'1283
0.113

,eTotal
'566
0.226

•Maximally-Exposed Individual (Public)
NAb
31.96
,A'5.45x10" 2
",Dose to makimallyexposed inidividual member
of the public*(mrem)
.L9810•6 'NAb
,2.73x10 8
Risk (cancer fatalityl per campaign)
Population-Within 80.km
'Dose:toýpopulation within :80,kmCý,(person~rem)
ýý0.492
:35
35.5
-.Risk (cancer; fatalitiesper~campaign)
I1.75x410.2
,:178xl0-2
,a The involved-workforceis.125;fori UNHiblending and 126forUF6, blending.
b'The dose and the latent cancer fatality forthemaximally.exposedindividual:cannot be totaled because they'are:based on
maximum exposure to an individual;at each, site~using site-specific information.
c The;population within'80km.(50mi) in the year 2010-is 730.000 for B&Wand 1,260.000for NES.
Source: Derived from:tables inSection 4-31f theEIS.
.2T46X,10•

'Maximum FacilityAccidentsIncrementalImpacts 'Using -Two CommercidliSites
•(130 t'tofueland 70towaste)a
3Receptor
'Campaign.accident;frequencyb
SNoninvolved Workersc

-I

Latent cancerfatalities per accident
Risk (cancer, fatalities per'campaign)
ýMaximally Exposed Individual (Public)
.Latent cancer fatality, peraccident
'Risk (cancer fatality, per campaign)
Population'Within 80 kind
.Latent'cancer fatalitiesper.accident
'Risk (cancer, fatalities per-campaign)
Sa.The

•B&W

NFS
3

1.7x(10-

11.7x10-3

:30
2.1X10-2

.2.5
1.8x10 3

1.9x10 2
1.3x10"5

3.0x10-3
'2.2x10-6

1
7,2X 10•

1.4
.

1,0210-

risk values for,thisý alternative- are based: on.the:most conservativecombination of theoptions within thealtemative (that is,

blending 65 t.HEUto 4-percent LEU_.asUF 6 fueland 35 tvHEU tof0f9;percent.LEUas UNH waste.ateach-site).
_b Values shown represent probability for the life of campaign andare calculated by.multiplying annual frequency (104)by the total
number. of years of operation.
C'The noninvolved workers aremworkers onsite but not associated with operations of the blending and conversiontfacilities. Involved
-workers, those:thatare near an'accident,,.would likelybe exposed.tolethal doses:o, radiation,-if such-anaccident-were to:occur.
d .The population within80 km(5Omi). in-the,year 2010 is 730,000 for:B&W, and, I260,0001for. NFS.
-:1 .Source:ýDerived .from tables inSectioný43 6f the'-EIS.
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..,SummarY
Table S-2, .SummaryComparisonof Maximum iIncremental•Impacts forEiach •Aiternative
and CaandidateiSite.-,ontinued
,Maximum ChemicalExposure IncrementLi Impacts Using,Two 'CommercidtlSites
4(130 t tofuelaiand 70 t to, waste)_

'I
'I
,}

I

'B&W

Receptor
'Maximally'Exposed IndiVidual (Ptiblic)
:Hazard indexa

". .38x

'NFS
5

;.2.02x1kM

.'2.:11x 10- 14

L45x 1 1"7

:Cancer riskb
_Onsite:Worker
'Hazard indexc
.Cancer riskd.

.

2

.4,68x10-3

-.6:42x10"3

5.97x10 14

8.8xl014

[Text deleted.]
,8,Hazard index=sum of infdividual: hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects)' for maximally exposed, individual.
•
,Lifetime, cancer risk=(emissions~concentrations) x'(0.286 [converts concentrations to'doses]),x (slope factor).
'C Hazard index=surnmof individual hazardquotients (noncancer adverse health'effects) for.workers.
•d !Lifetime'cancer risk=(emissions for8-hr)-x (0'286 [converts concentrationsýtodoses])Dx (0.237 [fraction ofyear~exposed]) x

j

(0.571 [fractioniof lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source: Derived'from-tables inSection 4.3 of theEIS.

Total CampaignWaste:Generation'IncrementalImpacts.Using Two :Commercial,Sites
(130 t to fuel-and 70tttowaste)
Waste 'Categorya

B&W

NFS

Total

.636
2,-100

636
2,100

:1,272
4,200

1,150

1,150

0

0

2,300
0

756

756
.0

Low-Level

Liquid(mi3 )
3

S61id&(mn )
Mixed;Low-Level
Liquid (ni 3)
:S6lid.(in 3)
.Hazardous
*Liquid (n 3)
-Solid (i 3 )
Nonhazardousý (Sanitary)
,Liquid (m3 )
-Solid(mi3 )
Nonhazardous;,(Other)
.Liquid.(m 3)
.Solid (m3)
"SolidLow-Level .(n3)b
•'S6lid!Nonhazardous (ni)b

0

:1,512
''0

ý418,000
19,000

418,000

836,000

19,000

'38,000

:20,300
7
" 1,200
13,700

120300

-

-404600

14
'7
-1,200
2,400
13,700
_27,400
_6,830
,6,830
413,660
.ýLEU;Low.Level.(mJ3)c
a ,Waste volumes are based onothe'blending process that produces the highestvolume for each category.
"b.Process: waste:after~treatment.
, End product waste asia result.of blending.: Includes:irradiated fuel that is currently. in the surplusý HEU inventory (quantity is
'classified),which potentially, could bedisposed of as high-level waste.
,;Source:, Derived.from tablesin Section .43of,theEIS.
.
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.Dispositionof SurplusHighly
n'Final:EIS
;iEnriched.,Uraniuum
WTabe'S•2;.SummaryyComparison f Maximum•incremental Impactsfor• Each Alternative.
.and:Candidate'Site-Coninued

-Totiil CampaignoTnans

kTwo' Commercial-Sites
nnortation
Risk,IncrementaliImpacts,Using
'(1301 t tofuel and,,70 ttowaste)

' Receptor
•Accident-Free Operations
:Fatalities to-thepublic from radiological. ffects

-I
-I

Fatalities to thecrew~from rddiol0gical-effects
,Fatalities to the.public:from nonradiological effects
.)Ac&idents
:Fatalities tothe public from:radiological:-effectsa
"Fatalities to.the publicfrom nonradiological:effects
-'Fatalities towthe~crew from nonradiological effects
'Total Fatalities

NFS

••B&W
,'0.18
0.012
2

6.0x10 3
'0.57
:0:16
1 06

Total

0;16

.0:34

012
LL9xl02
1.5xj0&

0.24
-34x10-2

5,6x1i0116x10.2
1.1
0.53
0.31
,0.15
2.04
0.98

a The transportation.crewý and, the, public~are considered, as one populationmfor, the, purposes .of radiological, accidents.

J

Source:Derived from-tablesinAppendix-G oftheýEIS.

c)
Variation OAllFourSites
Total CampaignaSite IfrastructureincrementalImpacts UsingAll •Four Sites
(1301t to fuel and.701t•to waste)

-I
I

Total
NFS
B&W
SRS
Y-12
Characteristic
357,400
124,000
124,000
:54;700
'54,700
'Electricity (MWh)
10,360,000
4,364,000
.4,364,000
9.73,000
659,000
MDiesel/oil.(1)
688,000
234,000
234,000
220,000
Natural. gas (rn 3)
0b
8,420
c
:OC
4,210
4,210
,Coal.(t)
403,200
100,800
.100,800
100,800
100,800.
-Steam'(kg)
a -Totalcampaign refers tothe time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated forAlternatives 2 through 5.:Annual
values are presented inSection,.2.2.
bNatural-gas is not available~at SRS;.thereforel-liquid petroleum. gas (approximately 313,000 1)-would be-substitutedfora natural
: gas requirement of 220,000 m3 .
C Fuel oil is considered the primaryfuel at B&W and NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements-have been converted to a
.,fuel oil energy equivalent.:Fuel'oil energy content isassumed tobe 40,128BTUs/Il, and the coal energy content'is assumed to:be
.,30.9 million"BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 4;800 t equals 3,700,000 Iof fuel oil.
,Source: Derivedi from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.
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Summary
1Table S-2. Summary,Comparison, f MaximumilncrementalImpacts.'forEachAlternative
iandrCandidateSite-.Continued
,MaximumAir,Quazlityi Incremental;Impacts'Using All Four,Sites.
(1301t to fuel and;70 t.to waste)
,:Averaging
ATime

(jptgm3)

Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

I
I

Lead (Pb)
Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2)
,Particulate matter (PM10)
-Sulfur,dioxide (S02)

ii

:Mandated: by South. Carolina,
Tennessee, and Virginia
Total, suspended-particulates °(TSP)
Gaseous.fluorides (as HF)

Most Stringent
Regulationwor
Guidelines

-

:8 hours
1• hour
-tlendar'Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
.Annual
:24:hours
.3hours

I10,000a

,40'000a
1 -5a
- 50a
:,1'50a
.80'
•365a
.1,300a

.60c
150c

Annual
.24-hours
1 month
I1 week
24 hours
12:hours
-&hours

0.8c
.1.6c
2.9c
3 .7 c
. 2 5 0c

"'Y-I23 (tg/m
-B&W
3 .NFS 3
(j.t(g/m: ) 'SRS 3 ) (J.tg/ni
) (pg/ni )
•:11".5
.62
0.07
'5.43
,,53
0.14
17.63
0.8
-' b

133
'0.03
.0.37
_2:46
29.3
161

.6.74d
'80.16
-b
'b
.b
.,b

ýb

"b

.0.01
<0.01
,<<O,01
0.02
"0.32
0'.71

0.03
0.14
ý0.03 .<0.01
0.03
.0.19
-0.4
0.05
2.74 .0.4
414. 1.1 .0.96

0.03

-0.05
0.88d
b
.b

b
b
b.d

b

-<0.01d

0.19

0.03

.traced, e tracee
tracedý e .trace'

traced.e -trace'
traced, e ýtracee
traced. e tracee

',a Federi'standard.
b.No lead emissionsfrom any of the blending.processes-and no gaseous.fluorides from UNH and metal blending~processes.
c :State standard or guideline.
d.No State standard.
e-Hydrofiuorination is,anticipated to:be, aclosed,-system with scrubber filter.'exhaustisystem..Therefore,,emission-of gaseous
fluorides.is estimated to be. a traceamount.
'Note:'Ozone,as a criteria pollutant, is not directlyemitted or monitored by the candidatesites.Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-12 include other ORR operations.
.Source:.Derived from tables in Section 4.3 of.theEIS.

.Total"CampaignWaterResources.IncrementalImpacts Using All.FourSites (130 t to fuel and 70 t:to waste)
:SRS
B&W
-224
'220
'Water (million-,)
.216
.218
.:[ Wastewater.(millionl)a'216
-a Includes sanitary and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
'Resource

:1

NY-12
1220

NFS
1224
.218

2Total
M888
,868

Source: Derived from tables inSection 4.3.of the&EIS.
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/Dispositioniof Surplus Highly

;-Enriched UraniumýFinalEIS
....

•Tab~leS-2.. Summa

qmparison.ofMaximumý IncrementalImpactsforEachAlternative
.:and,-CandidateSite-Continued

.* ,,,

Maximum Soionomnklncrementglmpacts UsingAllFourý,Sites (130&t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
.
Characteristic
Directempioyment.
Indirect-em..loyment
7.TotaIjbbs
..
-,.Unemplpoymentrate change (percent)
.,Source."Derived from tables inSection 4.3 of the EIS.
-

-

"Y-12 -SRS
125
.1319
444

.'0.09

125
:245
`•370
-0.14

%B&W
12612
':285
411
-70.12

."NFS
,253
:A79
-0.14

Total Campaign'Normal,OperationsRadiologicalExposureilncrementalImpacts forAlUFour Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t-to waste)
NReceptor
-12

SRS

-B&W

NFS

":Total

Involved, Workers
Total.dose to:involved'workforcea (person-rem)
.131
141
141
-544
2
2
,Risk (cancer-fatalitiesper campaign)
5.24x10, .5.24x10.2 5.65x,10
:5.65x 10-2 .01218
Maximally Exposed Individual (Public)
NAb
.,2.90x 10-2 .2.7310-2 L98
Dose to maximally exposed, individual member of .0.452
the:public (mrem)
Risk (cancer fatality, per campaign)
.-2.26x10-7 1.45x10 8 .1.37x10"8 9.94x1O"7 NAb
Population Within-80 km
Dose to population within:80 kmc (person-rem)
1.86
1.86
'0.246
.17.5
:21.5
1.08x10-2
10-3
8.80x
10-4
.4
.1.24x
9.30x
10.4
'9.30x
campaign)
per.
(cancer.fatalities
Risk
10

I

"The involvedworkforce is,125 for UNHblending, 126,for UF 6 blending, and 72 for metalblending.
b-The dose.and the latentcancer fatality for the maximally exposed individual can not be totaledbecause they are based on
maximum exposure to-an individual-at each site using site specific information.
- -The population within,80 km (50 mi) in the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000
-for NFS.
Note: NA=not-applicable.
Source: Derived! from tables-in Section 4.3of the EIS.
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Summary

;Table 5- 2. ,Summary• Comparison:of Maximum Incremental Impactsfor--Each 'Alternative
,..,and:,,y candidate Site--,Continued
'MaximumeFacilityAccidents'Incremental,'Impacts•Using All Four-Sites
(130 t to fuel and 70 t toi waste)a
Y-12
8.3x10 3

:-SRS
8.3x10

3

-0.4

837x10

2

_Receptor
frequencyb
accident
FCampaign:
Noninvolved&Wo6kersc
'Latent cancerffatalities per accident
ýRisk (cancer fatalitiesper campaign)

-I
I

iMaximailyVExposed: Individual- (Public)
Latentcancer.fatalityper accident

'3.1x10"6

.5.0x10"4

-2.9x 10- 9

-4.7x10-7

'Risk (cancer fatalityper campaign)
Population'Within 80kfid

-I
-I

-8:3x10"5

3:8x 10 "4

INFS
B&W
3
::8.3x10- 3
3 oX10
2.5

30
Al.1x10.2
,.9x10-2 .
6:8x10"6

9.0x1i0

4

3.0x10- 3
I.Ix10-6

1.4
1
-l.6x10"2
z6.9x 10- 2
.Latent.cancer fatAiities:pernaccident
-5.1xl:10-4
.'.37x 104
1.5x10"5
6.5x 10"5
•Risk,,(cancer'fataIities;per campaign)
a"The risk values~for this-alternative. are based on the most conservative combination:of the options within thealternative (that-is,
blending 3215 tHEU:to4 percent'LEU, as UNHjfuel~and i7:5.tHEU to 0.9-!percent(LEU as UNH.waste at Y-12.and SRS, and
32.5t:HEU to 4-rpercent.LEU-as.UF 6'fueI and 17.5 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU and UNH wasteat.B&W, and NFS).
b Values shown-represent probability for the life of campaign and are calculated by.multiplying annual frequency (10") by the total
-number of years of.operation.
`The noninvolved-workersmare workers-on site-but not associated with operations of the blending-and conversion facilities.
'Involved w6rkers,, those!that are-near an-accident, would likely-be exposed to lethal doses-of, radiation, if such an accident were
to occur.
d..The population-within,80 kn (50 mi) in.the year 2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-1.2; 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for B&W; and 1,260,000

I

for NFS.
Source:-Derived fromtables in-Section 4:3 6f the&EIS.

'Maximum Chemical Exposure IncrementalImpacts Using All-FourSites
(130 t.to fuel and'70 t to waste)

'I

.,Receptor
-Maximally-Exposed

:Hazard index'

-I

%Cancer.skb

NFS

,B&W

SRS

Y-12

'Individual (Public)
L•92x10" 3
1.00x10 15

2.13x10

4

,1.12x10-

16

6.30x10- 3

-5.65x

6.90x 106
18

3.62x10-

1.01xl0
.5.28x10

2
15

.OnsiteWorker
,Hazard indexc

'I
I
-

;1

.Cancer riskd
[Text deleted.]
a
b

14

-3;98x10-

10-3

_3.58x10-

14

,2-34x10-3
1.49x10-

14

3.21-x10"3
2.05x10- 14

Hazard index=sum of-individual -hazard quotients (noncancer adverse healtheffects) for-maximally. exposed- individual.
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x-(slope factor).

'. Hazard index=sum of individual, hazard quotients (noncancer-adverse healtheffects) for-workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for'8-hr)rx (0.286 [converts concentrations todoses])-x (0:237 (fraction of year,exposed]) x
- (0.571 [fraction of lifetime working])ýx (slope:factor).
5Source: Derived from tables-inSection 4.3 of the'EIS.
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... TableS2. Summa

omparisono'f vMaximum Incremental'Impactsfor
rEachAlternative
and CandidateSite---Continued

,
*

-Total:,Campaign Waste GenerationIncremental:Impacts..Using'AllPFour

•

Sites'(130tto6fuel and,,70 tto waste)
• Low-Level

...WistewCategorya
..

Y12

3
i-Liquid (mn
)
3

*Solid (! )
,Mixed'Low-Level
Liquid (i 3 )
'Solid (in 3 )
Liquid (m3 )

SRS

NFS

ýB&W

:Total

-1,640

230

,31.9

319

2,508

3i300"

824

1,050

1",050

."6,224

,210
0

210
0

,583

.,,583

1,586

:0

0

.0

382
382

.382

1,-528

0

0

0

0

'209,000
9,510

.209,000
'9,510

.209,000
.9;510

'.209,000

-836;000

9,:510

:38,040

89-870

'8,870

10,100

'.10,100'

.37,940

3
'3
0
-0
-Solid (m )
3
Solid Low-Level (m )b
.12,170
459
601
6,860
6;860
6,860
6,860
'Solid'Nonhazardous (m3)b
3
.3;400
.3,400
'3,400
-3,420
LEULowLevel,(m )c
-a-Waste volumes-are based.on the blending processwhichkproduces the highest-volume.for.each.category.
b.Process wasteeafter treatment.

6

-SOlid (m;)
'Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (m3)
Solid (m3 )
Nonhazardous (Other)
Liquid (m3 )

.382
%0

3

:3831
3601
27,440
13,620

c ",Endproduct waste as a result of blending..Includes irradiated~fuel that'is currently.in the surplusHEU inventory (quantity is
.classified),' whicih.potentially could be.'disposed of as high-level waste.
•Source:'Derived from tables in-Section 4.3.of the.EIS.
Impacts'UsingAll.Four.Sites(130 t to fuel and 70 t to waste)
Total Campaign'Transportation'Risk

-I

,Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Tatalities to,the'public from radiological.effects
Fatalities to-the.crew from:radiological effects
Fatalities to the public from'nonradiological'effects
Accidents
Fatalities, tothetpublic'frorn radiological effectsa
Fatalities to' the-public'from' nonradiological effects.
.Fatalities to the-crew. from nonradiological .effects
'Total Fatalities
3

B&W

XY-42

.:SRS

0.08
0.06
7.0x10-3

0.09
0.06
9.0x10"3

:0.09
0.06
9..7x10"3

3

269x 10 3
'0:28
0.08
.0.52

'3:0x 10- 3
•0.28
.0.08

.2.6x 10
'0:24
-0.07
.0.46

.0:52

NFS
0.08
0.06

'7.4x10"3

0:34
0.24
3.3x10-2

2-8x 10-3
0126
'0.07
0,48

11.13x 10-2
1*06
.03
1-98

"The transportation crew and thepublic are considered as.onepopulation for.the, purposes, of radiological accidents.

:

..Source: Derived-from tables~in Appen'dix'G'of th• EIS.

Total

ý -Summary

Variation.d) Single; Site
The incremental impacts of blending all-surplus§-HEU
to. LEU. at a,single, DOE site are the. same; as~either-the
total:or maximum impacts presented inVariation:,a.
Blendingall at,.a,.single. commercial. sitecaný be
obtained from Variation" b. The only. exceptiorf is the
normal operations.dose- and risk totthe- maximaliy
exposed. individual of the public and the.population

Within
w
80 km (50 mi). ,The dose, to the maximally
exposed individuahl for Y-ý1:2,'SRS,'B&W, and NFS is
:L81, 0;116,0.109,,and 7'.92t mrem, respectively. The
Irisk of cancer fatalities'per .campaign is 906x10 7 ,
S5 .80x!0"8 :5 .46x 10;,. and 73.96x 0, , respectively.
The-dose to the-population within' 80kim (50 mi) for
i.Y-12, SRSB&W; and'NFS is741, 7.41; 0:982,and
`69.9 person-rem, respectively.i;The' risk. of cancer
'fatalities per.campai gn-: is ;3'.7x 10-3 -,3.7X10'3,
4.9x10 4 , and'3.5x 10 -respectively.
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,:Disposition'of.Su,
rplus Highly
.'Enriched.Uranium'FinaliEIS
Table S2.S,.ummary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor EachAlternative

and Candidate:'Site-'Continued

.Alteraativ 5::Maximum Commercial Use
.:(85/15 FuetlWaste'Rati0)
NVariation

Ta)-w Departmnent.Of-Energy Sites

Total.Campaigna Site InfrastructureIncremental:ImpactsUsing Two' Departmentof..Energy'Sites
. (170 t to fuel and30 t to waste)
:SRS
Total
Y-12
'139,400
69,700
.69,700
Electricity (MWh)
.2,119,000
1,293,000
..886,000
,Diesel/oil(l)
6b
`286,000
ý286,000
Naturalgas (m3)
11,360
5,680
5,680
Coal(t)
.-272,000
136,000
136,000
Steam (kg)
a Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated forAlternatives 2 through 5.Annual
values are presented in Section 21.2.
'b Natural gas is not available at'SRS; therefore,-liquid.petroleumgas (approximately:407,000 l).would be:substituted fora natural
.gas.requirement of 286,000 m3.
:Source:.'Derived from tables in Section 4.3'of the,.E3IS.
Characteristic

.I
I

Maximum-Air.Quality,IncrementalImpacts 'Using Two Departmentof Energy.Sites
(170 t'tofuel and 30-t to waste)
Most Stringent
'Regulation or
Guidelines
.(pW/m3)
10,000a
8hours
40,000a
1 hour
1.5a
Calendar.Quarter
100a
-Annual
!5 0 a
Annual
15 0 a
24 hours
.80a
,Annual
'365a
,24 hours
1.300a
'3. hours
.Averaging
Time

.Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)

I
Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Particulate matter (PM10)
Sulfur.dioxide (S02)

'"
S456

Y-12
3
)
(pWg/m
11.5
53
b

1.33
0.03
0.037
.2.46
;293
,161

SRS
3
,(/rnm
)
0.0:07
,0.14
b
'0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.:.02
0.32
:0.71

Summary
Table'S-2. "-,SummaryComparison;ofMaxiintimumncrementdIdmpactsfoorEacihAlternative-'
and CandidateSite-C,ontinued
.,:Maximum Air QualityOIncrementalImpacts ýUsing.Two Department'ofEnergy .•Sites
(170 t tofuel and 30 t to'waste)-Continued

?•Pollutant

-Averaging
'MTime

ý`,Most Stringent
"Regulation or
Guidelines
(pgiit/m)

-,Y-12

--SRS

.(pg/nig)

, (ag/rn 3 )

..6,4d
180.16

,0.05
A0 8 8d

'Mandated by'South'Carolina
and:Tennessee

'Total suspendedlparticulates (TSP)

:.[

Gaseousfluorides (as HF)

-Annual
24'hours
1 month
.Lweek
24:hours
12'hours
8.hours

-60c
.15 0 c

b

t,0.8c

b

J1*6 c
'19c
37b
12 5 0 c

b

b

"-b
b
b.d

aýýFederal, standard.
b-No. leademissions, from,any of the,blending.processes and no gaseous fluoride emissions, from UNH, and metal blending
processes.
c Statestandard orguideline.
d No6State standard.
,Note: Ozoneas a'criteria pollutant, is not directly emittedor monitored bythe candidate sites-Pollutant concentrations shown for
Y-1 2 include other ORR operations.
Source:' Derived-from tablesin Section.4.3 of the.EIS.

,TotalCampaignWater--Resources IncrementalImpacts.Using"TwoDepartmentofEnergy Sites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste) .
'Resource
Water (million 1)

Y-12
296

SRS
296

Total
592

'Wastewater (million 1)a

,291

'291

'582

a. Includes-sanitary, and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid discharges after treatment.
*Source: Derived from tables in, Section.4.3 of the. EIS.

,-Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts Using Two.:Departmentof Energy.Sites
(170 t to fuel;and30 t to waste)
?C-haracteristic
- Y-12
SRS

'I

Direct employment
Indirect:employment
Totaljobs
;Unemployment rate change, (percent)
'Source:I Derived from tables inSection'4.3-of the'EIS.

425
319
444
-0.09

125
'245
.370
--0.14

S$-57
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Table S-2. Summary Comparisonof Maximum IncrementalImpacts for EachAlternative
.

,

and Candidate:Site.Continued

.TotalCampaignNorma Operations:RadiologicalExposure Incrementil Impacts,Using-ýwo
;Departmentof Energy Sites (170 ttofueland,30 t to waste)
IReceptorInvolved -Workers
Total-dose toinvolved workforcea (person-rem)
-Risk(cancer fatalities per campaign)
Maximallyl Exposed Individual (Public)
Dose to maximally exposed individual member of the public
(mrem)
.3.04x10"
"Risk (cancer fatality:per campaign)
,Population Within-80 km
Dose-to: population, within; 80 k1m (person-rem)
;Risk (cancer, fatalities per~campaign)

NY12

SRS

.176
7.05x10"2

176
.7.05x16'

'Total

2

-,352
0.141

3.90x10"2

:NAb

7

1F.95xlO18

NAb

2.5
1 25xi0"3

,25
1.25x10:3

"0.608

-5
2-50x1O"3

a The involved workforce is 125,fo UNH-blending and 72,for metal-blending.

b,The dose-and the latent cancer- fatality for the maximally exposed individualcannot be-totaled because they are based on
.maximum.exposure to an individual at each site,using site-specific information.
.C The population within 80 km (50 mi) in'the year-2010 is 1,0401000for:Y-12 and'710,000 for SRS.
ýNote::NA=not-applicable.
-Source: Derived from.tables in Section-43 oftheEIS.

Maximum FacilityAccidents IncrementalImpacts.Using Two Department.of-Energy Sites
(.170 t to fuel and 30 t to .waste)a
.Receptor
Campaign
a accident'frequencyb

Y-12
8.5xI1-4

SRS
.08.5xl104

0.4

837x10"

:Noninvolved Workersc

Latent cancer fatalities per accident
Risk (cancer fatalities per campaignY'
ýMaximallyýExposedIndividual'(Public)
*Latent cancer fatality per. accidentRisk (cancer fatality per campaign)
Population Within '80 kind
Latent cancer fatalities pef-.acidlent'
;Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

.4.Ox 10-4

8.9x10"5

5.Ox 10-4
5.1 x 10- 7

3.1,x 10-6
-3. -x10-9

6.9x10 2

.1.6x10 2

6.9x10"5

1.6x10-5

The risk values-for thisalternative are based on the:most conservative combination of the options. within the alternative(that, is,
Nblending:85 t HEU to 4.percent as UNH fuel and 15 tHEU to 0.9-percent.LEU as UNH.waste at each site).
b .Values shown represent probability for-the life of campaign- and are calculated -by-multiplyi ng annual frequency (10"4) by the total

-a

number 6f years of operation.
workers*are workers.on sitebut not associated'with operations of the blending and conversion~facilities.
;Involved-workers, those thatare near,-an, accident; would likely be exposed to lethal doses of radiation, if suchi an. accident -were
d to occur.
d Thepopulation-within-80 km (50. mi) in the year 2010 is- 1,040,000' for Y-l 2-and 710,000 for-SRS.
!,Source:.-Derived fromtables.in Section4.3.Of the&EIS.
C -The-noninvolved

$S458

"Summary

,Table S-2. Summary. Comparisonof Maximum:-ncrementalImpactsfor Each Alternative
and CandidateSite---Continued
'Maximum.Chemical Exposure4mpacts.
Incremental
Using T•w•oDpartment-of.Energy"Sites
S(1704-todfueland.30-t to waste)
..:Receptor

'I
"I

--Y-12

Maximally Exposed individual'(Public)
'-Hazard indeka
.3.84x10-

*SRS
3

4.26x104

5
2.69x10C2,99x10

Cancer riskb
iOnsite Worker
;-Hazard indexc
.Cancerriskd

26x 10-2
1.0810- 13

16

.13x10-2
966x10- 14

[Text'deleted.]
-Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncanceradverse health;effects) for:maximally.exposed individual.
Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts, concentrations to doses]) x (slopefactor).
C'Hazard index=sum of individual..hazardquotients (noncanceradverse health effects) for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for:8-hr).x (0.286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of-year.exposed]) x
(0:571ý [fraction of.lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
:Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3of the:EIS.
'

'b

Total 'CampaignWaste Generation Incremental.Impacts Using Two Departmentof Energy Sites
(170 t to fuel and 30 tto waste)
Waste.Categorya
,Low-Level
Liquid (m3)
.So1id,(m 3 )
Mixed Low-Level
•Liquid (mi3 )
.Solid (mi3)
Hazardous
Liquid (ni 3 )
:Solid (mi3 )
Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
-Liquid,(m3 )
Solid (mi3 )
'Nonhazardous (Other)
.Liquid (in 3 )
'Solid(m 3)
Solid&Low-Level (m3)b
_SolidNonhazardous (m3)b

Total

.SRS

Y-12
1,530
3,260

322

.1,852

1,140

.4,400

441
.0

441
0

'882

,826

'826

1-;652

0

0

0

'28 1,000
12,800

281,000
12,800

.561,000
.25,600

12,000
0
2,120
9',220

12,000
0
654
.9,220

.24,000
0
'2,774
18,440
..5;830

0

.,2,900
.2,930
.,LEU Low-;Level (nj3)c
category.
a -Waste volumes are-based on the blending!process, that produces the highest-volume for.each
'b.,-Process wasteafter treatment.
'C".End product waste-as~a result of blending.,. Includes irradiatedfuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory, (quantity-is
classified), which potentially could be'disposed'of as high-level waste.
,Source:. Derived from tables in Section..'4.3:of the EIS.
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:TableS-2. Summai Comparison ofMaximumlncremental Impactsfor-EachAlternative
•and,CandidateSite-4Continued

)Tota Campaign•Tansp~ortaonýRiskIncremental mpacts'Using;Two!Department of Ener-gy'Sites
::[(1-711)"t tnfa•:' l anrn<IIf t

. -

hi

•Receptor

n c~#jAt

'Y-12

`Actident-Free Operations
,-Fatalities to the publict from,radiological,.effects

SRS

0. 12

;Total

0.26

0.14

•-'Fatalities to the crew from radiological',,effects
0.08
0.08
- 0'16
2.5x10"2
l.4x10 2
1.1xl0"2
-Fatalities to the public frommnonradi0logical effects
:Accidents
8.8x104.7x104.'lx10"Fatalities, to, the, puiblic from:radiological:effectsa
•Fataltid S~to the: public'.frorfi' nonradi6logical.effects
0.38
0.43
0.81
"Fatalities to-the crew fromnonradiological-effects
0.11
0.12
0:23
.0.7
.0.79
1.49
'TotalsFatalities
,a The transportation crew andthe.public:are'considered as onepopulation'for the purposes of radiologicallaccidents.
;Source:;Derived.from tables-in Appendix: G.of the EIS.

Variation b) Two Commercial Sites
Total Campaign 'Site.Infrastructure.lincrementalImpacts
Using Two CommercialSites

(170 t.to fuel and 30 t to waste)
.-Characteristic

B&W

NFS

'Total

Electricity. (MWh)
-248,W0
.248;000
-496,000
Diesel/oil (1)
'6;438,000
6,438,000
.12;876"000
.Naturalvgas (m3)
-322,000
'322f000
'644000
*Coal (t)
:0
0a
0a
..,Steam (kg)
136,000
136,000
272,000
a Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel atB&W and'NFS; therefore, blending facility coal requirements have been converted to a
fuel.oil energy equivalent.' Fuel oil content is~assumed to be 40,128'•BTUs/I, and the coal-energycontent is'assumed to' be'30.9
million'BTUs/t. A coal.requirement of 7,230 t equals.5,600,0001 of fuel oil.
-Source: Derived'from tables in Section'4.3 of the'EIS.

Maximum-Air Quality IncrementalImpacts Using Two CommercialSites
(170 t-to fuel and 30:t to waste)
'Averaging
'Time
'Pollutant
Carbon monoxide (CO)
.Lead (Pb)
'Nitrogen dioxide (N0 2)
.Particulate matter (PM1o)
!'Sulfur dioxide

3'SL.-60

(S0

2)

'8 hours
"1hour

.CalendarQuarter
-Annual
Annual
-,24-,hours
,-Annual
:,24 hours
"3.hours

•Most'Stringent
,Regulation.or
-'Guidelines
"10,000a
40,000a
40,000a
:1'5a

B&W
S(B.g/m 3 )
i5.43
17.63
'b

:100a

.0.14

:,50a

:0:03

.j.,50a'

-.80a
365a
1,300a

40A9
%0.4
14.74
,.14.11

'NFS
.•(Wigm 3)

0.62

.0.8
'b

0.03
-..<0.01
0.03
0.05
,:0.4
"0.96

C,-

.'..ummary

STable S-2. Summary Comparison-:of.Maximum ncremental Impactsfor Each Alternative
;and"Candidate;Site-Continued
Maximum Airý Quality IncrementalilmpactsJUsingTwo.aCommercialSites .
:(170 t to fuel'and'30 t to waste).-=Continued
"Most Stringent
.Averaging
.Time

Pollutant
Mandated' by Tennessee
'andVirginia
Total suspended particulates (TSP)

';Regulation'or

:60'

, Annual
,24 hours
l:month
1 week
.24 hours
12'hours
:8 hours

Gaseous fluorides (as-HF)

B&W
(pig/m 3 )

Guidelines
(jxg/n 3)

-.

-NFS

.(g/m3 )

0.03
.0:19-

'0.'03
•traceC
tracee
;tracee
:tracee

.traced, e
Atraced, e
traced, e
htraced, e
traced e

1.2c
L c
2.9c
c
S37'

250c,

traceC

:Federal-standard.
b No emissions from UF 6 and UNH blending processes.

State standard or guideline.
d No'State standard.
e Hydrofluorination is anticipated to be a closed system with scrubber filter exhaust system. Therefore, emission of:gaseous'fluoride.is
C

'estimated to be a trace amount.
Note: Ozone, as a criteria pollutant, is not directly emitted or monitored'by the candidate sites.
'1[Source: Derived:from tables in-Section 4.3-of the7EIS.

ZTotal,CampaignWater,:ResourcesIncremental,'ImpactsUsing.Two CommercialSites
(170 t tofueland,30.t to waste)
'Resources

:lI

*Water (million 1)
Wastewater (million 1)a
-aIncludes,sanitary

B&W
305
"295

NFS
!305

-Total
ý610
'295
590

and nonhazardous,. nonradioactive (other) liquiddischarges- after treatment.

'Source: Derived' from tables in Section 4:3 of the-EIS.

Maximum Socioeconomic IncrementalImpacts-Using Two 'Commercial'Sites
(170-t to-fuel and.30't.to waste)
Characteristic

NFS

*Direct employment

126

126

'Indirect employment

285

'253

,Total jobs

411

ý379

Unemployment rateichange *(percent)
-.

ýB&W

4-012

-

-0.14

Source: Derived: from tablesin:Section 4.3 of. the EIS.
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TableS-2..Summary Comparson of.Maximum IncrementalImpactsfor'EachAlternative

.

:an'dCanididateSite-.Continued
....- TotaCampaign.'NormalOperationsRadi6olgical,'ExposureIncremental ImpactsUsing:Two. Commercial
. ~Sifrs' (17.0 t to fuel ann

.

Receptor
'Involved-Worker
."Total'dosert6involved workforcea (person-rem)

1) t. tn wn.vte

203

'Total

?NFS

,B&W

1203

'8:12x10 2

2

406
0.162

"Risk (cancer fatalitiesiper campaign)

,8.12X10

MaximallyfExposed Individual_(Public)
,Dose to. maximally, exposed individual member. of the-public
I(mrem)

:4.32x10 2

3.2

ýNAb

.2.16x10"8

,1.56x10-6

NAb

:Risk (cancer~fatality-per campaign)
Population Within, 80 km
,Dose to.,population-within 80'kmj,(person-rem)
Risk (cancer. fatalities per.campaign)

;28.1
1.41-x10

,0.393
1.97x 10-4

2°28.5
-1,3x 10-2

2

Theinvolvedworkforce-is 1254for UNH blending and 1,26forfUF 6 blending.
b.The dose and the-latent cancer,fatality. for the-maximally. exposedindividual cannot be totaled-because theyare based on

-a

I

-maximumexposure toan individual at each site using site-specific information.
The population within 80 km (50 mi) in the year: 2010 is 730,000 for B&W and 1,260,000 for NFS.
Note: NA=not applicable.
Source:'Derived'from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

Maximum ýFacilityAccidents. IncrementalImpactsfor Two Commercial-Sites.
`(1 70t4o fuel andi-30 t to waste)a
,Receptor
Campaign- accident-frequencyb

-NFS

e:B&W
8.5xlO.

4

8.5x10-4

Noninvolved Workersc
-2.6xl0-2

-2.5
2.2x10-3

Latentcancer fatality-peraccident

1,9xl0-2

3.0x 10-3

-Risk (cancer-:fatalityper campaign)

1.7x10-5

2;7x 10-6

1
8,9x10-4

.14
.1.2X 10- 3

Latent cancer fatalities. per accident

Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

.30

MaximallyExposed Individual (Public)

PopulationWithin80kmd

,Latent.cancerfatalities.per accident
..Risk (cancer. fatalities percampaign)

The-risk-.values, for this alternative are based-on the-most conservative combination of the-options, within the alternative (that is,
blending85 t HEU to 4 percent-as UF 6 fuel-and 15 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEUas UNH.waste'at:each site).
b Values-shown representprobability forthe life of campaign.and are calculated by multiplyingannual frequency (10"4) by the total
0

-

number:of years of operation.
c -Thenoninvolved workers are-workers on site but not-associated-with operations of the blending-and conversion-facilities.
Involved-workers, those that-are near:anaccident,-would likely. be:exposed to.-lethal dosesof radiation, ifsuch~an accident:were
StOoccur.

,

-Thepopulation within-$80km (50 mi) in the year-2010 is 730,000 for.:B&W, and, l1260,000:for NFS.
Source: Derived from tables in Section.4.3.of the EIS.
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SSummary
,Tablei:S-2. -Summary'Comparisonpf Maximum-Incremental-Impactsfor,,EachAlternative
and•Candidate'Site-Continued
"Maximum:ChemicatlExposureIncrementallmpacts,UsingkTwo :.Commercial-Sites
'(170 tto fudland 30 t to waste)

I

Receptor
,B&W
NFS
.Maximally. Exposed. Individual (Public)
*Hazardifidexa
_1-38x1[0- 5
,2.02x10 2
-Cancer riskb
94.70x10"18
J1x10"14
Onsite Worker
,6:42x10-3
•4.68x 10-3
'Hazard indexc
14
C-ancerriskd
41.03x10
•
*5.51x10"4
fText deleted.]
a Hazard index=sumo.f individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects)for maximally:exposedindividual.
b Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions&concentrations) x (0*286: [converts concentrations to'doses])-x (slope:factor).
c Hazard index=sum'of individual hazard'quotients(noncancer adverse, health effects): for workers.
d Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions; for 8-hr)'x. (0.286 [converts concentrations todoses])x (0.237: [fractionof yearexposed]) x
(0.571 [fraction~of, lifetime working]) x (slope factor).
Source:. Derived. from tablesin'Section 4.3,of the EIS.
Total Campaign,Waste GenerationIncrementalImpacts Using Two Commercial'Sites
'(170'ttofuel-and&30 t:to waste)
Waste Categorya

I
Low-Level
.Liquid (im3 )
Solid (m3Y)
:Mixed Low-Level
''Liquid (M3 )
3

-

.Solid (in )
Hazardous
. Liquid (m 3 )
,Solid-(m 3 )

Nonhazardous (Sanitary)
Liquid (m 3 )
3

*Solid (in )
-Nonhazardous (Other)
.Liquid (m3)
-Solid&(rn3 )
'Solid.Low-Level (m 3)b
:!SolidNonhazardous (m3 )b

NFS

;.Total

,551
1;720

'551
1,720

-1,102
.3,440

1,400
0

1,400
0

2;800
0

,826
'0'

826
0

1,652
.0

*28.1,000
12,800

'281,000
:12;,800

5621,000
25;600

:B&W

15,200
15,200
'301400
9
9
,18
1,020
1,020
.2,040
9,220
9,220
"18,440
2,900
.2:900
-5,800
I *LEU Low-Level (m3)c
"aWastevolumes- are'based on theý blending process, that produces, the.highest volume' for each category.
Proeess, waste aftertreatment.
%C,
End product waste~as a result, of,blending: Includes irradiated'-fuel that-is currently in: the.surplus-HEU inventory (quantity is
classified); Which potentially~couldbeldisposed of ashigh4evel waste.
*Source.-Derived:from tables-in Section 4•3'of the EIS.
-b
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Tdble.,S-2. .:Summary.Comparison.ofMaximum Incremental,Impacts forrEachAlternative
and,Candidate.Site-Continued
",TotalCanmpaign:Transportation'Risk• IncrementatlImpacts UsingiTwo,'CommercialSites
S.

--

.-

=:

.(170tto'fuel-and'30,ttowaste)

..Receptor
•.Accident-Free Operations
e.Fatalities-tothe public from radiological'effects
ýFattlities to:the:crew' from radiological effects

I

I

WNFS

Fatalities to. the public from nonradiological, effects
Accidents
Fatalities: to the public from radiological effectsa
TFatalities tothe public'from-nonradiological effects
Fatalities towthe crew from nonradiological;effects
Total-Fatalities

Total

-'0.14
0.08

.,0.1,3

.65x 10-2

.1.-2xl("

4:8x 103

4.4x10- 3

:9.2x10-3

_0.41
0.11
0.75

:0.84
0.23
1.54

0.27

.0.08

.0.43
-0:12
ý0.79

. 16
2

"2'.7x 102

•a The transportation crew-andthe publicare consideredas~onepopulation for the purposes-of radiological accidents.

I :Source:-Derived from~tables in AppendixGof.the'EIS.

Variation c)AIIFourSites
Total CampaignaSite InfrastructureIncremental-Impacts UsingAll.FourSites
•(170 t to fuel-and 30 twtowaste)
Characteristic
'Electricity (MWh)
-Diesel/oil.(I)
Natural gas (m3 )
-Coal (t)
Steam (kg)

Y-12
.35,200
;449,000
143,000
7b

SRS
'15,200
655,000

:B&W
125,500
.3,259,000
161,000

.2,840

.2,840

or

68,000

68,000

.68,000

NFS
125,500
3;259,000
161,000
0 '
68,000

-Total
.3219400
7,622,000
465;000
5,680
.272,000

a Total campaign refers to the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5:Annual
values-are presented. in' Section 2.22.
b Natural gas is not available at SRS; therefore, liquid petroleum gas (approximately 204,000 l).would be substituted fora natural
-gas requirement 6f 143,000 m3.
C Fuel oil is considered the primary fuel at-B&Wand NES; therefore, blendingfacility coal requirements-have been converted to
fueloil energy equivalent. Fuel oil energy.content is assumed to be 40,128 BTUs/l,and the coal energy content is-assumed to be
30.9 millionf BTUs/t. A coal requirement of 3-610 t equals.2,800,000 1of fuel oil.
Source:' Derived from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.
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Summary

,Table-SS -2. `ýSummary Comparison'OfMaximumIlncremental ImpEats for EachAlternative
Continued
:and CandidateiSite-:C
'Maximum Air Quality.'Incrementdl'Impacts Using All FourSites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t to waste)
Averaging
Time
. ,Pollutant
.Carbon monoxide' (CO)
I
Lead (Pb)
`Nitrogen 'dioxide (NO 2)
Particulate. matter (PM 10)
:,Sulfur'dioxide'(S0 2)

Mandated by South 'Carolina,
Tennesseeand Virginia
Total suspendedparticulates
(TSP)
.Gaseous fluorides.(as HF)

.1

standard.
[aFederaI

-8 hours
1lhour
.Ca lendar Quarter
Annual
Annual
24 hours
Annual
24 hours
3 hours

'Most'Stringent
ý'Regulation or
,Guidelines
,.(pg/nm3)

",Y-12
•(pg/nm3 )

3)
(pjmg/r

ý-B&W 3
,(j.g/n, )

11*5

.'0.07
0.1'4

.`5`43

.10,000a
4 0,000a
:1.5a

53
b

100a
50a
15 0 a
80a
365a
.1,300a

0.01

0.03
0.37

<0.01
,<0.01

,2.46
,29.3
161

0.02
,0.32
-0.71

0:05

!6'74d

0 .8 8 d

-80.16

b
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b

250c

:17.63

Abd

:NFS
(jg/rM3)
.0.62
0.8
b

-b

,1.33

60c
150c
0.8c
1.6c
2.9c
3.7c

Annual
,24;hours
1.month
.1-week
24 hours
12 hours
.8- hours

5SRS

'0:14
.0.03
0.49
:0.4
-2.74
.14.11

.0.03
0:19
:traced, e
traced,"e
traced' e
traced.e
traced, e

0.03
<0.01
0.03
0.05
0.4
0.96

.,<0.01d

.0.03
tracee
tracee
*tracee
tracee
trace'

a 'ederal standard.

b,No lead emissions, from any of the blending processes and no gaseous. fluoride emissions from:UNH and metal blending processes.
c ,State standard or:guideline.
.d No.State standard.
e, Hydrofluorination-is-anticipated to be a closed system with-scrubber.filter exhaust system. Therefore; emission of gaseousý fluorides

I

, is.estimated-to be:a trace'amount.
Note:Ozone,:as a:criteria-pollutant,.is not.directly emitted or monitored by the candidate sites. Pollutant.concentrations shown for
YI 2 include other ORR operations.
Source: Derived from-tables'in-Section 4.3 of the EIS.

-TotalCampaign Water Resources Incremental Impacts UsingAll FourSites (170 t to fueland 30 t to waste)
Y-12

SRS

-:B&W

,NFS

Total

Water (million 1)

150

150

154

154

608

Wastewater (million l)a

148

148

149

.149

594

'Resource

I

a Includes sanitary-and nonhazardous, nonradioactive (other) liquid:discharges after treatment.
:Source:"Derived from tables inSection 4.3of theEIS.
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Tablegis-2. ,:!Summary Comparison,of Maximum.IncrementalImpactsfor-Each Alternative
i:
and.Candidate-Site-Continued
Maximum Socioeconomic:Lncr!,mntalImpacts• UsingAllUFour.Sites (170 t.to fuel and30 t to waste)
.

C..
haracteristic

Direct employnent
Indirectemployment
-Total~jobs
, Unemployment ratechange. (percent)
-:Source: Derived' from.tables.in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

XY-42

::SRS

.,.125
-31,9
444

.B&W

126

A125
245
370

r-0.09

126
'253
379

;285
-'411

'-0.14

:'NFS

0,.12

-0.14

MaximumrNoqrmal:Operations;RadiologicalExposure4IncrementalImpacts Using All FourSites
'(1701t1tofuel and30.t to, waste)
•Receptor

Y-12

",SRS

NFS

B&W

'•Totai

Inv6lvedVWorker
-384
89
103
103
89
Total dose to. involved~workforcea
(person-rem)
3.56x10-2
3.56x10"2 -4:12x10"2 ,4.12x10-2 A.154
Risk (cancer fatalitiesper campaign)
-Maximally:Exposed Individual Public
NAb
1.58
.2.19X10"2
-1.98x10"2
0.308
'Dose to maximally exposed individual
ýmember of the public (mrerm)
7.90x.10"7
NAb
1.54x10"7 -9-90x10"9
l.lOxl0"8
Risk (cancer fatality per. campaign)
Population Within'80 km
-14.2
16.9
1.26
1.26
.0.199
Dose to population within 80 kmc
(person-rem)
7.10x10 3
845xi0 3
6'30x10-4
6'30x10-4
9.-95x10-5
,Risk (cancer fatalities-per'campaign)
SaThe involved workforce is.125 for UNH'blending,'126for UF 6 blending, and 72 for metal blending.
b-The dose-and-the latent cancer fatality for~the maximally exposed individual cannot be. totaled because they arebased on
maximum-exposure to an individual at each site using site-specific information.

c 1The-population within80 kmn(50 mi) in the yeaf2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-12,710,000 for'SRS, 730,000 for:B&W; and 1;260.000
for NFS.
'Note:'NA=not applicable.
.Source: Derived'from tables inSection 4.3 of the EIS.
Maximum
iFacilityAccidents Incremental Impacts Using-All'FourSites
(170 t to fuel and 30 t towaste)a
Receptor
'Camptign, accident-frequencyb

X-42

4;3104

SRS
43x 10 -4

,B&W

::83k,0 2
4Ax 105

30

-

4.3xl10 4

-NFS

4.-3x 10 -4

•Noninvolved Workersc
Latent cancer fatalities .per,accident
-Risk- (cancer: fatalities per campaign)
Maximally•Exposed;IndividualPublic
L.atent cancer fatality per accident
JRisk (cancer fatality.per campaign)

S466

.0.4

':2.Ox104
,5b.0k,10F
~2.6x 107

.'3*lx1'0`6
ixLW

2.5

I.R1.3l0

,I.IXI- 3

1ý9x 1t 2

:3(.OXlO' 3

8.4x10

14x 10-6

Summary

Table S-2, Summary Comparisonof Maximumý IncrementalImpacts'for•,Each Alternative
and,CandidateSite--ýContinued
'Maximum FacilityAccidents Incremental mpacts UsingAllfFour Sites
-(170 t to fuel an'd,30 t to waste)a-,Continued
-Receptor
PopulationiiWithin 80 kind
:Latent• cancer..fatalities&per.accident
,Risk (cancer fatalities per campaign)

Y-12

SRS

.619x1d' 2

.1:6xl0- 2
.8.2x10"6

35x10-5

•B&W

.NFS

'1
:45x10"

1:4
63x1"O4

a The risk values for this alternative are based on the most conservative combination of the options within the alternative (that is,

,blending 42.5 t-HEU to 4-percent LEU as UNH fuel and 7`5 t HEU to 0.9-percent LEU.as.UNH 'waste at-Y-12:and;SRS;,and
42.5 t.HEU to'4percent LEU-as UF 6 fuel-and 7.5 t-HEU to 0.9-percent LEUias"UNH waste at'B&W-and NFS).
b Valuesshown repr esent probabilityfor the life of campaign which~are calculated.by mrl-ltiplying~annual frequency (10"4) by the
total number of years of operation.
c The)noninvolved workers are workers on site but not associated with'operations;of the blending-and conversion' facilities.
Involved workers, those thatvare near, an-accident, would likely be exposed to lethal doses~of radiation, ifsuch anaccident--were
to occur.

d.The population-within 80 km (50 mi) in the-year.2010 is 1,040,000 for Y-1 2, 710,000 for SRS; 730,000 for-B&W;-and 1,260,000
.for NFS.
-Source:.Derived from tables in Section 4.3 of theEIS.

Maximum Chemical Exposure IncrementalImpacts Using All FourSites
'(170 t to fuel-and 30 t to waste)
iReceptor
'Maximally.Exposed-Individual (Public)
Hazard indexa
,Cancer riskb
.Onsite Worker
Hazard indexc
,Cancer riskd
-.[Text deleted.]

Y-12

ýSRS

B&W

NFS

1.92x10"3

2.13x10-4

46.90x10-6

L.01xl0: 2

7.63x10- 17

.2.47x10"18

:3.60x10- 5

6.30x10"3

.5.65x I03

12:34x10

2.71x10" 14

2.44x10- 14

6.84x10

16

3

1.02x10- 14

3.21x

3

1.39x10- 14

a Hazard ifidex=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health-effects) for maximally exposed individual.

Lifetimecancer risk=(emissions concentrations) x (0.286 [converts concentrations todoses]) x (slope factor).
.[Text. deleted.]
` -Hazard index=sum of individual hazard quotients (noncancer adverse health effects) for workers.
b

d

I

Lifetime cancer risk=(emissions for 8-;hr).x (0'286 [converts concentrations to doses]) x (0.237 [fraction of year exposed])x
.'(0:571 [fraction of lifetime-working])-x (slope-factor).

Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.-3'of the'EIS.

'S-.67

*•Disposition 6f Surplus"Highly
.,Enriched.Uranium• Final!EIS

. ..,...Table S-2.. Summary.ComparisonofMaximum, Incremental'Impactsfor4EachAlternative
:and CandidateSite-Continued
Total Campaign Waste-GenerationIncrementaldimpactsUsingAll FourSites
......
.
(1,70 t to fuel and:30t.to,waste)

..

]

Waste Categorya
-Low-ýLevel
.- Liquid (m3 )
' --Sblid(` 3 )
Mixed!Low-Level

Y-12

;SRS

'B&W

767

163

1,640

•-575

'NFS

..Total

-279
872

_279
-872

3,59

"223
'709

709

*.'864

0

0

1,488

'Liquid im3 )
Solid (m3 )
H1a'zardous

'223
0

0

0

Liquid (mi3 )

418
0

418
0

418
0

142,000
6,480

1429000
.6,480

.142,000
6,480

.142,000
6,480

.568-000
"25i920

6,060
0
1,060

.6,060
0
331

7,710
4
.516

7,710
4
516

27,540
8
.2,423

4,670

.4,670

.4,670

.4,670

18,680

1,470

:1,470

1,470

.1,470

:5,880

.S61id,(

3

)

iNonihazardous (Sanitary)
:Liquid.(m 3)
Solid (M3 )
Nonhazardous (Other)
.Liquid (m 3 )
,Solid (m3 )
3
Solid-Low-Level (mn
)b
:SolidNonhazardous (m 3 )b
3

,LEU.Low-Level (m )c

.418
,.0

J;672

a 'Waste volumesý are based on the blendingý process that produces the highestvolume for each category.
b-Process waste after.treatment.
-End product waste-as a result of blending. Includes irradiated fuel that is currently in the surplus HEU inventory (quantity is
classified), which potentiallycould be'disposed of as high-level waste.
Source: Derived from tables in Section 4.3 of the EIS.

.TotalCampaign ,TransportationRisk IncrementalImpacts UsingAll -Four'Sites
(170 t to fueland30 t to-waste)

-I

'Receptor
Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities tothe.public from radiological effects
Fatalities to the crew from radiologicaleffects
Fatalities to the public fromnonradiological effects
-Accidents
'Fatalitiesto the public from.radiological.effectsa
Fatalities to the public:from-nonradiological effects
'Fatalities to the. crew from. nonradiological effects
-Total Fatalities

Y-12

SRS

0.06
0.04
5.7x10"3

0.07
.0.04
6,9x10"3

.2Axl0 3
0.19
0.05
0.35

.B&W

NFS

Total

0.07
0.05
7.4x10 3

0.06
:0.05
6.lx10"

0126
A0.16
.2.6x10.2

2.x10"3
.0.22

,2;4x10"3
0.22

2.2x10"3
0.21

9.1xl0"3
0:83

0.06
'0.40

0.06
'0.41

0.06
::0.39

a .The transportation crew and the:public are considered as one population. for the.purposes of radiological accidents.

SI •Source:'Derived from tables inAppendixG.oftheEIS.

-S-L6

0.23
1-55

,"Summary
,TableS-2. 'Summary. Compaii6ifof MaximiiniimlncrementaldInpactsfor,Each Alternative
and'CandidateSite-Continued

Variation d) Single Site
The-incremental impacts:of blending all surlusHEU
to LEIUYat a,single DOE site are the:same-as either the
total[ or.:maximum impacts,. presentedin',Vaiation a.
•BlendingAll at a single commercial-site.can.be
obtained- from Variation b."The only,-exceptionm is the
normal ..operations dose, and:i risk to the. maximally
1:exposed:individual of the- public .and .the-,population

-

within :80. km- (50-mi). The, dose;: to the- maximally
.exposed individual forY-12; SRSB`&W -andNFS is
1.22,10,078,.0.0864, and 6.24 mrem, respectively.iThe
risk. of.-cancer. fatalities; perý campaign. is-6.08 X1 -7,
-3.9xl10 8 ,.432x-10 .,.-an'd 3.12x10 , respectively. The
'dosezto.the' population:within, 80km (50 mi) fof.rY-12,
'SRS,-B&W,- and`NFS.-is 5.01,"5.01, 0.787, and 56.3
person-rem,- respectively. The risk: ofcancerf fatalities
-per. campaignmare2.2.5x 10-3,, 2.5x 10", 3-.9x 004 , and
.
-respectively.
82Sxl0"x

: Disposition of Surplus Highly
,,.EnrichedUranium Final EIS
STableS-3.

Si-sm-niary Comparison•of Totai CampaignaIncrementalEnvironmentalImpactsfor the
;Dispositionof Surplus Highlyý Enriched'Uranium-for'EahAlternative
'
;Alternative63
.;Alternative64
Alternative 2
Limited
--Substantial
-NoCommercialFUse 'CommercialUse CommercialUse
10/100Fuel/Waste ?25/75 Fuel/Waste c 65/35iFu•VWaste
.

-'Electricity (MWh)

1
'I

lýDiesel/oil (1)

Natural gas (m3)
wCoal (W
Steam (kg)
.::..:
+ :.z..::':...:
.......

:--

?76,000
19,384,000
-,413,'000
'17;280
828,000

.......-.......................
"'.
.... :....::."....".............:.....................:..."..
.
....
I,.

;<482,000
16,961,000
1 166,000
12,960
-665V000

,492,000
17,426,000
'936,000
16i820
-403,200

-Alternative'S5
4Maximum
.Commercial Use
.85/15-Fuel/Waste
:496,000
12,876,000
644,000
41,360
1272,000

..............................
• ",2.4..'_.:
¢ :/.':.::•::•:.•.%•..
:•::?.:'.•+% •>2•-¢,•. K.•.:•'. '¢:.: .:•.:"•.•
'" .. . : •:¢:

'The, impacts for all-four, alternatives' would-be' negligible.ULrNHand metalblending would be:usedbfor Alternative 2
:and UNH, UF6 and metal blending would~be usedfor Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 and4givesimilarincremental annual
,emissions. The.,maximumincremental, annual emissions for, all.four'altemativeswould'be less than 1percent of the
NAAQS standard for all criteria pollutants.

:1
'I

'Water (million 1)

1,808

1,460

Wastewater (million 1)

1,784

41,440

ý894
.870

,610
`590

:-.'.:.":..•:
"::"
.:o.."
..". •'.:.
":.•••
.:':--•>•
.'.:'':'••':.>.:.::::::.
"•,"'×"
:..%••
•:..'•:•":.:::,
-"'•:'.'':'-"':'...............................................................................:.....:.......:.::........:':.:-'::.:.:...:...:.':::-:-::,.:.:-:.'..

-:'.... •........'..

The impactsfor allfour alternatives would be negligible. For.Alternative'2,.theUNH blending.process to 0.9-percent
'LEU waste~gives the maximum impacts. For Alternative 2,'the maximum direct.employment for any.of the; four sites
,would'be 125, employees and ýthe indirect 'employment would -range -from'245,atSRS to3'319.at:'Y-'12. The
unemployment changes for- all four-sites&range from 0.09 percent to 0.14, percent. The only difference between
Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 from Alternative 2 is, that the maximum direct employment-atB&W and NFS would be .126
since the UF 6 blending process could be used.

Involved Workers
Total dose to
involved workforce
(person-rem)
Risk (cancer, fatalities per

1,076

880

566

406

0.43

0.352

0.226

0.162

Maximally Exposed
'Individual (Public)
Dose to maximum exposed
.individual member of the
public (mrem)

3.33

3.13

3.96

.312

...Risk (cancer fatalityper

-1.67x10-6

.:campaign)

,campaign)

fS-70

.:1._57x10- 6

:198x10'6

1I.56x10- 6

Summary
the
TableS-3. 'Summary Comparison ofiTotailCampaignalncremenidtEnvironmentalImpactsfor
Highly.EnrichedUraniumfor•EachAlfternative---Continued
Dispositionof Surplusf
jAlternative 4
-Alternative-3
: ?;Substantial
'?Limited
:,-Alternative,2
WNo1Commercial Use .,Commercial'Use .CommnercialUse
- 0/100YFuel/Waste '•25/75 Fuel/Waste i•65/35ýFueliWaste
'Population Within 80 km
!Dose to population within
*801km (person-rem)
Risk(cancer fatalities per
,-campaign)

1

1.SXI0

1.7x10 3

3

:2.4x10

.Latent cancer fatalities per
accident
Risk'(cancer fatalities'per
campaign)
'Maximnally-Exposed

A0,94

030

0

2.2x10 3

9.2x10 3

2.1x10"

2;6x0"2

5.7x10-4

I9xlO"2

:l9x10 2

19x0-2

1.4x10-

5.8;X10-6

1.3x10 5

1.7x10 5

IndividualI (Public)
,accident
''Risk (cancer fatality per
.campaign)
Population 'Within,80 km
Latent cancer"fatalities~per
.accident
Risk (cancer,fatalities per
.campaign)
W

R.

6.9x10A2
L6x10

.

4

1.4
3

3
Il.2x10
1.Oxl0'

A&.
6 x10"4
K:

M
.... ».

130

.4

4

..

H E*

I

8.5x10 4

Campaign: accident frequencyc
Noninv01ved Workersd

.Latent-cancertfatality per
ii

• lA3xl10 2

178X10"2

1.67x1062

3

28,3

-35`5

-36.6
33•3
L183x10 2

Alternative',S
'Maximum
Commercial Use
ý85/15"Fuel/Waste

~

,

~**

*****************

~

.

.

.

The impacts:for'all four alternatives would be negligibleFor all'four:altermatives, the:maximum, inctemental hazard
index for the maximally exposed~individual (public) is 2.02x 10"2, and for workers onsite it is l.26x1T02.These values
,ýare several orders-of magnitude under 1.0,Athe regulatory health limit. The maximum incremental.cancer risk'for the
maximally.exposed individual(public) is 2.qxl0 14 , and: forworkers onsite:it is, 1:08xl01 These~values arebelow
the regulatory limit of 1.x 106. This represents-an increase in cancer risk of 1 in 480,billion to thepublic andabout 1
, inmaýmillon toonsite-workers.

1
]

."Low-Level

'I

•Liquid (in3 )

.Solid ((m3)
,:Mixed Low-Level
3
SLiquid: (in

)

,ý'Solidý(m3)

15,866
13,700

4,685
11,130

3,770
:8,300

1,852
A4400

668
'0

4,296

Qý,2300
_0

22,800
10

0

SHazardous
3

,.Liquid,.(i

Solid (1i

)

3

)

1,048

1,228
-;10

.0

•1;672
IA•

-S-741

..'Disposition of Surplus`Highly
•:Enriched(Uranium:FinalEIS
. Table,
. . S3. Summary ComparisonofýTotal Campaignalncremental•Environmental'Impacts
for the
...Dispositionof Surplus,"HighlyEniichedUraniumfor EachAlternative---Continued
..................... .....
Alternative 3
'Alternative'4
','Alternative5
-tAlternative 2
Substantial
.imited
Maximum
`No.Commercial Use 'ý,Commercial Use "Commercial Use Commercial Use
0/100Fuel/Waste 25/75 Fuel/Waste:,65/35:Fue/Waste •85/15 Fuel/Waste
Nonhazardous, (Sanitary)
Liquid (i•3 )
1,712,000
. :1•378,000
836,000
568,000
:,S0oid (n 3 )
'!78,000
62,800
-38,040
25,920
,ýNonhazardous (Other)
ý'Liquid (in3)
"72,800
60,400
"404600
1'30A00
3
,SolidnA)
0
6
14
18
MY3
8,45
ý680
.5,297
21,774
,S
SolidMNonhazardous(m 3 )e
56;400
-45,400
•18,680
42740
LEU Low.Leve!L(ni)Y
`39,010
-29,340
13,720
5,900

]

-dI

Accident-Free Operations
Fatalities to the public-from
Tradiological effects
'Fatalities tothe,crew from
•radiological effects
,Fatalities to-,the public from
,nonradiological effects
-Accidents
from
,Fatalities to the public
•radiological effects8
;Fatalities:.to the:public, from
-

0.48

.034

0.27

0.44

0.36

.0.24

'0.2

5.5x10 2

•4.6x10

2

,3.4x10 2

-2710"2

1.6xl0

2

.1.2x10' 2

-9.2x10-3
0.84

I.88x1"

2

1.83

1.54

1.1

.,-0.51

-0.44

:0.3

2.89

2.04

,nonradiological effects

Fatalities to, the crew
-from-nonradiological
effects
Total Fatalities

-

.0.58

-3A43

"0.23
1.157

a Total campaign refers to,the time required to complete blending disposition actions evaluated for Alternatives 2 through 5 ,Values
.:shown represent totalimpacts over'the life of campaignexcept for facility accidents for which maximum values are presented
-over the life of the campaign.
b Values, sh6wnbfor facility!accidents represent maximum consequences that coould:possibly occur.underveach alternative.
-Values shownrepresentprobability for the life'ofcampaign whichare calculatedby, multiplying annual frequency (104) bylthe
total number. 6f,years,of operation.

d -The:nofiinvolved;workers are workers on site butvnot associated With operations of-theiblending and conversion facilities.

Involved workers,-.those that are.near an-accident,-would likely be~exposed to lethal- doses~of radiation, if such an accident were
to, occur.

'I

Process waste-after treatment.

'f; End'product waste-as a result of blending-includesirradiated fuel-ýthat~is currently in the-surplus.HEU.inventory (quantity. is
classified) whichdpotentially could be.disposed of-as high-level-waste.
8'The transportation crew and the-public are considered as one population for thetpurposes.of radiological aceidents.

